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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background and Methodology

Cooperative education involves an integrated mixture of class-

room and practical work experience. It is a concept broad enough to

include a wide variety of program components, which prohibits anything

more than the most skeletal definition.

Initiated in the School of Engineering of the University of

Cincinnati in 1906, cooperative education has expanded to include mar.y

disciplines and hundreds of schools. In 1974, 371 institutions received

$10,750,000 in Title IV-D federal grants. At its best, cooperative

education represents a three-way partnership among students seeking

study-related work experience, employers providing coop jobs for

students, and educational institutions committed to supplying both the

academic interface and the administrative support necessary for the

student-employer matching effort.

Cooperative education is believed to offer many benefits, including:

An increase in educational opportunities for students
from low-income families

Career education and preparation, including exposure
to the world of work;

Exposure of students to a diversity of work experiences
related to the student& academic field, and thus aid in
career selection; and
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Help in opening doors to jobs previously not available
to minorities and women, and thus increase their
career opportunities.

The current study was designed to provide an overview and initial

analysis of the varied cooperative education goals and realities, and to

identify key issues and indicators of program success which should be

considered in the evaluation of cooperative education programs. The

study involved several data sources and approaches, including:

Review of the literature,

Review of cooperative education program proposals
federally-funded in FY 1973-74,

Site visits to eight cooperative education schools
and interviews with program coordinators, faculty
members, students, and staff,

A mail survey of current and past students of the
eight schools, including both cooperative education
and non-participating students,

Telephone interviews with past and present
employers of cooperative education students at
each of the eight schools.

The eight sample schools were selected for their diversity in

type of institution, characteristics of the student body, geography, and

mode of program operation. The schools selected were:

The University of Detroit, a private, Jesuit Institution in Detroit's

inner city. Most (71 percent) of the schools' coop students are enrolled

in the engineering school; other significant sources of coop students are

accounting, architecture, business administration, and social science.
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The University of the Pacific, a private, coeducational institution,

located in Stockton, within one of California's major agricultural regions.

Tuition of $3,000 per year is especially high in a state which has a

well-developed system of publicly supported higher education, and

roughly half of UOP's students come from families with annual incomes

of less than $7, 500. Cooperative education is therefore an important

means of making UOP "affordable."

Pratt Institute, a private, coeducational university located near

New York City's Bedford-Stuyvesant section, originally founded as a

vocationally-oriented training institute for artists and technicians.

Only about ten percent of the student body are from minority groups.

Because Pratt's tuition is $2,200, in a city where a university network

(the City University) provides low-cost higher education, the role of

income derived from coop jobs in offsetting this tuition differential is

important.

Pasadena City College, a public four-year college serving six

unified school districts in the Pasadena Area Community College District

of California. The student body includes about 10 percent black students

and seven percent students with Spanish surnames. The cooperative

education program, which was predated by a workstudy program, is

dominated by social science majors.
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Alice Lloyd College, a private, two-year liberal arts college

located in the Appalachian mountains of Kentucky. The student body is

primarily white and from lower-income families. Located in a poor

job market, Alice Lloyd has emphasized jobs in social service areas

for its coop students: it was once part of a six school cooperative

education consortium.

Lees Junior College, a private, two -year institution in Jackson,

Kentucky, with a student body similar to that of Alice Lloyd (i.e.,

primarily white and from poverty-level families). Lees Junior College

was also once part of the six-school consortium for cooperative

education. When it was disbanded soon after formation, Lees continued

its program independently. Coop jobs emphasize the social services.

Texas Southern University, a state-supported, coeducational

institution located in a Houston Model Cities neighborhood. With about

70 percent of its students from low-income families, the need for

employment during enrollment is widespread. The most common

major among coop students is drafting and design, and the curriculum

of this discipline has been modified in response to the coop work

experience.

Washington Technical Institute, an urban land-grant college

located in the District of Columbia which admitted its first students in

1968. Its stated goal is to become a model inner-city technical school.
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Virtually all the students are minority group members ;, coop students

are mast often enrolled in the departments of business, police science,

engineering, public service, education, technology and recreation.

Findings and Implications

Cooperative education as perceived, planned, and operationalized

by different individuals and institutions has no single or consistent

structure, purpose, philosophy, or objectives. The study indicated the

existence of several different although sometimes interrelated coopera-

tive education purposes, goals, and priorities, including:

. Providing opportunities for career exploration
by students,

Providing students with technical skills and
experience through specific career-related
coop assignments,

Giving students an introduction to the work
world and some practical "human relations"
training;

Giving students from low-income families an
opportunity to attend college due to partially
covering costs through coop job earnings;

Providing a means for schools to offset tuition
differentials and thereby compete for students
with less expensive schools;

Providing additional opportunities for minority
and women students through using coop assign-
ments to break down traditional barriers.

v
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While schools often espouse several of these goals or purposes,

the relative importance placed on different purposes helps to determine

the structure and components of a single school's cooperative education

program. In some cases schools adopt goals which are sometimes in

conflict, and this can result in operational confusion, particularly

where priorities are unclear. For example, a school may adopt as a

goal the provision of career exploration opportunities -- which implies

permitting students to try several different kinds of coop assignments --

and providing technical job skills -- which implies having students

return to the same coop job repeatedly to gain such skills.

It appears that many schools initiate cooperative education pro-

grams without going beyond the widely accepted general concept to

consider the specific implications of different priorities. Thus they

may not be aware of potential conflicts or of the specific policy and

programmatic decisions facing them, and the probable effects of

different decisions upon program operations and impact.

Based on the present study, it appears that every cooperative

education program must make certain policy and procedural decisions

in order to function, although these decisions may be reached co istiously

and related to stated goals and priorities, or they may be made almost

unconsciously, in an effort to get a program started. The nature of

these interrelated decisions has major implications for the structure,

vi
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components;:;and impacts of a cooperative education program. Among

these 'key decision areas are the following:

Academic majors to be included in the program.
Programs may be limited to students in technical
fields such as accounting, engineering, business,
and architecture, or liberal arts majors may be
eligible.

Relative emphasis on career exploration versus
gaining of specific, technical ;ob experience.
Where programs include liberal arts majors,
students may be primarily cork.erned with career
exploration. Students in technical fields seem
more likely to be concerned with developing
technical job sic 11s -- and perhaps becoming
full-time employees.

Concern with pay scales for coop jobs. Where
these jobs make college possible for students
from low-income families, level of pay -- and
minimizing of travel and subsistence costs for
jobs not adjacent to campus -- becomes very
important. Where coop experience is the key
objective, pay levels may be of less importance.

Question of academic credit for coop experience.
Coop programs may be particularly popular
where academic credit towards graduation is
awarded for coop experience. The question of
transferability of credit is also a concern.
Faculty may be waxy of awarding credit unless
there is some means of evaluating student per-
formance and determining the academic relevance
of the coop job. The nature and extent of class-
room-job interface becomes an issue.

Issues of student selection criteria. Coop
programs can become "dumping grounds" for
poorly qualified students or allow for "creaming"
of the best qualified students. Selection criteria
affect potential program impact in terms of
career exploration, a source of income, and
technical preparation for employment.

vii



Determination of program scheduling. Coop
education programs may be mandatory or elective.
Moreover, although Title IV-D clearly refers to
"alternate" programming -- alternating periods
of full-time study and full-time ,work assignments --
some programs remain "parallel," providing for
simulaneous part-time study and part-time vuo,k
assignments.

Administrative issues. The location of a program
within the institutional structure may affect its
support from faculty, particularly with regard to
academic credit for work experience. Where coop
programs are part of academic affairs offices, faculty
support seems greatest.

Question of charging tuition for work assignments.
If tuition is not charged for this period, schools may
find it difficult to provide desirable faculty and staff
oversight of the program. ':et such costs may burden
low-income students and seem justified only if work
assignments are related to stude.it's academic work.

Decisions in these key areas, together with program goals and

priorities, sha-e each individual program. If key decisions are not
__--consistent with_agre-e-d-up-941---program goals and priorities, programs

may find it difficult to meet their own goals.

Information from a variety of study data sources indicate that one

major concern affects all the other cooperative education issues, and

provides perhaps the major challenge to schools attempting to run

successful cooperative education program. This key issue is the

aecessit foiz:1alart,hecliffering and sometimes conflicting goals

and priorities of the various cooperative education program participants:

students, faculty, staff, and em lovers.

viii
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Employers often are looking for future permanent
employees and individuals with enough job -know-
le 1ge to be valuable staff. Thus they typically favor
having the same student return each work period
throughout coop program participation. This is
particularly true in the more technical fields.

. Faculty are concerned with protecting the quality
of a degree, and may be skeptical of coop jobs
unless they are closely related to academic work.
Moreover, they often question wheti e.r and under
what conditions academic credit toward graduation-
should be awarded for coop experience. Technical
field faculty may prefer students' repeated coop
assignment to the same employer as being especially
career-relevant.

Students may view coop experience as a chance for
career exploration, a means of helping to finance a
college education, away of finding a future employer,
an easy way to get academic credit -- or a combina-
tion of these. Depending upon their priorities, they
may favor or oppose repeated assignment to the same
employer, and may look for different kinds of coop
job opportunities.

Cooperative education staff must attempt to balance
employer, faculty, and student desires and to recon-
cile them with Federal requirements and the stated
policies and priorities of the institution. They must
satisfy employers in order to maintain needed coop
openings, keep faculty support if credit is to be pro-
vided and academic interface maintained, and meet
student demands to assure participation at full
capacity. Moreover, they are responsible for oper-
ating a "successful" program based on local goals
and objectives.

This overview study clearly indicates the vital importance of the

balancing of disparate priorities and deroands in the development and

maintenance of a successful cooperative education program, whatever
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its individual goals and objectives. The other issues identified provide

a basis for the analysis of existing cooperative education programs --

and for the development of evaluative models which can measure pro-

gram success in meeting individual goals. However, the program and

philosophical diversity in present cooperative education efforts indicates

that no single set of "performance" or "success" criteria can he

established for such programs. Instead, it is necessary first to

establish an individual program's purposes and priorities, and then to

evaluate its success in terms of

. the consistency of its policies and procedures with
its stated goals and priorities, and

. the extent to which its stated goals are being met.

Based on the limited sample of cooperative education schools in

this study, it appears that the term "cooperative education" is a broad

concept with many different "operational definitions." There appears

to be no universal unifying or guiding principle -- beyond that of meshing

classroom and work experience in postsecondary education -- which

could serve as a single foundation for program evaluation. However,

a broader study with a large school sample might successfully identify

and describe a series of cooperative education program models which

could serve as organizing factors in program evaluation. Such models

15



might also prove extremely valuable as guides to schools planning

cooperative education programs, helping them to identify key decision

points and issues.
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1.0 PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY

1.1 Background of the
Study

Unfortunately for policy makers in institutions of higher learning

throughout the nation, as well as in state and federal government positions,

a commonly accepted definition of a concept as complex and dynamic as

cooperative education is hard to find. Certainly everyone would agree

that cooperative education involves some mixture of classroom and

practical work experience. Most definitions also prescribe that these

two kinds of experiences be "integrated", each designed to make the other

more meanizkful, each therefore better able to contribute to the growth

and development of the individual student. Beyond these bare details come

a myriad of questions concerning such issues as parallel versus alternate

scheduling, the relationship of work positions to a student's major field

of study, the role work should play when it comes to degree requirements,

etc. As the cooperative education movement has grown to proportions

it would have been difficult to foresee at its inception almost 70 years

ago, the concept of cooperative education has evolved, and any definition

hoping to encompass the hundreds of programs now in operation must

stretch to include the widest imaginable range of details. A good

general -- and therefore, of necessity skeletal -- definition of coopera-

tive education is offered by Charles F. Seaverns, Jr. of Northeastern

University:
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Cooperative education is a unique educational process
designed to enhance optimum individual adjustment toward
self-realization and career development by means of
integrating classroom study wit . planned and supervised
practical experience in vocational, educational, or cultural
activities outside of the formal classroom environment.

Cooperative education, at its best, represents a three-way partner -
\

ship between students desiring study-relevant work experience, employers
willing to provide meaningful student jobs for future members of the

work force, and educational institutions committed to supplying academic
interface and administrative support for the student-employer matching
effort.

Cooperative education was introduced in the United States in 1906

by Herman Schneider, then faculty member, and later dean, of the School

of Engineering at the University of Cincinnati. Schneider believed "work

makes the spirit of the man." Although cooperative education began its
spread to other schools almost immediately after its inception at Cincin-
nati, its expansion was slow, though steady, until the early 1960's when

a combination of forces contributed to produce an unprecedented sprint in
growth.

During the sixties, cooperative education received the endorsement
of two prestigious educational commissions, as well as the seal of approval
of Harvard University, which introduced its own cooperative education

program. But much more importantly, education, as an institution, along
with so many other institutions, found itself subjected in the last decade

1. 2 i 18
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to a deep and searching re-examination of its goal:: and objectives, as

well as its role in society. Students have come to demand relevance in

higher education. At the same time, inflation, translated into rapidly

escalating tuition and other education costs, combined with a shrinking

job market, has served to shift the emphasis from general learning to

career preparation. Meaningful employment -- during, as well as after

college -- has become a major concern. In addition, education institutions

are recognizing -- with the help of the federal government's various

equal opportunity regulations -- their responsibility to open their doors

to traditionally excluded groups such as ethnic minorities, the economi-

cally-disadvantaded, and women.

Cooperative education also received a boost in 1968 when the U.S.

Congress authorized the expenditure of federal funds for cooperative

education. Title IV-D of the Higher Education Act of 1965 was amended

to authorize grants of up to $75,000 to colleges and universities "for the

planning, establishment, expansion or carrying out by such institutions of

programs of cooperative education that alternate periods of full-time

public and private employment." By 1974, the number of institutions

receiving grants for such programs increased to 371; the amount of money

granted was $10,750,000. In 1973, cooperative education programs

enrolled 140,000 students who earned an average of $2, 500, or a total

of $350 million.

1.3
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For the students, employers, and educational personnel involved

wit.-. cooperative education programs, the goals and expected benefits

of participation are rr any and varied. Each of the three partners in the

cooperative education venture, of course, bring their own perspectives

and needs to the development and continuing operation of individual pro-

grams . However, the traditional rationale for a cooperative education

program is framed in terms of four expected program effects:,

Cooperative education programs increase educational
opportunities for students from low-income families;

Cooperative education programs provide career edu-
cation and preparation, including exposure to the
world of work;

Cooperative education programs expose students to
a diversity of work experiences related to the students'
academic field, and thus aid in career selection; and

Cooperative education programs help open doors to
jobs previously not available to minorities and women,
and thus increase their career opportunities.

1.2 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was exploratory in nature; although, in

fact, a small number of schools were to be visited and their cooperative

education programs to be examined, no formal evaluation of them -- or

of the concept of cooperative education, in general -- was to be performed.

Rather, the data from these site visits would be combined with data from

several other sources to provide the material required for a broad

1 . 4
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understanding, and an initial, rudimentary analysis of the goals of

cooperative education and their relation to the realities of operating

programs.

The RFP, which generated this study, listed three questions of

primary concern:

1. To what extent are these goals realistic?

2. To what degree are they achieved in practice?

3. To what extent are they competitive with one another
and what are the trade-off choices among goals which
must be made in designing a cooperative education
program?

The RFP saw cooperative education as a program with three inter-

dependent constituencies -- students, institutions, and employers -- and

it was decided to structure the study around this breakdown.

CONSAD viewed the three questions posed in the RFP as guideposts

to action. In order to answer these questions, a number of issues central

to the development and continuing operation of cooperative education pro-

grams would have to be examined in depth. Virtually every activity under-

taken in a well-run program contributes in some way to the attainments

of goals. It would be essential, therefor, to design a research plan

sufficiently inclusive to look at the issue of goals and objectives with all

their ramifications. In its proposal in response to the RFP, CONSAD set

down these central objectives for the study:

1.5
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a careful description and analysis of a number of
cooperative education programs from the vantage
point of their origins and trajectories, the organi:-
zation subsystems operative (students, colleges,
community and employers), and the implied and
explicit assumptions about program functioning and
goals;

an assessment of the extent to which the postulated
goals, for students, colleges and employers are
realizable;

an understanding of the criteria which guide the
development of cooperative education programs,
and of the manner in which these criteria enter
into choices among alternative approaches; and

insight into the contextual issues of cooperative edu-
cation programs, including opportunities which might
be foregone in favor of cooperative education and the
possible consequences of the resulting trade-offs.

The study was designed to provide an appreciation of the diversity

of goals and programs connected with the concept of cooperative education

and would identify key issues raised by the attempt to translate goals into

working programs.

1.3 Methodology and Limitations

Project methodology consisted of five basic components:

. a review of the literature;

a review of cooperative education program proposals
federally-funded for FY 1973-74 on file with the
Office of Education;

site visits to eight colleges and universities with
operating cooperative education programs;
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mail surveys of students and graduates, both coop
participants and non-participants, from each of the
eight schools; and

. a series of telephone interviews with employers, both
past and present, of coop participants.

The literature review and review of Office of Education files began

simultaneously immediately after contract award. However, the litera-

ture review was seen as an on-going process to continue throughout the

length of the contract period, unlike the review of Office of Education

files which, of course, would be completed in a relatively short period

of time. Both reviews were undertaken in order to further acquaint the

project staff with the diversity of cooperative education programs currently

operating throughout the country, as well as the major issues most com-

monly associated with them. Of course, one of the issues which received

a great deal of attention during the review was the issue of goals and

objectives for cooperative education programs. The reviews helped

bring into sharper focus some still vague research concerns, enabling

the project team to begin formulating specific questions which could be

addressed later on.

The literature review entailed commissioning searches of ERIC

and the New York Times Index. A bibliography of holdings of the Coopera-

tive Education Information Clearinghouse was also obtained. In addition,

a member of the project team hand searched the Congressional Informa-

tion Service, Dissertation Abstracts, and the Educational Index. Contents
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of the Journal of Cooperative Education were reviewed in Washington

at the library of the National Education Association.
/

i
/

Six-hundred proposals federally-funded in FY 1973-74 on file with

/ the Office of Education were examined. Proposals from schools parti-

cipating in 22 different consortia were separated from the others, leaving

a total of 324 proposals from schools not participating in consortia. Data

from these 324 proposals were tabulated to provide a broad overview of

the proposals, the schools from which they emanated and the programs

with which they dealt. Although federal funding was not to be a require-

ment for a school to be selected for a site visit, the review of federally -

funded program proposals was utilized to draw up a kind of informal

matrix to include all the broad categories into which the various programs

could be fitted. This matrix was then used to help guide the selection of

schools for site visits.

In fact, all schools selected for site visits were recipients of Title

IV-D funds, and were, therefore, included in the Office of Education

files. In consultation with appropriate OE personnel and other outside

experts, the schools were selected to include both public and private

institutions; community colleges, as well as universities with under-

graduate and graduate components; institutions located in each of the

major geographical divisions of the country, as well as institutions in

both rural and urban settings; institutions serving varying student bodies
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in terms of their socioeconomic backgrounds; institutions with coop

programs for various kinds of students in terms of major fields of study;

and institutions with coop programs both newly initiated and firmly

established over many years. An important consideration in the selection

of schools was the feeling that each offered the opportunity for fresh in-

sights and an interesting perspective in regards to cooperative education.

For this reason, better known schools, i. e. , institutions long recognized

for their enthusiastic participation in the coop education movement like

Northeastern and Antioch Universities, were avoided. Schools which had

received attention as a result of some previous study were also avoided

in an effort to prevent duplication of effort. The literature review was,

of course, helpful in regards to identifying these schools, as was con-

sultation with other researchers.

It was decided to conduct site visits, in addition to the gathering

of information through the mail and over the telephone, in order to glean

the extra information and impressions possible only in a face-to-face

situation. From a practical point of view, it was also felt that on-site

interviews were less likely to result in refusal of information than tele-

phone interviews. Interviews were originally planned with cooperative

education and non-cooperative education faculty members, current and

past employees, cooperative education students, and the director of the

cooperative education program. Rather detailed interview instruments

1. 9
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were developed to be used in each interview stituation. The Director of

the coop program was to be asked to schedule interviews prior to each

site visit. In addition, the project team was to select the sample of

students and graduates to be included in a later mail survey on site. It

was anticipated each site visit would require two days and be conducted

by two team members.

These assumptions, along with the interview instruments, were

pre-tested during a site visit to the University of South Florida at Tarripa.

The proposed questionnaire to be utilized in the mail survey was also

tested on-site at Tampa. As a result of the pre-test, several important

modifications in the research logic were made. The biggest change

related to the decision to use general iiterview guidelines rather than

the formalized interview instruments. It was originally anticipated that

specific and structured instruments would be required to assure con-

sistency of notationby the respondents. However, once in the field, it

was obvious that this procedure inhibited the attainment of large segments

of important data. Respondents often embarked upon individual trains of

thought which the interviewers recognized as useful but for which there

was no allowance for recording on the interview instruments. Soon,

many additional pages were filled with the resultant yield being short,
44.non-detailed answers to questions. It was concluded that a less formal

interview structure was needed which would encompass open-ended

questions or "probes."
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Nine areas were identified as potential areas which all field teams

should \probe during subsequent site visits. These included:

. factors which led to the successful initiation of a coop
program;

. original versus current intent of the program'

. the scheduling modality used by the institution;

. the future plans for coop;

. opinions about the sufficiency of current levels of
funding of the coop program;

. the coordination of the coop program with other
programs such as work study programs;

. the status of the coop administrator vis-a-vis other
institutional personnel;

. the practices of employers in regards to hiring coop
students after graduation; and

the geographic distribution of employers of coop
students along with questions raised as a result of
the literature review.

These probes were then incorporated into guidelines developed for

each category of respondent. For example, the guidelines prepared for

interviews with program coordinators included the following components :'

program development;

a comparison of initial plans and current program;

present' operation of the provAtm;

perspectives on program and students;
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skills for the role of the coordinator; and

future plans.

Other guidelines followed the same basic format, with one or two

components added or deleted according to the unique viewpoint of each

category of respondent. The purpose of the probes and the guidelines

developed from them was to enable the project team to identify initial

goals and objectives and determine how well the current operation of the

various programs followed the dictates inherent in the goals and objectives.

Another important change involved broadening the base of the inter-

view categories to include not only faculty, but administrators and other

staff also. These people were to include the president of the school,

deans, coop staff in addition to the director, financial aid office staff and

other appropriate staff. It was also discovered that at many schools it

might be impossible to classify faculty as either cooperative education

faculty or non-cooperative education faculty. Programs, especially

institution-wide programs, are often administered by a coop program

staff alone, with no faculty directly participating in any way. It was

decided to seek out cooperative education and nun-cooperative education

faculty whenever possible, but whenever impossible, to find faculty who

both support and do not support cooperative education instead.

It was also decided to seek out for interviews more than the ori-

ginally planned five cooperative education students, after face-to-face

1.12 ;
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interviews netted interesting and important information. It was decided

to seek interviews with non-cooperative education students also.

From the beginning, the bias which would be introduced by asking

the director of the coop program to schedule interviews prior to each

site visit had been recognized. However, such a procedure seemed

necessary for reasons of efficiency. At Tampa, however, it proved

feasible to ask each interviewee to name several individuals he or she

'knew who was opposed to the coop program. Additional interviews could

then be sought with a few of these people in an attempt to off-set the bias

likely to result from the original scheduling plan.

Other scheduling problems which cropped up related to the diversity

of effort required fdr interviewing both on and off-campus, and for drawing

samples of students and graduates for mail surveying. It was discovered

that a two-day, two-person effort was totally inadequate for the task.

Hence, a three-day, three-person effort would be henceforth mounted at

each site. All three persons would attend the initial interview with the

coop director so that each person would acquire the background needed

in order to perform subsequent duties. Afterward, each individual would

act alone. It was also decided that it was all the site team could handle

to complete on-campus interviews. Employers would be interviewed

by phone after each site visit.
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The drawing of samples of students and graduates for the mail

survey proved to be a most difficult task at Tampa due to the reluctance

of the registrar's office to cooperate in this effort. It was decided to

enlist the help of the president of each institution in the future to encourage

the cooperation of the registrar's office in this task.

About 40 interviews were conducted at each of the eight schools

selected for site visits. Interviews lasted anywhere from a half hour to

an hour and a half. As might be expected, individual interviews often

netted conflicting information, and documentation, in the form of bro-

chures, proposals, reports, etc. , was sought to clear up these discre-

pancies. However, when it came to conflicting opinions, this was what

the interviews were designed to uncover, and no attempt to reconcile

them was mane. The expectation was that the various constituencies of

a cooperative education program would each provide different perspectives

on its goals and objectives and whether they have been achieved or not

achieved. It was felt many individuals would provide a truer picture of

a school and its program than any single person could offer.

Telephone interviews were conducted with employers selected by

the coop coordinator. Interviews were to be conducted with both active

and inactive employers; employers whose practice was to hire both many

and few students; employers in both technical and non-technical, or

"humanistic" fields; and employers representing both large and small
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companies. All schools were able to provide the names of active

employers; two schools -- the University of the Pacific and Pasadena
\

City College -- could not provide names of inactive emplorers because

they said there were none. A total of 25 active and 13 inactive employers

were interviewed. Each interview lasted about one hour. Like the on-

site interviews, they were loosely structured according to broad guide-

lines, again in order to fulfill minimum requirements for comparability,

and at the same time ma' imize spontaneity.

Complete lists of students and graduates, both coop and non-coop

participants, for the purposes of drawing samples in each category for

the mail survey, were' made available at only four schools: the University

of Detroit, Pratt Institute, Pasadena City College, and Wa.hington Tech-

nical Institute. At these four schools, the originally proposed samples

of 100 coop students, 100 non-coop students, 50 coop graduates, and 50

non-coop graduates, were drawn. At the remaining schools, the teams

were forced to use whatever names could be provided for the drawing'

of the sample and the total sample size often fell short of the desired

total. It can not be therefore guaranteed that the samples drawn at these

four schools were random.

(The sample of graduates spanned a period of time dependent on the

age of the coop program. )
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Questionnaires were designed for each of the four sampling groups,

and OMB clearance was obtained. Questionnaires were several pages long,

and included both forced-choice and open-ended questions. A cover letter

encouraging participation from the coop coordinators of all schools,

except the University of the Pacific, was included in the mailed question-

naire package to students. A stamped, addressed return envelop was

provided in each package. No follow-up procedures were utilized. A

total of 2, Ill questionnaires were mailed to the students and graduates --

651 to coop students, 797 to non-coop students, 339 to coop graduates,

and 324 to non-coop graduates. A total of 614 -- or 29. 1% -- were

returned; 199 (30. 6 %) from coop students, 228 (28. 6 %) from non-coop

students, 99 (29. 2 %) from non-coop graduates. The rate of return by

school was:

University of Detroit -- 50%,

University of the Pacific -- 36%,

Pratt Institute -- 34%,

Pasadena City College -- 23%,

Alice Lloyd College -- 19%,

Lees Junior College -- 22%,

Texas Southern University -- 26% '; and

Washington Technical Institute -- 19%.

1. 16
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It is interesting to note that the rate of return did not vary greatly

among the four respondent categories, despite the anticipated difficulty

of locating graduates with addresses anywhere from one to five years

old. A slightly higher percentage of coop participants as opposed to non-

coop participants returned questions, most likely signifying an obvious

greater interest in cooperative education and any project related to it.

When examining the rate of return by school, the most noticable

characteristic is the exceedingly high rate of return from the University

of Detroit (50 %). Both the University of the Pacific and Pratt-Institute

also had high rates of return. This may be a function of the relative

affluence of the student bodies in each of these three high-cost schools.

Many researchers have previously discovered that better-educated, and/

or affluent individuals are more likely to respond to questionnaires than

their less affluent counterparts.

The data obtained from all sources from each of the eight schools

were never intended to serve as the basis for deriving broad generali-

zations about the world of cooperative education as practiced by over 400

schools in diverse settings with diverse student bodies with a variety of

goals and objectives. The sample schools, in no sense, are representa-

tive of all the configurations of institutions and programs possible. The

information presented in the following sections, therefore, must be viewed

in that context. It is hoped that it will serve to raise pertinent questions,

and provide a background for further discussion and exploration of these

issues.
1. 17
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION IN THE UNITED
STATES

2.1 Literature Review

Books devoted to the topic of cooperative education in the United

States are few in number. Those in existence are mostly handbooks

or manuals, designed for an audience of cooperative education adminis-

trators and teachers.

Periodicals provide the primary source of information on coopera-

tive education; of special importance are:

The Journal of Cooperative Education,

The Journal of Business Education, and

Engineering Education.

Periodical articles generally provide information and opinions
----,

concerning:

. The history and philosophy of cooperative
education,

. The goals of cooperative education,

. Descriptions of programs in different
institutional settings:

. Specific issues regarding the functioning of
cooperative education programs, and

Evaluations contrasting cooperative and non-
cooperative students or graduates.
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The authors of these articles tend to be involved in the programming

of cooperative education. As the titles of the most frequently cited

journals would indicate, cooperative education, as seen in the literature,

is most often considered in terms of technical and business education.

A discussion of the literature can be organized into the three

domains of students, colleges, and employers.

2.1.1 Students

The major point in such sources as Tyler (1971), Gore (1972),

Wilson and Lyons (1961), and Adams and Stephens (1970) can be sum-

marized as follows:

Work experience brings increased meaning to academic
study. Cooperative education students are more involved
and motivated than other students. Cooperative work
experience makes the academic work more meaningful.

Such authors imply a comparison between cooperative education

and other students, with the former seen as more motivated and involved

in their own education because their work experience clarifies, builds

upon, and provider practical applications for their classroom experi-

ences.

Knowles (1971), Van Sickle (1971), and McKinney (1971) would

seem to argue that:

Cooperative education provides students, especially
minorities and women, with special opportunity for
career exploration.
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Cooperative education is viewed as a convenient testing ground for

preliminary career choices. Authors such as these strc:ss the importance

of this exploration for minority students and women, both because they

face special institutional barriers to many careers, and because their

pre-college experiences often induce limited perspectives regarding

career opportunities.

A study by Kany (1973) revealed that women students tend to

cluster in traditionally female fields, but after a coop work experience

their expectations widen to include more diverse opportunities.

Other literature sources, including Wilson (1971), Cross (1971),

Dawson (1971), and Marks and Wohlford (1971), stress the beneficial

effects of cooperative education on personality formation and personal

development. Wilson's view is as follows:

Because cooperative education places the student in new
and challenging situations demanding of him new modes
of behavior, the experience makes a strong contribution
to growth of the individual, in terms of his personal,
social, and career development.

Some authors, such as Biester (1972), complain that traditional

coop programs are too narrow in philosophy and implementation to

serve the needs of a highly diverse student body. Lupton (1971)

discusses the special problems associated with liberal arts students in

a coop program. He urges programs designed for liberal arts students

not be bound by the career orientation of traditional coop programs.
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This traditional career orientation is challenged by Probst (1963).

He contends coop students become too vocation-minded too soon in

their academic career.

Cooperative education, as described in the literature, provides

for some shift in the costs associated with higher education. Part of

the financial burden is transferred from the educational institution,

philanthropists, family and relatives to the student and his employer(s).

While the student earns the needed money, he does so, ideally, in an

educational context.

Cooperative education programs provide financial aid
for the student. This additional (alternative) source
of funding allows students from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds to afford post-secondary education which
might otherwise be unavailable to them.

Binzen (1973) extends this concept to conclude that:

...the predominance of young people from working
class families in cooperative education programs
fulfills financial needs but also work ethic needs of
the youth and his parents.

It is sometimes contended that cooperative education provides

the student with a headstart in a career; however, the literature

provides little empirical data to support this belief.

2.1.2 Colleges and Universities

The literature provides discussions of the following possible

beneficial effects of cooperative programs to educational institutions:
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The programs permit colleges to offer an
"enriched program of education" (Bennett,
1969; Heermann, 1973),

. Faculty awareness of new developments is
enhanced as a result of cooperative education
programs (Heermann, 1973),

. Programs lead to improved community relations
for the colleges involved (Tyler, 19711,

Cooperative education can lead to enhanced effi-
ciency of use of college facilities (Rauh), and

. Programs provide advantages in the recruitment
and retention of students (Cross, 1971).

Butler (1973) and Pratt (1972) both see staffing, in general, and

the role of the coordinator, in particular, as the most crucial variable

in the planning and operation of a successful coop program. Wilson

(1972) argues that the various responsibilities of the coop coordinator

are so diverse as to be "awesome." Pratt (1972) cautions coordinators

that one of their most critical responsibilities is the individual counseling

of students.

As far as colleges and universities are concerned, Lupton and

McNutt (1972) contend that the most difficult issue facing them is the

issue of academic credit. Wilson (1973) describes current practices

in regards to the awarding of credit and discusses the various objections

to granting credit. He also proposes a rationale supporting granting

credit. A report prepared in Tampa, Florida (1971), found a favorable

climate for granting credit.
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2.1.3 Employers

The literature regarding employers and cooperative education

emphasizes improved opportunities to recruit and, in effect, pre-screen

future workers. As a result of a survey of employers, Holsensack

(1973) discovered that the major objective of employers in regards to

coop education is to increase the long-term retention rate of trained

and talented personnel, and that the employers felt they were meeting

that objective. Nonetheless, they view coop students as temporary

employees and typically pay low salaries and offer few fringe benefits.

Heermann (1973) argues that since cooperative education student workers

have a chance to examine their own suitability for particular jobs,

chances are good that subsequent worker turnover is reduced. However,

Yensco (1971) contends the claim that cooperative education students

remain 4iLh a firm longer than do other graduates appears to lack

empirical verification.

According to Brown (1971) and Davis (1971), cooperative education

student workers have a positive impact on other employees, while

improvements in college-community-business relations are emphasized

by other authors (such as Cross, 1973). Businessmen benefit by being

direct participants in the education of the youth of the community, pro-

vided linkages between colleges and the community, and especially

employers, are carefully developed and strengthened.
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Wilson (1971) questions whether the national economy will be

able to absorb the growing number of coop students. Given the current

recession, articles by White (1933) and Barbeau (1973) dealing with

cooperative education during the Depression are of interest.

2.2 Aggregate Data From Office
of Education Files

Summary tabulations were prepared of data derived from some

600 cooperative education proposals federally-funded for FY 73-74 by

the Office of Education. The files included funded and 324 non-consortium

programs. These data were not prepared for the purposes of the current

research, and as such, they require care in interpretation. The

variables tabulated concern only non-consortium schools.

The geographic distribution of these 324 schools does not conform

to national population distributions. The ten states with the largest

number of cooperative education programs, accourhting for 50 percent

of the (non-consortium) schools, are:
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Number of Schools with Cooperative
State Education Programs

New York 23
North Carolina 23
Flori !a 20
California 19
New Jersey 15
Alabama 14
South Carolina 13
Georgia 12
Virginia 12
Illinois 11

Total 162

An examination of the distribution of programs among various

kinds of institutions indicates that cooperative education programs are

more l'kely to be found at the pre-graduate rather than graduate level,

and much more likely to be found in public rather than private schools.

Institution Number of Programs

Graduate and undergraduate 111
Undergraduate only 77
Community or junior college 119

Total 310

Institution

Public
Privat

Nulnber of Programs

205
105

Total 310
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About one-half of the applications (154) on file were for programs

not yet in existence. Thus, 234 of the applications mentioned "planning"

as one of the purposes of the grant application, and 70 mentioned

"initiating."

Proposal Type Number of Proposals

Planning 104
Initiating 22
Strengthening 21
Expanding 10
Training 2
Research 2
Planning and strengthening 82
Planning and initiating 48
Other combinations 32

TlAal 323

The files reveal that fully 90 percent of schools with established

programs do not require participation in cooperative education as a

prerequisite for graduation. (Given the "planning" and "initiating"

nature of many of the proposals, the number of schools responding to

questions about their cooperative education programs is considerably

smaller th at the number submitting applications.)

Is Cooperative Education Required? Number Responding

Yes 21
No 179
Sometime s 3

Total 203
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Given the concerns evident in the literature, much of the data

available in the program files proved of particular interest.

Seventy percent of the schools with programs report awarding

credit for coop participation.

Is Academic Credit Awarded? Number Responding

Yes
No

121
51

Total 172

The average number of credit hours awarded (by schools awarding

credit) is 5.6 for an average work period of 17 weeks.

Participation in coop programs of minority group student::: is

markedly lower than participation by whites, as revealed by determining

the average number of work assignments in 1971 per program for

students of varying racial/ethnic backgrounds.

Racial/Ethnic Categories
Average Number of
Work Assignments

Black 14
Spanish Surnamed 1

American Indian <1*
Other (Includes White) 47

Total 62

*Computed fraction is .389.
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The planned number of work assignments for 1972 showed

increased expectations for each racial/ethnic category:

Racial/Ethnic Categories
Average Number of Planned

1972 Work Assignments

Black 20
Spanish Surnamed 3
American Indian 1

Other (Includes Whit& 58
Total 82

Cooperative education programs are generally considered an

important means of-increasing the financial feasibility of higher edu-

cation for students from low-income families. Data from the files

suggest that the "pool" of students from low-income families is many

times greater than the number of cooperative education slots. Schools

reported an average populn'ion of 1,157 students from families with

annual incomes below $7, 500, and an average of 82 cooperative edu-

cation slots.

As the literature review revealed, the role of program coordinator

is generally acknowledged to be of central importance to the success or

failure of cooperative education programs, since this staff person is

responsible for balancing the needs of students, school, and employers.

The reported assignment of coordinators is therefore of interest. A

total of 107 schools reported full-time coordinators, and had, on the

average, two such coordinators. The 72 schools reporting part-time

2.11
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coordinators had an average of 2.8 part-time coordinators. The ratio

of students to coordinators for 147 schools rrnorting is 76:1, indicating

that it may be difficult for school:- to pros .e individual attention to

each student and his work situation.

The average number of "employing agencies" per school is

reported at 71. Since the average number of planned work assignments

is 82, it appears that most employers take only one student.

Some college courses of study have historically been associated

with cooperative education. Students in cooperative education were

most often business and accounting majors in 42 of the schools;

engineering majors were the most frequent participants in another 30

schools. The most frequently reported majors were as follows:

Major
Number of Schools Reporting

this Major as Mode

Business/accounting 42
Engineering 30
Sociology 6
Education 4
Liberal arts 3
Data processing 3

2.3 Implications of Overview
Analysis

Both Office of Education files and relevant literature served to

raise significant questions related to cooperative education. Among

these questions are:
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Is the awarding of academic credit appropriate
for work experiences? If credit is awarded, how
much should be awarded and under what conditions?

How appropriate is the cooperative education
experience for students pursuing various fields
of study?

To what extent are cooperative education programs
providing increased educational and occupational
opportunities to minority, women, and low-income
students? What is their potential for providing
these opportunities?

What are the merits of mandatory versus elective
participation in coop programs?

Despite its avowed goal of broadening student
occupational horizons, might cooperative
education instead be leading students to focus
too early on a single career line?

In what ways does cooperative educationdiffer
from other part-time student employment?

What are the structural and administrative
requirements -- especially in regards to the role
of program coordinators -- of coop programs?

What is the potential for growth of coop programs,
given hiring limitations of both public and private
erziployers?

These questions must all be confronted and answered by cooperatiVe

education programs in light of the goals and objectives which they have

set for themselves. These questions received special attention during

the collection and later analysis of primary data. Together with the

nine "probes" identified as a result of the University of South Florida
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pre-test experience, these questions were the "meat" on the bare

"bones" of the guidelines which were developed for interviews with

college and university personnel and students, and student employers.

The questions involving increased educational opportunities for minority,

women, and low-income students, and the difference between coop and

other part-time student employment, were also addressed by the mail

survey.

2. 14
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3.0 COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AT
EIGHT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

The following subsections draw upon data from individual site

visits, telephone interviews with employers, the mail-survey of students,

and file data to describe how cooperative education programs operate at

each of eight sample schools and identify major issues raised by the

experiences of each program. The schools are described in two group-

ings; (1) the first four schools having at least half of their students from

families with annual incomes over $7, 500; (2) the last four schools having

a majority of students= from families with annual incomes under $7, 500.

A chart capsulizing several key aspects of the schools and their

cooperative education programs follows.

3.1 University of Detroit

3.1.1 General Background

The University of Detroit is an independent university, founded in

1877, and operated under the auspices of the Jesuit order. The major

degree granting divisions of the university are:, the College of Arts and

Sciences, the College of Business and Administration, the College of

Engineering, the School of Architecture, the School of Law and the

School of Dentistry.

3. 1
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Tuition and fees at the university total about $2, 000 a year. In

attempt to equalize the attractiveness of private and public institutions,

the state of Michigan will grant up to $1, 200 a year to students who meet

certain financial qualifications so that they may attend schools like the

University of Detroit.

Most of the students attending the university are from the Detroit

area and live at home. About 20 to 25 percent of the 9,000-student

enrollment is black, almost all of them enrolled in liberal arts programs.

In its 1972 application for federal funds for its coop program, the univer-

sity anticipated 18 percent of its student body would be from families

with less than a $7500 annual income. Obviously, many Detroit

students must therefore work full or part-time while attending school.

One faculty member, in fact, estimates as much as 80 percent of the

student population must work to stay in school.

Natur..11y, the university is strongly affected by the vagaries of

the auto industry which dominates the Detroit economy.

3.1. 2 Program Development

The cooperative education program at the University of Detroit

is one of the oldest programs in the United States, founded just five

years after cooperative education was originated in 1906. When a group

of Detroit industrialists founded the College of Engineering in Ml 1, they

incorporated cooperative education as a mandatory component of the

curriculum. All of the 8,500 engineers who have been graduated since

3. 3
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then have been cooperative education program participants. Cooperative

education was introduced as a mandatory program in the School of

Architecture in 1920. One year cooping meets the licensing requirement

for a yPar's apprenticeship. Since then, coop has been added as an

optional program to the curricula of a number of other subdivisions of

the university: to the graduate division of the College of Busint and

Administration in 1958; to the accounting department in 1963.; to other

departments in Business and Administration in 1967; and to the College

of Arts and Sciences in 1970. Today, any undergraduate may elect to

have a coop experience; overall about 33 percent do. The only require-

ment is a 2.0 grade point average and evidence of superiority in courses

related to career objectives.

The director of cooperative education credits much of the success

of the program at Detroit to the fact that it has been introduced into new

departments and colleges at the request of faculty and deans instead of

being introduced by an outsider. Coop grew naturally -- it was not forced.

A special cooperative program designed to attract blacks to

careers in engineering was initiated in 1972. This program seeks to

identify qualified black students in Detroit high schools with aptitude

for engineering and place them in a pre-college cooperative experience:

Another special program to attract women to careers in engineering

will be impleme 4ed this year, and will be operated in conjuction with

3.4
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a consortium of liberal arts colleges for women in the Detroit area .,

This program will offer women a chance to complete not only their

liberal arts degree but also an engineering degree in five years

The program within Arts and Sciences is still developing. Only

about 25 students are currently enrolled. Bad economic times, reflected

especially harshly by the auto industry in Detroit, has made growth more

difficult. Although the program is available to any Arts and Sciences

student, it is especially targetted at disadvantaged students admitted to

the university as part of Project One Hundred, which seeks to admit 100

inner-city high school students with high academic potential, but who have

evidenced little concrete achievement, to the school each year. A special

effort is also being made to attract participants in Project Fifty -- B.A.,
a similar program seeking to recruit disadvantaged students to the College

of Business and Administration and to the cooperative education program.

As the program has grown, so has the cooperative education staff.

An associate director was added about 20 years ago; a supervisor for

cooperative education was added in 1970 and assigned special responsi-

bility for developing the Arts and Sciences program. Four full-time

coordinators are also part of the cooperative education office. The

office is neither geographically nor administratively located in any
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single department or college; it is considered to be a university-wide

operation. The first coop director was the chairman of the College of

Engineering. From the coop program came the idea of a placement

service for school graduates and, today, the coop director is also

director of placement and career counseling. The current director

has a B.S. in aeronautical engineering and a masters in business.

3. 1.3 Present Operation
of the Program

In its recruitment brochure, the University lists these objectivt_s

for the coop program: (1) to enable the student to see how theory is

applied in "actual work situations" in order to develop an appreciation

and a greater interest in coursework; (2) to broaden a student's human

relations experience; (3) to develop maturity in the student; (4) to enable

the student to finance a portion of his education; and (5) to allow an

employer to identify potential employees. The brochure cautions,

"educational and training values must' be the pararrount consideration

in the placement of students, and must take precedence over earnings,

convenience of location, working conditions, and personal preferences.

Employers . should not exploit students by sacrificing educational

purposes to immediate employment needs."
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Seventy-one percent of the 1972 coop students (734) were engineering

students. Other significant sources of coop students are accounting,

architecture, and business administration. Eleven percent were black.

All coop students at the University of Detroit alternate work and

study periods. Graduate students may take two to three work periods

engineering students usually take four work periods; all others usually

take three work periods. Most undergraduate students receive their

first work assignment during their junior year. Assignments are made

at various times throughout the year so students experience first hand

the seasonal fluctuations of some businesses. Students may not stay

on the job for three consecutive terms -- they would be workers then,

and not students at all, argues the coop staff.

Students are encouraged to stay with the same employer throughorut

their coop experience in order that they may advance in terms of the

responsibility they are required to assume and in terms of salaries.

The coop office does not view its students as "part-time employment"

or "just another pair of hands". Employers enjoy the services of an

eventually more qualified worker and, in exchange, they are expected

to make a commitment to the student's growth and to hold his position open

for him while he is attending school. Only about 25 percent of the students
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change assignments (the percentage is higher in Arts and Sciences and

lower in Engineering), although faculty say some students complain

about lack of variety.

Credit is awarded only after all coop assignments and related

courses, if any, are cc ,i-' ed. If anything less than all of the as'tign-

ments are completed, no credit is awarded. Liberal arts majors are

awarded three credits for each cooperative experience all others

rec., . one credit for each experience. Coop credits may be utilized

to meet graduation rcquirenients. Students receive grades for their

coop experiences ',rom their coop coordinator. He bases his evaluation

primarily on a report from the student's supervisor at work, and

secondarily on a report written by the student himself. A student's

performance in coop-related courses also is taken into account.

Detroit's cooperative program received no federal monies until

1970 when it received $62,076, including a significant portion aimed

primarily at developing a coop program for Project One Hundred parti
cipants. Federal funds, which amounted to $40,000 in 1973-74, have

been used also to develop the Arts and Sciences program. Detroit has
received support over five years from the federal government, support
the director of the program considers absolutely essential to success,
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especially in large institutions. He believes the program in Arts and

Sciences would have fail ad with funding for only three years, largely

because of the recession in the auto industry and the subsequent difficulty

of placing students in work situations. Without many students in suc-

cessful work situations, word-of-mouth publicity has been slight. In

addition, the College changed deans and the new dean had had little

exposure to the benefits of cooperative education.

In fiscal year 1974, Detroit also received a $30, 000 grant to

continue operation of its center for the training of administrators of

cooperative education in the midwestern United States. The University

predicts they will train 300 educators during a three-year period.

In schools and colleges in which the cooperative education experi-

ence is not mandatory, recruiting is conducted via mass meetings or

assemblies planned and conducted by the coop coordinators each year.

Other methods utilized include: the dispensing of infOrmation concerning

coop programs at the annual Freshman Fair; faculty and student

referrr s; advertisements posted on bulletin boards around the campus;

word-of-mouth. The recent merger of the cooperative educatic:. office

with the cart. -!.r counseling office has also facilitated recruiting.
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The major roadblock standing in the way of attracting more students

to cooperative education seems to be the fact that coop students must

attend summer school usually twice during their university career. Not

only the idea, but also the schedule of classes they are offered, is usually

considered unattractive by students. The University does not like summer

school much better because classes are so small that they are overly

costly.

Most employers have participated in Detroit's cooperative program

for many years now; about 300 employers are now participating. New

employers are often recruited with the help of one-time faculty members

and coop coordinators who are now working in industry. When the Arts

and Sciences program was introduced, the coop staff consulted the

college placement annual to see what companies hire liberal arts majors

and then recruiting was conducted among their ranks. They also

discovered that liberal arts majors sometimes end up in management

at Ford and GM and Chrylser, even though these three companies do

not recruit from among the liberal arts ranks. These students enter

management via trainees programs set up by the industry itself. The

coop director has tried to use this discovery to prod the autornakers into

being more receptive to the idc a. of accepting students as coop e*,Ipioyees.

Sometimes new companies are discovered with the, simple help of the
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Yellow Pages. Needless to say, current recruiting has been adversely
affected by the recession. Each of the three top members of the coop

office staff make a point of making visits to various companies about

twice a month, not only to tend to relations with the school, but also in
an attempt to keep abreast of the economic tradewinds which might affect
the coop program.

Matching students with jobs is fairly easy when it comes to

engineering students -- many more placements would be possible. There
is an equally high demand for accounting majors, especially if they are
honor students. It is a much more difficult matter with Arts and Sciences
students -- the number of students expressing an interest in the program
is far greater than the number of placements available, although many

of them are reluctant to accept available jobs in marketing and sales.
Problems with unions have also cropped up. According to the liberal

arts coordinator, white males are especially hard to place. Recruiting

among liberal arts students has, therefore, been pretty low-key,

although considerab'e effort is being expended to encourage students to

augment their liberal arts studies with courses such as accounting which

will equip them with marketable skills. Assignments for liberal arts

students are less likely to be directly related to their major than for

other students. The Intcrnal Revenue Service is the major liberal arts

employe r.
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Lack of skills is a problem facing most students on their first

coop assignment. Often even by the end of their sophomore year, they

still have taken nothing but basic, and very general, courses. Some

students interviewed said they would like to have taken a few specialized

courses before they were sent out on their first coop assignment,

The coop staff anticipates about five percent of its students will

have serious problems on the job, but they contend almost all problems

are idiosyncratic, peculiar to a given job site.. Minority students,

especially, often have problems.

Most coop placements are made in the Detroit area, although

about half of the engineering students accept jobs out-of-state. About

15 percent of business students and 10 percent of the liberal arts

students also work out-of-state. These placements, however, are

typically in the student's home town.: Some students interviewed

complained about the complete loss of contact with the campus

while away and suggested a coop newsletter or more visits from

faculty or coop coordinators.

Every attempt is made to develop alternative placements to the

placements in the a, to i dustry in anticipation of the periodic economic

setbacks which plague Detroit.
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Entry level salaries for students of engineering and architecture

are $500-$600 a month; for students in business about $700; and for

students in Arts & Sciences about $400 a month. Most students receive

whatever fringe benefits are provided the companies' regular employees.

Some companies extend benefits to include coverage during the student's

semesters at school.

Financial aid is aAailable to coop students as it is to any other

student. Aid is based both on financial need and academic achievement.

A standard range of grants and loans are offered. A coop student's

earnings are taken into account when determining his need for aid.

Although the coop director contends students should be able to support

themselves on their coop earnings, the financial aid officer estimates

about half of the coop students receive some form of financial aid.

Coop earnings in some instances are sufficient enough to enable

a student to support himself while attending school, although most

students interviewed said they still receive additional support from

their family or financial aid packages.

3.1.4 Student Survey Findings

The student and graduate responses from the University of Detroit

to the mai' questionnaire were very good with an overall return rate of
50 percent.
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Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Student Student Graduate Graduate Total

Questionnaires sent 100 100 50 50 300
Questionnaires

returned
63 46 32 10 151

Students and graduates - both coop and non-coop -- overwhelmingly

reported having entered the University as freshmen.

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Level entered Student Student Graduate Graduate

Freshman 51 19 13 9
Sophomore 2 4 0 1

Total 62 41 31 10

The racial /'thnic composition of the sample is predominantly

-White. -1-1-owever, as can be seen in a number of schools, the proportion

of non-white individuals among the student sample is higher than the

proportion of non-white individuals among the graduate sample, indicating

a degree of success for stepped-up minority recruiting efforts at Detroit

and other schools too.

Race
Coop

Student
Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Black 7 8 0 0
White 52 22 31 10
Oriental 1 0 0 0
Other 2 3 0 0

Total 62 33 31 10
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It id interesting to note that the 1J percent of coop student indicating

they are black corresponds to the 11 percent black population among coop

students reported in the 1972 grant application.

No great differences are apparent in the history of parental college

attendance between students and graduates and coop and non-coop partici-

pants (the possible exception being non-coop students, who seem to be

more often reporting parents with some college or college completed

than other categories of respondents; however, since the sample here is so

small no conclusion should be drawn):

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Father's Education Student Student Graduate Graduate

Some college 14 9 6 1

College completed 8 3 4 2
Graduate school 6 3 3 0

Total 62 33 32 10

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Mother's Education Student Student Graduate Graduate

Some college 7 11 3 3
College completed 8 5 6 0
Graduate school 5 0 2 0

Total 62 33 32 10

Data concerning both family economic status and parent's income

may reflect the fact that the Detroit cooperative program, founded over

60 years ago, was founded to give engineering students practical experi-

ence, and not, as some of the later programs have been, to enable
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economically-disadvantaged students to afford a college-level educa-

tion. Only three percent of the coop students say their families are

"poor" or "very poor"; 95 percent say their families are "getting along"

or "well-to-do". However, 20 percent of non-coop students report

"poor" families. Coop graduates all report families "getting along",

"well-to-do", or "wealthy".

Family
Economic Status

Coop
Student

Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
6raduate

Wealthy 0 1 1 0

Well- t;, -do 21 12 7 .., 4

Getting along 37 20 24 ,6
Poor 2 . 8 0 0
Very poor 1 0 0 0

Total 61 41 32 10

Cearly, income data should reflect the same conclusions as family

economic status data, and in all instances but one they do. However,

while only three coop students report families who are "poor" or "very

poor", six coop students (10 percent) report parents with annual incomes

under $5, 000. Another five (eight percent) say their parents earn $5, 000-

9, 999 per year. This discrepancy probably reflects little more than a

young person's often times ignorance of his family's income.

Thirty-three of 63, or 52 percent of, cooperative students, and

22 of 32, or 69 percent of, cooperative graduates report engineering

majors. (An increase in the proportion of coop students reporting
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accounting and architecture majors on the questionnaires accounts for

the difference between the 1972 grant application which claims 71 percent

of coop students were engineering majors and the 1974 questionnaire

response of 52 percent engineers. Whether this represents a sampling

error or a real shift in the parameters is unclear.) Not one non-coop

student reported an engineering major; only four of the 30 non-coop

graduates reported engineering majors. Clearly, the collection of majors

of coop versus non-coop students and graduates is largely disjoint.

Twelve of 32, or 38 percent of, cooperative graduates report

going on to graduate school. No comparison would be valid, however,

with the number of non-cooperative graduates going to graduate school

because only six of the 10 non-cooperative graduates chose to respond

to that question.

Engineering undergraduates are expected to complete four work

periods; other students usually complete two or three work periods.

However, when asked "how many jobs have you had as part of the

cooperative education program", only four, or 14 percent of, coop

graduates reported having had four jobs or more -- a considerably

smaller number than the 22 of 32, or 69 percent of, coop graduates

who said they were engineering majors. Eight coop graduates, or 28

percent, reported having had three jobs, and six coop graduates, or 21
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percent, reported having had two jobs. Ten coop graduates, or 34

percent -- the largest single group -- reported having had only one job.

The most apparent conclusion to be drawn from this data, that students

are not completing the number of work assignments they are expected to

may not be correct. By scrutinizing individual questionnaires, it seems

that some students may have erroneously interpreted the question to

mean "how many employers have you had as part of the cooperative

education program." The data would then reflect the Detroit policy of

encouraging its students to stay with the same employer throughout

their coop career, i.e., more students reported having had one job

than having had two, than having had three, and having had four or more.

Number of Coop Jobs Coop Graduates

0 1

1 10
2 6
3 8

24 4
Total 29

The hours per week reported by those reporting work while in

school are, as could be expected, markedly higher for coop participants.

Coop students report working 40-hour work week3, as do coop graduates

when asked about their student work careers. This is indicative of

Detroit's commitment to the alternate plan of cooper Ltive education.
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Work Weeks While Coop
Attending school Student

Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Average hours /week 40 34 40 27
Total responding 57 28 30 8.

Weekly incomes, both at the start of college employment and most

recently, are highest for coop students as compared to non-coop students

When graduates were asked about their college work experiences, coop

participants claimed they earned higher wages both as beginning workers

and later than did non-coop participants. It is interesting to note that

even today's rampant inflation does not seem to erase the assumed bene-

ficial effects of coop participation on income, as the salaries of coop

graduates during college are still higher than the salaries of non-coop

students, who are presumedly being paid at current inflated rates.

Average Weekly Pay Coop
While Attending School Student

Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

At the start $153 $131 $141 $64
Most recently $170 $155 $165 $89

Total responding 55 24 27 8

Although data drawn from such small samples are not usually con-

sidered important, it is worth mentioning that 19 of 27, or 70 percent

of, coop graduates reported they liked their current jobs, two of nine,

or 22 percent of, non-coop graduates reported they liked their jobs.

Attitudes among coop participants, both students and graduates,

are predictably overwhelmingly postive toward cooperative education.
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Hot -ever, a substantial proportion of non-coop participants -- 26 percent

among students and 46 percent among graduates -- also indicate positive

attitudes toward cooperative education.

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Attitude Re Coop Student Student Graduate Graduate

Very Positive 35 6 18 2
Positive 19 6 11 2

Total 54 12 29 4
Total Responding 63 46 32 10

Another approach to the evaluation of cooperative education is the

behavioral question posed to both coop and non-coop graduates:

If you were to go to college over again, do you think
that you would become involved in the cooperative
education program?

The responses indicate extremely strong support from the coop

graduates:

Would You Coop Non-Coop
Become I-volved Again ? Graduates Graduates

Yes 27 3
Total 29 6

Considering the data concerning the incomes of students and

graduates and the response to the questions concerning attitudes toward

cooperative education, it appears to be valid to conclude that the Univer-

sity of Detroit program is functioning well in terms of both outcomes

and opinions.
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3. 1. 5 Employer Per spectives

The active employers of University of Detroit cooperative students

interviewed as part of this study were a bank, a T. V. station, and an

insurance company. Inactive employers interviewed were a metals

manufacturer and an automotive company. The active employers currently

employ one or two coop students each and have employed one or two students

each year of their involvement with coop educatio'i. The length of invclve-

ment with Detroit's coop program ranges from six months by the auto-

motive company to 40 years by the metals manufacturer. The ethers

have been invoo,ed for approximately five years. The metals manufac-

turer employed twenty students over its 40 years of participation, and

the automotive company employed ten students during its six months.

The companies said they became involved because they saw coop

students as an excellent source of future permanent employees. The

coop experience offers the employers an opportunity to evaluate the

students' performances. All of the employers have hired or would like

to hire at least nt.; if the coop students who have worked for them.

Two of the currently active employers plan to continue their

involvement in the coop program. They hope to expand their programs

to include a larger number of students in a wider variety of areas. The

other active employer plans to discontinue its program. The two inactive

employers say they have discontinued their programs because of the
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present state of the economy. There are no openings for students;

they are even laying off the'r regular full-time employees. These

employers said v .nay become involved in the coop program again if

the econcmy stabilizes.

All of the employers, both active and inactive, favor the alternative

plan. They also prefer having students return to the same employer for

subsequent coop assignments. They feel they can offer ontinuity in

training, thereby helping the student gain increased profe.-..donal skill'

and better judge the student's performance,.

These employers receive no financial assistance from the University

for employing coop students. Student salaries range from $58 weekly to

$206 weekly, depending upon the job, amount of responsibility the students

shoulder, and the number of terms they have worked for the company. Two

of the companies declined to reveal the salaries they pay coop students. The

students receiving the lower salaries were copy people, production

assistants, tellers and those doing genzral clerical work. The higher

salaries were earned by those students who were accountant trainees

and engineering trainees.

Two employers said they knew students receive academic 'credit

for their work; the others did not know if credit was awarded.

One company, the bank, has its own coop stlifient coordinator who

works with the university's coordinator to supervise, place,and evaluate
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the coop student. The other four companies do not. The bank requires

an application, testing, at ' personal interviews before hiring students.

The other employers rely on the university to screen students. The

companies then conduct brief personal interviews.

All of the employers expressed very positive attitudes about coop

students as employees. They said the students seem highly motivated,

very interested in their job, and perform very well. They say the

students offer employers new ideas, and provide a different point of view

on many subjects.

Only advantages were perceived by these employers when it came

to hiring coop students. As previously stated, they feel the program is

a good source of future permanent emplo, is. If the student is hired after

graduation, his experience and, possibly, training helps him move

smoothly into the job. This cuts down on turnover.

All of the employers interviewed said their companies encourage

their regula.x non-student employees to fuiLher their education. Three

of the companies offer tuition assistance or refunds to employees who

want to attend school.

Two employers offered several recommendations for improving

the coop program: students should know more about their jobs and

duties before coming to work; jobs should relat3 to the student's major;

more minorities, blacks specifically, 'should be recruited for the coop
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program; students should not have to pay tuition during coop periods;

and all students should receive credit for their work experience.

3.1.6 Perspectives on Program
and Students

Faculty, as well as students, speak highly, during interviews, of

the coop experience. Faculty see coop students as highly motivated and

able to translate their motiv tion into higher grades. Other typical

faculty comments center around the coop student's maturity and his

ability to relate theory to practice. They seem to appreciate the individual

viewpoint they say coop students bring to class. Two students interviewed

contended their coop experience taught them more than any class they

ever took.

Faculty agree with students that coop is a means of guaranteeing

employment and a higher salary for the student upon graduation. One

faculty member pointed out, however, that he felt the advantages of a

coop student wears off after several years in industry and individual

initiative and ability take over.

The coop program has proved itself directly beneficial to the

University, also. The College of Engineering has received donations

of equipment from industry. The College has asked executives from

industry from time to time to serve as adjunct professors teaching, at

the undergraduate level. An industrial advisory board, composed of
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1:),....., executives and faculty, periodically reviews the engineering curri-

culum. The dean of the College is currently at work designing a program

which would put his faculty in industrial positions for our months each

year during their vacation in order to keep them abreast of the latest

technological developments.

Although it is true that faculty support for the coop program is

high, it would be erroneous to leave the impression that it is without

its detractors. A man deeply involved in recruiting liberal arts majors

for the program had these reservations: (1) coop focuses a student's

mind on the practical before he is ready for it; (2) students are not

adequately prepared for the often new and frightening interview situation;

and (3) employers often benefit more from the coop experience than

students. Other liberal arts faculty are troubled by the prospect of their

hard-to-place students ending up in dead-end jobs filing and clerking --

although the liberal arts coordi..,:tor insists she will place no one as a

file clerk.

Faculty support among the liberal arts departments has been, in

general, good however -- especially in those departments like English

where enrollment has been dropping and the coop program is seen as a

way to recruit more students.
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3.1.7 Future

Clearly, cooperative education at the University of Detroit is

firmly entrenched in the institutional structure and is in no way in danger

of being dislodged.

The most common suggestion for improvement of the program in

the future from faculty and deans is the call for more faculty involvement

in supervising and evaluating the student's coop experience. These

reformers contend that faculty are more competent to judge the student's

performance at work than the coop coordinators.

A number. of suggestions are being made, in an infc,rmal manner,

for the utilization of federal funds:' to improve the coursework associated

with coop; to facilitate relations with industry; to sponsor a pre-coop

program to be conducted by industry for students during the summer

following their freshman year; to conduct a formal evaluation of the coop

program; to develop a program to expose high school students to a

variety of careers; etc.

3.2 University of the Pacific

3.2.1 General Background

The University of the Pacific, founded in 18:1, was California's

first chartered institution of higher education. Private, coeducational,

and residential, it currently enrolls about 4,000 students on its Stockton

campus. n is mot '-h.an $3, 000 annually; room and board costs

more than $1, 500.
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The University's major academic divisions are:' the College of the

Pacific, a liberal arts component; professional schools of Music, Edu-

cation, Law, Engineering, Pharmacy, and Dentistry; the Graduate

School; and three cluster colleges, Raymond, Elbert Covell, and

Callison. The cluster colleges, designed to boost attendance in an era

of soaring costs for private institutions and a burgeoning low-cost state

college network, were introduced in the 1960's as American replicas of

the English Oxbridge system. About 250 students and 24 faculty members

share living and learning environments in each of the three colleges.

Each college has a specialty -- Raymond in experimental education;'

Elbert Covell in bilingual instruction; and Callison in non-Western

studies.

Stockton is primarily an agricultural community of about 100,000

people, with 41 percent of its school population black, Mexican-American,

or Oriental. Stockton appears prosperous but Labor Department

statistics reveal it as possessor of the worst long-run unemployment

record of any city in the United States. About 20 percent of the city's

families earn less than $3,00 annually. Half of the university's enroll-

ment comes from families earning less than $7, 500 annual income.
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3.2.2 Program Development

The history of the growth of the cooperative education program

in the School of Engineering at the University of the Pacific is the story

of the growth of the School itself. The coop program has been the lure

with which increasing numbers of young people have been enticed into

the School's student population.

An engineering curriculum, which included a work-study component,

was first offered at the University in 1924, but over 30 years later it had

still not been accredited by the Engineers Council for Professional

Development. The university attempted to strengthen its program in 1957

and win accreditation by organizing it as a separate college within the

university structure, placing it under the direction of its own dean, and

housing it in its own building. The-attempt was futile, and in 1967, with

only about 50 students and five faculty members in the School, the Univer-

sity was forced to choose between abandoning engineering or allocating

the resources for another try at accreditation. The board of trustees

elected the latter option.

While the School searched for a new dean, the faculty moved ahead

with several innovations, one of the most important of which was the

intr auction of a mandatory cooperative education program. The rationale

for L'-le coop program was threefold: (1) it would increase enrOlment;
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(2) it would open the school to the financially disadvantaged; and (3) it

would provide many educational benefits for all students. Even before

the new dean arrived and, as one of his first chores, applied for federal

monies for the coop program, the faculty had already begun to place a

few students in coop positions.

The first federal grant was a $35,000 planning grant awarded in

1970, part of which was used to hire a consultant, part of which was used

to pay a coordinator, and part of which was used to contact employers.

No federal money was made available in 1971, but i-i 1972, the University

and the School received $40, 000; in 1973, $40, r ..10 and in 1974, another

$35, 000.

The school's stepped-up recruiting effort, which relied heavily on

the lure of the coop program to offset any repellent effect of Pacific's high

tuition fee, was directed at two populations: minorities, and students attend-

ing community colleges. The dean of the School of Engineering negotiated

articulation agreements between Pacific and 50 community colleges pro-

viding for the easy transfer of students to the senior institution. Pacific

provides advising services for interested community college stude its.

Despite the fart that the number of students in engineering has

decreased nationally in the last half dozen years, the number of students

in Pacificts Sc-'ool had climbed to 183 by fall 1974. (This national trend
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probably accounts for the School failing to meet its goal of 200. ) Minority

enrollment has jumped from less than 18 percent in 1969-70 to 28 percent

in 1974-75. The percentage of students transferring from community

colleges has increased from less than 10 percent in 1969-70 to 60 percent

in 1973. Ten faculty members are now on the staff.

The school was accredited in 1971, and the dean considers the

coop program to have been an important factor in the attainment of that

accreditation.

3.2.3 Present Operation
of the Program

All students in Pacific's School of Engineering participate in the

coop program. The ordinary junior and senior years are expanded into

three years of three semesters each -- summer, winter, and spring.

The student alternates between semesters An the cla sroom and semesters

at work. Of the last nine semesters, five are spent on the campus and

four are spent on various job sites.

Although reserving work experiences for upper division students is

a necessity if community college students are to be attracted to the

program, it also guarantees employers a more mature, skilled student

employee, ready to assume responsibility in connection with his wort-.
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Students transferring from community colleges spend the summer

term of their first full year at Pacific on campus being oriented to the

new curriculum. They then go to work during the winter term. It is

only after they have completed their first work assignment that they are

billed for their first year's tuition. Tuition is charged for a complete

academic year -- including time both on campus and off. Students who

spend their freshman and sophomore years at Pacific go to school and

work the opposite semesters as transfer students.

Although students are technically awarded 16 credits for their work

experiences, the credit cannot be substituted for any required classes.

In other words, the coop credits cannot be used to circumvent the standard

curriculum. This practice is dictated by the accrediting body, the

Engineers Council for Professional DevelOpment.

The coop program is led by a director and an assistant. This

staff assumes responsibility for placing students in work situations.

Recruiting of employers, however, has not been conducted since the

first year of the program. The number of jobs available has always

exceeded the number of students ready to fill them. The initial recruit-

ment-of employers was done by the dean, before the hiring of the director,

with letters and frequent speaking engagements at meetings of professional
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societies. A handful of students come up with their own placements

which must be approved by the coop director. Sometimes jobs which

cannot be filled with regular upper division coop students are offered

to younger students as possible summer positions.

The recru*.tment of students on campus, of course, is not an

issue at F:.cific ince the coop program is mandatory. But recruiting

students in high school and community colleges for the School is a very

important undertaking. Recruiting in high schools is done by the

admissions office for all university subdivisions, but recruiting in

community colleges is done by the assistant to the coop director. The

assistant relies heavily on the coop program to sell students on the idea

of coming to Pacific. Earnings from the four semesters at work can be

used to offset high tuition costs -- particularly high in comparison with

the free state university system. And coop virtually guarantees employ-

ment, usually in higher paying positions than offered non-coop parti-

cipants, after graduation. All the standard recruiting methods are

utilized -- brochures, pamphlets, speeches, etc.

Students may elect to either return to the same employer for sub-

sequent coop assignments or change employers. The School encourages

neither option but allows each student to make that decision himself.

The director tries to acquaint the students with the advantages of both

options: consecutive employment guarantees a job at graduation but limits

awareness and scope. Up to 90 percent of the students are usually placed
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within California -- most of them in Los Angeles or San Francisco.

Four or five students are placed overseas and the rest are placed in

other states in the United States. All of the problems with out-of-state

placement are common to Pacific, too. Out-of-state employers here, how-

ever, usually pay for traveling expenses to the new job site.

All coop jobs are directly related to the students' studies in the

sense that they are all engineering jobs. But there is a basic difference

between work and study in that work is practical and study is theoretical.

And so employers often complain that students aren't specialized enough.

Students are required to send the coop director a postcard immedi-

ately after beginning to work. They are also required to write a letter

describing their initial impressions of the job after two weeks. The

director, his assistant, or sometimes faculty in the case of jobs in the

Stockton area, attempt to visit the students on the job site once each

semester, although a number of students complained they were not

visited.

At the end of the work experience, the student submits a report

coveri-g, both the personal and technical aspects of his job. The report

is circulated among the 'acuity to keep them abreast of their students'

progress. The reports are also made available to other students

seeking information about a prospective employer.
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Students earn an average of $607 per month during their first

year in the coop program;' an average of $637 per month during their

second year; and an average of $677 per month during their tt.ird year.

'''.."tudents are told they can earn $10,000 in their three years in the

prog ra - enough to pay their tuition but not their living expenses.

Pacific studen, most often typify the middle-class student who can pay

some of his college ex nses -- but never quite enough. Even with the

coop program, students with no outside source of funds (e.g., his

family) can't hope to go to Pacific, except in the few instances where

an exceptionally high-paying job is found for a particularly needy student.

The $10, 000 recruiters tell students they can expect to earn with coop is

an intentionally low estimate to prevent high hopes which may end up quashed.

The dean of engineering estimates about 50 percent of his third,

fourth, and fifth year students receive some form of financial aid.

(Precise figures are not available because the financial aid office does

..ot keep separate records for coop students.) Loans are available to

meet immediate expenses but a limit had to be set when students began

graduating with $6, 000 debts at the financial aid office. The Minority

Engineer Educational Effort and the Community Involvement Program

are special aid packa.;ti.s aimed at minorities. A handful of students --

10 or 12 -- usually work part-time during their semester, on campus

only one of those working at the time of the interviews was employed

under the auspices of the work-study program.
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Students who cannot afford to spend their first and second years

of college at Pacific are routed through the community college system.

Perhaps because the faculty initiated the idea of coop, the director

of the program at Pacific seems to have few problems in his relation-

ships with faculty. He describes them as ''100 percent supportive." He

believes his advanced degree (an M.A. in political science) also helps

give him the status he needs to deal with them on their own level. He

sees the essential task of the director as coordinating the needs of

students, faculty and employers.

Although the School of Engineering is the only division of Pacific

receiving federal funds for a coop program, a number of other divisions

have similar programs providing for both paid and unpaid work experi-

ences. The program which most closely resembles the Engineering

program is the School of Pharmacy preceptor- intern program. Students

in pharmacy work for one four-month semester as an assistant to a

licensed pharmacist, usually earning about $1,600. The School of

Pharmacy also has a clerkship program which places students in hospitals.

Students in the clerkship program are not paid. Both programs are

designed to offset the "overtrained/underutilized" syndrome common to

pharmacists. The development of communication skills is emphasized.

It is interesting to note the differences in approach to coop programs

as enunciated by the deans of Raymond and Covell C011ege. The dean

I
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of Raymond Coll does not believe the cooping student should be paid.

He is essentially c. _eti to the idea of being paid to learn, although he

also,fears forfeiting control of the student to the employer. As far as

the dean of Covell College is concerned, the purpose of the program is

for the student to make money. Supervi "ionvf coop students seems more

strenuous in both Raymond and Covell than is typical in either -

engineering school or in other universities and colleges. A cooping

student in Raymond is supervised by a special faculty advisor who assigns

a reading list to the student to complete during his time off campus.

The student must keep a.daily journal of his work experiences, as w'll

as submit a final report. A cooping student at Covell is 'supervised by

a committee of four: the provost, a preceptor, an academic advisor,

and a special coop advisor.

Othe college's and schools at Pacific allow for some kind of work

experience, typically in the form of internships with no pay. Faculty

and .s.dministration in other schools seem particularly concerned with

issues r er ering around how worthwhile or valuable d work experience

can be.

3.2.4 Student Survey Findings

Thirty-six percent of the questions ;fires mailed to the students

and graduates of ill,. University of the Pacific were returned.
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Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Student Student Graduate Graduate Total

Questionnaires sent 100 100 35 49 284
Questionnaires returned 38 37 13 14 102

Although the majority of coop participants entered the University

as freshmen, a substantial number entered as juniors, reflecting the

effects of the active recruiting of students among the graduates of two-

year institutions. The responses of non-coop participants do not indi-

cate a similar pattern.

Level entered
Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Student Student Graduate Graduate

Freshman 20 23 6 8
Sophomore 2 a 1 3
Junior 15 8 5 3

Coop participants all report engineering majors, with one excep-

tion, a student reporting an electrical and mechanical technology major.

A cluster of 10 health professions majors surfaced among non-coop

students, representing 28 percent of the sample.

The racial/ethnic composition of the four categories of respond-

ents reflects the commitment to equal opportunity in education for

minorities adopted in the 1960's by colleges and universities all over

the nation and specifics Aly, by the University of the Pacific. Graduates,
both coop and non-coop participants, are overwhelmingly white, while

students are a much more heterogeneous population, although obviously

still white-dominated.
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Race
Coop

Student
Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Black 2 2 0 1

White 2b 25 13 12
Mexican American 4 3 0 0Oriental 4 5 1 1

American Indian Z. 3 0 0
Th,.(.1 :8 38 14 14

The data concerr.in'g parents' education reflect a similar trend:

st-,dentz. today are more likely to come from families with le s of a

traditional commitment to higher education, as reflected in the parents'

educational attainment.

Coop
F2ther's Education Student

Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Grammar school 6 3 0 0
Some high school 2 5 0 0
Completed high school 7 10 2 2
Some college 7 5 8 4
Completed college 8 10 3 4
Graduate work/degree 8 4 1 3
Total 38 37 14 13

Coop
Mother's Education Student

Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Grammar school 5 5 0 1

Some high schuol 2 5 1 0
Completed hi gh

school
10 5 1 3

Some college 9 11 1 .5

Completed college 8 9 4 3

Graduate work/degree 3 2 1 -,

Total 37 37 14 14
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Again; more students than graduates report families with annual

incomes of under $10, 000. Among students, coop students are more

concentrated in the lower-to-middle income strata ($5, 000 -$14, 999)

than are non-coop students -- 45 percent as compared to 27 percent.

Only 14 percent of coop students report families with over $25, 000

annual i comes, while 33 percent of the non-coop students so report.

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Parents' Income Student Student Graduate Graduate

Less than $5,000 2 2 1 1

$ 5,000-$ 9,999 6 3 0 0
$10,000-$14,999 10 7 4 2
$15,000-$24,999 8 9 6 4
$25,000 and over 5 12 1 6
Don't Know 5 3 2 1

Total 36 36 14 14

UOP expects its coop students to complete four semesters of work

assignments. However, only 29 percent of coop graduates report having

had four coop jobs. In fact, the highest percentage -- 36 percent

report having had only one job. To what extent this reflects an incon-

sistency between what is expected and what is being accomplished is

unknown. T' has been suggested that the graduates erroneously inter-

preted the question as referring to the number of different employers

they had.
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Number of Coop Jabs Coop Graduate

Total

0 0
1 5

2 3

3 2
4 4

14

The average hours worked per week on jobs held during college

are significantly higher for coop participants, all of whom participated

in the alternate plan, than for non-participants.

Work Weeks While Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Attending School Student Student Graduate Graduate

Average hours /week 40 27 45 21
Total responding 22 22 14 8

The weekly incomes reported by the four groups for jobs held while

attending school reflect the varying work loads, with coop students re-

porting the highest incomes.

Average Weekly Pay Coop Non- Coop Coop Non-Coop
While Attending School Student Student Graduate Graduate

kt the start $159 $68 $147 $74
Most recently $169 $88 $155 $86

Total responding 21 20 14 8

More important are the derived hourly rates for each of the four

groups. Coop students currently earn more than non-coop students.

Surprisingly, however, non-coop graduates did better money-wise at

jobs in school than coop graduates.
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Derived Hourly Rates Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-CoopWhile Attendin`School Student Student Graduate Graduate

At the start
Most recently

$3.98 $2, 52
$4. 22 $3.26

$3.27 $3.52
$3.44 $4. 10

4 -.,ghe post graduation experiences of coop and non-coop 1,raduates

can be summarized as follows:

non-coop graduates (who are also non-engineers)
are more likely (6970 to go to graduate school
than are coop graduates- (43%);

coop graduates report higher starting salaries
than do non-coop graduates;

the salary differential between coop and non-coop
graduates increases over time;

eighty-three percent of coop graduates and 67
percent of non-coop graduates report job satisfaction.

Average Weekly Pay
After Graduation

Non-Coop
Graduate

At the start $216
Most recently $241
Total responding 9

Coop
Graduate

$228
$277

10

The participants in the cooperative education program almost

universally express favorable opinions of the program, with 89T( of the

students and 85% of graduates reporting either "positive" or "very

positive" opinions.
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Attitude Re Coop Coop Student Coo? Graduate

Very positive 15 10
Positive 18 2
Neutral 2 1

Negative 1 1

Very negative 0 0
Don't know 1 0
Total 37 14

It is impressive to note that 100 percent of the 14 coop graduates

reported they would choose to participate in the coop program again if

they had it to do over.

3.2.5 Employer Perspectives

The employers participating in the UoP coop program who were

interviewed were two engineerirg firms, a real estate development

company, and a naval weapons repair firm. All have been active em-

ployers for one to three years. Three of the firms employ two to four

students all year round; one firm employs two students each summer.

These companies became involved in the program after being

contacted by the University's coop coordinator. One said he wanted to

train students so they could be hired as permanent employees after

graduation. All of the employers hire students after graduation. Three

mployers plan to continue hiring the same number of students in the

same capacities. One employer plans to expand to include still more

students.
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Alternate scheduling and students returning to the same employer

are favored by all companies. They feel this leads to continuity in the

job experience and to the best training for future employees.

Three employers said they received no financial assistance from

the university to pay students salaries; one employer declined to answer

questions dealing with assistance.

The coop students are employed as engineering trainees, in three

cases, and as underwriting trainees in the fourth case. Two employers

say their students earn about $140 a week as engineering trainees; two

employers declined to reveal salaries. None of the employers know if

students receive academic credit for their work experience.

The university's coop coordinator screens students, sending

them to various companies to be interviewed, sometimes at length. The

students who meet company requirements are hired.

All of the employers feel that coop students perform well on their

jobs. They say they are interested in learn;ng and can be easily trained.

Their potential as future employees was perceived as the main advan-

tage to employing coop students. No disadvantages were mentioned.

The only recommendation for improvement in the coop proi.rarn

was a suggestion that federal subsidies be made available to pay stu-

dent salaries, and thus enable more positions to be created for them.
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3.2.6 Perspectives on Program and Students

Most of the students interviewed said they decided to attend

Pacific's School of Engineering because of the coop program, and most

agree they would do it again if they had it to do over. That kind of

enthusiasm for cooperative education is also reflected among the faculty.

Almost all of the graduating students in engineering have jobs

with former coop employers waiting for them. The director of the

University's placement office says he had to assist only one student to

find a job out of a graduating class of 20 in engineering last year. It is

a generally held belief that coop students are often hired at salaries

higher than those offered non-coop students.

The only complaint voiced by students concernee the high cost of

out-of-town placements. The only complaint from faculty concerned

the university's schedule more than coop. The schedule provides for

a four-month fall semester, a one-month winter semester, and a four-

month spring semester. Engineering courses, the faculty contend,

simply can not be digested during the one-month winter semester.

Minor problems also exist in scheduling courses so that all stu-

dents can take them in the proper sequence. These typical scheduling

problems seem less bothersome at Pacific perhaps because participa-

tion in the coop program is mandatory and therefore tne number of stu-

dents on and off campus at any given tlme can be easily anticipated.
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3.2.7 Future

The University of the Pacific is committed to extending the coop-

erative program to other parts of the school. Surveys to determine the

level of faculty and student interest outside engineering have been con-

ducted and the director of the engineering program has been assigned the

responsibility of planning and implementing programs in interested

departments, schools or colleges in the 1974-75 school year. He plans

to firlt strengthen and expand already existing programs -- like the

preceptor-intern program in the School of Pharmacy and the student-

teacher program in Education -- similar to coop. Other departments

which have expressed a high interest in the coop program are the busi-

ness and political science departments.

Plans have als ) been made to strengthen the learning aspects of

the work experience by -awing up learning objectives for each student

from which written guk?lines can be formulated. It is also planned to

expend additional effort in the future on the placement of foreign students.

Most people agree that the engineering program will continue

with or without federal funds. The university has already assumed corn-

plete responsibility for the director's salary. However, the majority

seem uneasy about the prospect and ant;cipate some difficulty.
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3.3 Pratt Institute

3.3.1 General Background

Pratt Institute is a private, coeducational university located in

New York City, adjacent to the Bedford-Stuyvesant area of Brooklyn.

It was founded in 1887 by industrialist Charles Pratt to serve as a

vocationally-oriented training institute for artists and technicians.

Pratt has an undergraduate and graduate enrollment of over 4500

current students in five major fields:, Arc.Litecture, Art and Design,

Engineering, Library Science, and Science and Food Management.

Tuition is hign -- about $2200 a year -- especially in a city which will

provide a free edc ation in the City University network for its residents.

Complete educational costs may run as high as $5500 a year.

Located next to one of the largest concentrations of blacks and

Spanish-Americans in the New York City area, Pratt has recently

launched a number of new programs reflecting their commitment to in-

creasing the number of minorities in the Institute's student population.

In 1971, :154, or seven percent, black students, and 89, or 2.5 percent,

Spanish- surn ?med students, were among Pratt's student oody of 3,541..

3. 3. 2 Program Development

Tile forerunner of the Institute's cooperative education program

wai, a work-study program begun in 1957 as a result of an agreement

reached between the New York Naval Shipyards and Pratt. The U.S
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Navy; hard-pressed at the time to find trained and able technicians,

agreed to employ Pratt's undergraduate engineering students for half

of each day. The Navy compensated the students by paying their tui-

tion to Pratt and the students agreed to go to work for the Navy when

they graduated.

The agreement with the Navy was terminated in 1962 and mem-

bers of the engineering administration began in ernest to consider al-

ternatives. In September, 1963, ti.e Executive Committee of the School

of Engineering and Science unanimously recommended that a coopera-

tive education program be initiated. They cited two basic reasons for

their recommendation. Engineering students faced a potentially shrinking

job market with the decreasing emphasis on the space program. With

that kind of market, students could not afford to be ill-prepared for the

practica! v;,,rld of work, as some employers complained Pratt students

were. And, students needed to be offered some way to pay for their

tuition if Pratt were to continue attracting students in the wake of the

expanding City College of New York.

The committee recommended that the old idea of a half-day of

work and a half-day of study be abandoned and an alternate plan be in

in its place. Under the old system, the committee agreed,

students tended to be working when they should ha\re been studying and

studying when they should have been working. The goals of the program
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were to be to provide financial aid for students and to improve the

Institute's relations with industry.

The new program was planned almost entirely by the administra-

tive officers of the department and some faculty members who were

not consulted duriag the early stages still say they have little sense of

identification witn coop education today.

A director was hired in 1964 and 35 students were enrolled. The

program today includes about 650 students.

In 1970, the Board of Trustees of the Institute mandated that

"cooperative education to the maximum extent possible be adopted on

an institute-wide basis." In 1971, the program was removed from the

School of Engineering and merged with the Student Placement Office to

form the new Office of Cooperative Education and Placement, under the

administrative supervision of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

The program is currently open to students in all engineering disciplines,

chemistry, computer science, mathematics, physics, fashion manage-

ment and mercnandising, food science and dietetics, advertisir, fashion,

industrial design and architecture.

In 1970, in conjunction with the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, Pratt

developed a financial assistance plan to aid minority students entering

the coop pro,i-am. A three-year pilot program was launched to ,attract

minority students to careers in engineering. Almost Lon students ha%e

been enrolled in the program.
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The Institute received its first federal funds for coop education --

$15,000 -- in FY 1971-72, It received $20, 000 in FY 1972-73; $30, 000

in FY 1973-74; and $50, 000 in FY 1974-75. Federal funds have been

used almost exclusively to expand the coop program, particularly in

the area of minority recruitment. Pratt Institute itself contributes about

$125,000 - $150,000 for the administration of the program each year,

and, of course, previous to FY 1971-72, funded the program entirely

itself. Some funds are also contributed by industry. Exxon, the Carrier

Company, and RCA have all contributed money to help recruit minority

enginee rs.

3.3.3 Present Operation of the Program

Cooperative education programs are now available to about 40

percent of Pratt's undergraduate population. Of those eligible for the

program, about 50 percent elect to participate. However, participants'

are still largely concentrated in the School of Engineering (73 percent

of 491 participants in 1972). Most of the 250 participating engineering

students are minorities. Outside of engineering, there exists no firmly

structured coop plan.

With the availability of the Sloan Foundation monies, the coop

program has been specially targetted to minorities. A deputy coordi-

nator for minority recruit -rent was added to the coop education staff.

The deputy coordinator also serves as coordinator for engineering and
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science. Other deputy coordinators are responsible for art and archi-

tecture, food sciences, and fashion management.. An administrative

assistant to the coordinator and several secretaries complete the coop

office staff.

Two basic approaches to the coop program are available to

engineering students at Pratt. The accelerated coop program is com-

pleted in the traditional four-year time frame with the student accumu-

lating about 70 weeks of work experience. The student must assume a

heavier course load than normal in order to complete all requirements

for graduation. The regular coop program is completed in five years

with the students accumulating about 100 weeks of work experience

during his second, third and fourth years at school. The regular pro-

gram is more commonly selected by Pratt students, although, as could

be expected, students tend to be restless by the time they reach their

fourth and fifth years.

A student enrolls in the coop program in his freshman year even

though he doesn't begin his first work assignment until the summer af-

ter his freshman year or until he has accumulated 30 credits. During

that first year, the student will be counseled by the coop staff concerning

career goals and expectations. During the next three years, the student

will alternate one semester at work and one semester at school. During

the fifth and final year, the student will spend all his time on campus.
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Three other fields have a coop program similar to the one de-

scribed above: food science, merchandising and fashion management,

and design. In other fields, when placements arise, students are con-

tacted and placed. This state of affairs reflects the ease with which

engineering students can be placed -- there are more jobs than students

available to fill them -- and the difficulty with which other students are

placed.

Other departments offer varying work-study opportunities, for

example the Extern Work Program in the School of Architecture which

places students in work situations, related or allied to architecture,

for 20 hours a week during the school year.

The coop director arranges interviews with employers for stu-

dents but it is the employer who makes the final decision on who to

employ.

Students may earn one credit for each work period but these credits

cannot be used to meet graduation requirements. The director describes

this credit as "bogus" credit. He blames the engineering department

for much of the opposition to real credit for coop. Credit can be earned

only if a student completes at least three of the five academic courses

connected with the coop program. No tuition fee is charged for the

coop courses.
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About 60 different employers participate in the Pratt program,

most of them located in the New York City metropolitan area and along

the eastern seaboard. However, students are placed as far away as

Dayton, Ohio; Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Dearborn, Mich; and Dallas, Texas.

Federal employers include the Army, Navy, National Guard, NASA,

the Atomic Energy Commission, and the Department of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare (HEW). The coop staff seems to encounter no serious

problems recruiting employers for students in engineering and science.

Likewise, positions for students in the well-known Art and Desif, School

are easy to cotain, as are positions for Fashion and Marketing students

in New York's famous garment industry. Employers are especially

anxious to hire minority students.

The coop staff encourages employers to see coop students as po-

tential employees rather than as a ready source of cheap labor. Some-

times staff must also help employers understand they are hiring inex-

perienced, 18-year old youngsters unaccustomed to the world of work.

Informal rather thari formal arrangements are negotiated with individual

employers.

Students are encouraged to stay with one employer throughout

their coop career. Students seem to support the idea of consecutive

employment because they believe it will net them higher salaries after

graduation if they are hired by their coop employer.
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Students are visited once during their coop work assignment.

They will be evaluated at the and of the semester and assigned a stand-

ard letter grade based on their supervisor's evaluation of their per-

formance and their own written report..

The minimum salary for Pratt students is $140 a week, or $123. 50

if the student is working for the government. The average coop student

earns $:65 a week for the 26 weeks he will work a year. Students in

food service usually make much less -- no more than $50 - $65 per

week. A majority of the students in the coop program are able to pay

all of their tuition and fees with their coop earnings. Some employers

award full or partial tuition scholarships to their coop students, some-

times in exchange for an agreemept binding the student to work for them

after graduation (e. g. , the Navy).

Financial aid is available toi close the gap between coop earnings
1and anticipated expenses. The coop student fills out a form anticipating

expenses and the amount he will be able to save from his paychecks

before returning to campus after his work assignment. Aid for coop

students comes from the same three oasic sources as aid for any stu-

dent: Pratt grants, National Direct Student Loans, and Educational

Opportunity Grants. Financial aid is available to coop students during

their first and final years when they are not working on the same basis.

Aid for minorities through the Sloan program is also available.
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3.3.4 Student Survey Findings

The students and graduates of Pratt Institute returned 103 usable

questionnaires. A total of 300 were mailed.

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Student Student Graduate Graduate Total

Questionnaires sent 100 100 50 50 300
Questionnaires returned 35 35 19 14 103

It is interesting to note that in terms of the racial/ethnic com-

position of the Pratt population, none of the graduates, either coop or

non-coop, were black, whereas 20 percent of the coop students and six

percent of the non-coop students were black. This suggests that recruit-

ing efforts have been successful and that the coop program has been

particularly successful in attracting minorities.

Race
Coop

Student
Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Black 7 2 0 0
White 26 26 14 8
Puerto Rican 1 3 3 0
Oriental 0 1 2 1

American Indian 0 0 0 1

Other 1 2 0 0
Total 35 34 19 10

In regards to the educational att- :nment of the parents of respond-

ents, the data again suggest today's students are an upwardly mobile

population. While 32 percent of the coop graduates report fathers with

college experience, only 24 percent of coop students report the same.
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Father's Education
Coop

Student
Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Grammar school 6 5 1 1

Some high school 10 -3 7 3
Completed high school 10 13 5 3
Some college 5 2 4 0
Completed college 2 4 2 2
Graduate work/degree 1 7 0 1

Total 34 34 19 10

Mother's Education
Coop
Student

Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Grammar school 6 2 4 1

Some high school 5 6 5 1

Completed high school 16 11 8 5
Some college 5 8 0 1

Completed college 2 3 2 1

Graduate work/degree 1 4 0 1

Total 35 34 19 10

Similarly, 9 percent of today's students, both coop and non-coop

participants, report coming from homes with annual incomes of less than

$5, 000.

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Parent s' Income Student Student Graduate Graduate

Under $5, 000 3 3 0 1

$ 5,000 - $ `,, 999 8 6 5 1

$10, 000 - $14, 999 9 7 4 4
$15,000 - $24,999 9 12 4 0
$25,000 and over 3 2 0 1

Don't Know 3 4 5 2
Total 35 34 18 9
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It is not surprising, given the fact that the coop program was

founded in Pratt's School of Engineering and Science, that coop partici-

pants still tend, overwhelmingly, to repor.t engineering majors. (It

wasn't until 1970 that the Board of Trustaes recommended an Institute-

wide program.) A full 98 percent of the coop students queried said they

were engineering majors; 84 percent of the coop graduates said they

were engineering majors. A cluster of 17, or 49 percent o the 35,

non-coop students queried, were art majors; four of the ten non-coop

graduates were fashion and design majors.

Coop participants at Pratt areexpected to accumulate either two

or three work experiences, but more than half of the coop graduates

reported they had only one coop job. Only one of a total of 19 respond-

ents reported having had three jobs; two reported four or more jobs.

Number of Number of
Coop Jobs Graduates

0 0
1 10
2 6
3 1

4 2
Total 19
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The in-school work experiences are quite different between the

coop and non-coop groups. The average work week for coop students

and graudates while they were in school was 40 - 41 hours,.i.e., full-

time employment, while the average work week for non-coop students was

26 hours. Non-coop graduates reported working 20 hours per week while

they were in school.

Work Weeks Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
While Attending School Student Student Graduate Graduate

Average hours/week 41 26 40 20
Total responding 34 19 18 6

Incomes from these work activities varied considerably.

Average Weekly Pay Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
While Attending School Student Student Graduate Graduate

At the start $171 $ 98 $116- $49
Most recently $181 $129 $149 $56
Total responding 33 9 18 9

Most importantly, the higher incomes reported by coop partici-

pants was not only a function of more hours on the job. With the excep-

tion of the salary most recently paid to non-coop students as compared to the

salary for coop students, coop participants are paid higher hourly rates

than non-coop participants.

Derived Hourly Rates Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
While Attending School Student Student Graduate' Graduate

At the start $4, 17 $3.77 $2.90 $2.45
Most recently $4.42 $4, oo $3. 72 $2. 80
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Post college work experiences indicate that coop graduates earn

more than their non-coop counterparts, both as they start to work after

graduation and as they gain more experience.

Average Weekly Pay Coop Non-Coop
After Graduation Graduate Graduate

At the start $225 $189
Most recently $269 $221
Total responding 18 9

Sixty-two percent of coop graduates and 60 percent of non-coop

graduates report being satisfied with their jobs.

Attitude Re Coop
Coop Coop
Student Graduate

Very positive 20 14
Positive 15 4
Total 35 19

Moreover, 100% of the coop graduates report they would enroll in

coop again if they had it to do over.

3.3.5 Employe r Pe rspectives

All employers interviewed, both active (three) and inactive (two),

were engineering firms. The active companies employ from three to

twelve coop students and have been participating in the program from one

and half to three years. Each of the inactive companies employed three

students per year of involvement.

The various companies became involved with the coop program

as a result of being approached by Pratt Institute's coop coordinator.
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The employers feel the students can be trained to meet their companies'

individual needs. If the students perform well and seem satisfied with

the company, all employers agreed they would offer them full-time

positions after graduation.

In the future, the majority of the employers plan to continue the

coop program and expand it to include more students in a wider variety

of positions. One inactive employe discontinued the program because

of the failing economy. The other compan has grown and doesn't

have space for coop student employees right now. B-th hope they will

be able to resume the coop program sometime in the future.

All employers prefer students to return to the same employer

throughout their coop career. The majority of the employers also pre-
1

fer alternate scheduling. They feel this provides a continuity of experi-

ence and training, and leads to increased responsibility and profes-

sional ability.. One inactive employer professed no preference in

scheduling.; the company has openings for both part-time and full-time

coop student employees. One inactive employer said work periods were

too short.

Pratt Institute provides no financial assistance to companies

employing coop students. The majority of the employers pay coop stu-

dents salaries ranging from $156 a week to $200 a week for positions

as engineering aides and trainees. Two employers, one active and
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one inactive, would not divulge the salaries they paid students. All

three active employers said they did aot believe students were awarded

credit for their work experience. The inactive employers said students

receive credit but they did not know how much.

Four companies designate someone to be a coop coordinator and

collaborate with the Pratt Institute coop coordinator in all zlsoects of

the program. The school coordinator screens students and routes them

to companies according to their qualifications. The company coordina-

tors then interview the students and hire those who meet the companies'

needs. One inactive employer requires students to apply for positions

through regular company channels. They are considered for employ-

ment on the same basis as non-coop applicants.

That the students are highly motivated and perform in an above

average capacity was the opinion of four out of five of the coop employers.

One inactive employer felt that students were bright, motivated and

very willing to learn, but as trainees they could not be given much re-

sponsibility and required a great deal of supervision.

The advantages of the coop program for employers were it re-

sulted in good public relations and served as a good source for future

qualified personnel. One inactive employer complained that Pratt

students live too far away to be considered as future company employees.
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All of the employers encourage their full-time, non-student em-

ployees to further their education, and offer a tuition refund program.

One active employer runs a fully- acredited night school for employees

on company premises.

Some recommendations for improvement of the coop program

were offered: all students should receive academic credit for work

experience;' jobs should relate to the students' academic major; stu-

dents should be familiarized with their jobs in advance; more students

should stick with the same employer.

3.3.6 Pe.rspectives on Program and Students

The cooperative educatiOn program is important to Pratt Institute

because it is one way they have to draw prospective students away from

the much less expensive institutions around them. Some people feel,

in fact, that if Pratt had not had coop education during the late sixties

when students all over the country turned away from careers in engineer-

ing, the engineering department would have had to be eliminated.

The director of admissions at Pratt sees coop education as a unique

"selling point", particularly in economically troubled times. Obviously,

many of the minority group members Pratt seeks to draw through its

doors could never hope to attend such a high-cost institution without

the financial backing provided by the coop program and other aid

sources.
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Especially important for minorities, the coop experience also

tends to strengthen and expand a student's desire for upward mobility.

Despite these factors, much opposition to the coop program still

exists among the faculty. Much of the opposition may stem from the

early association of the program with an unpor... n. Faculty also

complain they are overworked as the private ...l.'s budget is pulled

taut and coop compounds the problem. Some faculty base thei-- ob-

jections on the fact that cooping students often are forced to take cccurses

out of their natural academic sequence. This, they argue, is harmful

to the student's intellectual development. Because students are away

from the campus cooping, enrollir'nt will be small in some classes.

In fact, a member of the engineering faculty was recently assigned to

be liaison between the department and the coop education office when

nobody signed up for a course she was offering and she was not needed

to teach.-

Some people see the coop education office in conflict with the

,faculty over control of a student's academic life. The coop director

and his staff do not enjoy faculty status and some faculty do not consider

them capable of counseling, arranging the best schedule for a student,

etc. The ,coop director would like to see members of the faculty a-

coordinz tors and the director designated a dean. Otherwise he fears

his position will be reduced to little n ore than a placement officer.
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It is the counseling -- the one-to-one relationship with students --

that he sees as important. The current director has. an M.A. in counsel-

I', e director says h- is having a difficult time arranging for

credit to be granted for a pre-coop course he would like to offer dealing,

with such things as resumeS; interviews, housing, etc. He says the

faculty will allow him to grant credit only if one of them teaches it.

The director feels he is better qualified to teach it.

There currently exists no formal mechanism for facilitating

faculty input in the program. The recent assignment of a faculty mem-

ber from the engineering department to serve as a liaison with the

coop program will hopefully improve communications. (The liaison is

also interested in developing opportunities for faculty coop. )

Likewise, there is no formal mechanism for student or employer

input.

Plans for expansion center around photography, architecture, in-

dustrial design, graphics, communications, and film-making, and ad-

vertising, although because of the current job crunch, the director an-

ticipates a rough road ahead.

Despite the efforts of the coop staff, students complain about

irrelevant jobs. Some students also say they can make more money

in other jobs, outside the coop program. Most coop students, however,

tend to rate experience as more important than money.
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3.3.7 Future

Pratt Institute wants to extend its coop program to more students

in more departments. The president of Pratt talks of including the

entire Institute in the program. Two developments could facilitate the

growth of the program: the granting of credit for the coop experience and

the adoption of true trimester scheduling.

The faculty is reluctant to grant credit for the coop experience.

They seem to be concerned especially with the issue of evaluation, i.e.,

how to evaluate the student's performance on the job. All the students

interviewed, however, spoke out in favor of credit for work assignments.

Pratt's current trimesters consist of 18 -week winter and spring

semesters. Few courses are offered during the short summer semes-

ter. Important core courses are not scheduled in the summer. Stu-

dents who work during the winter and spring semester, therefore, are

faced with an unattractive summer schedule. The president of Pratt.

foresees many scheduling Rrobleins being solved by the adoption of the

true trimester system, i.e., three terms of equal length. Equal terms

should also benefit employers, who will be then able to count on all

students staying the same amount of time.

A proposal has been advanced by the engineering department for

coop experiences for faculty to provide for professional advancement.
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The coop program at Pratt was instituted before the availability

of federal fuhding, and so would likely continue if federal funds were

no longer available. However, most people agree it would then have

little chance to grow and, in fact, might shrink to its original limited

size.

3.4 Pasadena City College

3.4.1 General Background

Pasadena City College, as it is constituted today, is the descend-

ant of the two-year college program begun in Pasadena High School Li

1924 and 1925. The high school program was supplanted in 1928 by

Pasadena Junior College, offering instruction in grades 1! through 14.

A second four-year junior college -- John Muir Junior College -- was

added in 1946. The two colleges were merged and assigned responsi-

bility for grades 13 and 14 exclusively in 1953-54.

Pasadena City College today serves the communities represented

by six unified school districts in the Pasadena Area Community College

District. No tuition, registration, or laboratory fees are charged to

residents of these six districts, which encompass both very poor and

very well-to-do neighborhoods. Anyone may be admitted. About 16,000

students presently attend classes, both at day and at night, full and

part-time. About 300 faculty teach full-time; another 300 teach part-

time.
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The College provides four basic kinds of educational services:

general education; occupational education, to prepare a student for

immediate entrance into an occupation after graduation; college transfer

and pre-professional education, to provide the student with the first

two years of liberal arts or professional education; and continuing edu-

cz.tion. The bulk of the college's energies are concentrated on occu-

pational education.

Almost 30 percent of the student population come from poverty-

level families (less than $7, 500 annual income). In 1972, the college

projected an enrollment of 16,000 students, including 1727, or 10 per-

cent, blacks, 1229, or seven percent, Spanish-surnamed individuals,

and 66 American-Indians.

3.4.2 Program Development

Pasadena City College has been involved in some kind of work

study program since the 1940's. In addition to its, original work-study

program, Pasadena has also, from time to time, negotiated bilateral

agreements with individual firms providing for the placement of its

students.

Several factors combined to force these early programs to end

during the 1960's. In 1963, the State of California re-structured its

college funding mechanism, effective_ly discontinuing funding for stu-
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dents enrolled in the work-study program. Programs placing students

on alternate semesters in private firms dried up when young men out-

of-school were threatened by the draft. Other programs with private

firms ended when government contracts were terminated or re-negoti-

ated to eliminate the need for part-time student workers.

With the recent availability of federal funds for both work-study

and cooperative education programs, interest in these programs was

rejuvenated. At about the same time, California again re-structured

its college funding mechanism, again allowing funding for students on

work assignments, although at a lower level than previously. A third

factor also affected the level of interest in cooperative education: the

rising number of students with non-traditional academic qualifications

being admitted and requiring special programs to meet their unique

needs.

From the beginning, Pasadena emphasized the affective rather

than cognitive aspects of the coop program. The Northeastern model

was rejected and the idea that any kind of work can contribute to the

comprehensive development of the student and his personality was adopted.

The first director was especially concerned with minority students.

The original program was placed in the department of occupational

education, but relationships with other departments suffered, and so it

was relocated administratively under the Dean of Personnel Services,

the most influential dean on campus because of his wide-ranging authL,rity.
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A $25,000 grant for cooperative education was first awarded

Pasadena in 1970-71, enabling PCC to hire a director and-enroll 30

students in the program. All 30 were already enrolled in the work-

study program, which had received earlier funding, and all 30 were

working as teachers' aides. Both the work-study and coop education

programs were administered by the financial aid office. Both programs

were particularly aimed at the school's minority population.

In 1971-72, the coop program received a $19,000 federal grant;

in 1972-73, a $25,000 grant; in 1973-74, a $45,000 grant; and in 1974-

75, a $45,000 grant and a special $10,000 training grant to conduct two

two-day workshops to acquaint the school's counseling staff with the

coop education concept, and two two-day workshops to train other com-

munity college personnel charger with planning and developing coop

programs.

The federal government also provided aid in the early days of the

program in the form of a consultant dispatched to help Pasadena develop

its program.

In 1971-72, the coop program expanded to include almost 500

students. In 1972-73, there were almost 800 students; in 1973-74,

1600 students. And, 'currently, there are 2300 students.

Of the 738 cooperative education students enrolled in 1972, 131, or

18 percent, were black; 98, or 13 percent, were Spanish-surnamed

individuals; and three were American-Indians.
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In 1973-74, the cooperative education program was severed from

the financial aid office and merged with the placement office. A direc-

tor heads the r ascent Office of Cooperative Education and Placement,

assisted for the first time by two supervising teachers for cooperative

education and a placement counselor, in addition to several clerical

workers.

3.4.3 Present Operation of the Program

All but about a half dozen students currently enrolled in the co-

operative education program are following the parallel plan. Two types

of cooperative education are available:,

(a) Occupational Work Experience Education - the ex-
tension of occupational and learning opportunities
and career awareness for students through employ-
ment in occupational fields for which their college
programs or majors are designed.

(b) General Work Experience Education - supervised
employment of students with the intent of assisting
them to acquire desirable work habits, attitudes and
career awareness in jobs which need not be related
to their occupational goals or college programs.

Students on the, parallel plan are full-time students at the college. The

cooperative program is operative only during the regular academic

year and not during the two six-week summer sessions. The other six

or seven students participate in the program under the alternate plan,

alternating a semester at work with a semester in the classroom.
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Students receive one credit per semester for each five hours

they work per week. Students on the parallel plan may Warn up to four

credits per semester for 20 hours of work per week. Students on the

alternate plan earn eight credits for 40 hours of work per week. The

maximum number of coop credits to be allowed each student is deter-

mined by his department but no department may allow more than 16

coop credits.

Credit earned through the coop program is not z.ccepted by the

University of California when PCC students transfer there.

Students are supervised during their work assignments by one of

54 coop teachers who meet with the student on campus twice each semes-

ter and with the employer at the job site once each semester. Coop

teachers are responsible for supervising about 40 to 50 students in a

variety of fields not necessarily related to the teacher's expertise. The

teachers are paid $1000, the same rate as a part -time instructor teach-

ing a course. However, many of them are full-time members of the

Pasadena faculty "moonlighting" in the coop program. One vice

president is worried the coop program is becoming a "dump", a place

where poor teachers who can't attract students can always go for a job.

A waiting list exists of teachers hoping to be hired by the coop program.

Students receive grades of credit or no credit based on an eval-

uation form completed by the job supervisor, the two interviews with
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the coop teacher, and a fivepage report written by the st dent at the

end of his work experience.

An unrequired coop-related course was offered for th first time

in 1973-74. The one-credit class meets once a w?ek and off rs guidance

in career preparation.

Little recruiting of students takes place because the program is

considered to be at optimum size now. Initial recruiting was done with

the usual tools of posters, flyers, radio and TV announcements, etc.

Social science majors constitute the bulk of program participants,

with most of the remaining students majoring in fine arts /humanities

and the natural sciences.

Recruiting of employers is not an issue at Pasadena because al-

most all of the students come to the program with a job already found.

About 80 percent of the College's population works while attending

school, and so for many the coop program is a way of getting credit for

something they would be doing anyway. Most of the jobs -- one person

estimates 70 percent; others say it's even more -- are unrelated to

the student's major or career goals -- box boy, dishwasher, furniture

mover, service station attendant, etc. -- although some campus per-

sonnel insist the emphasis is on studies-related positions. One fre-

quently mentioned case involved a coop student earning credit for her
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hours spent as a go-go dancer. Students may receive credit for paying

and non-paying or voluntary positions. Students in paying positions

typically earn $2 - $3 starting wage.

Despite the fact PCC charges no tuition, financial aid is often

required and the coop program is considered part of the financial aid

package. Fifty to sixty percent of the student body are self-supporting

and, as previously mentioned, 30 percent are from poverty-level fami-

lies. Although some faculty insist coop enables students to pay their

own way, it seems highly unlikely if indeed they are earning $2 - 3 an

hour and working 15 to 20 hours a week. A limited number of scholar-

ships and the full range of federally-sponsored 1)an and grant programs

are available to supplement coop earnings.

About two-thirds of the students participating in the College's

work-study program receive credit for their experience under the aegis

of the coop education program. Students may also receive credit for

work experience through the various field work or practicum require-

ments presently existing in many departments. A $3 million program

is conducted by the Director of Occupational Education requiring field

work related to a student's academic work. In this program, some

students are paid and some are not.

The current director has a B.A. in vocational education and 15

years experience as a machinist. He is currently pursuing both his

M. A. and his Ph.D. He describes himself as a "political Animal" And
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he has apparently spent considerable time winning friends for the pro-

gram among faculty and the school's board of trustees, of which 1w is

a member. Nonetheless, he has certainly not been successful at de-

fusing all opposition to the coop program. It was he who initiated the

idea of enrolling students who already had jobs in the coop program.

Most of the furds for the coop program do not come from Wash-

ington but from Sacramento. Credits being earned through work

exporience are included when computing the average daily attendance

(ADA) at Pasadena, a figure which determines the level of state subsidy

($1, 100 is allotted per semester per student). The coop program can

be accredited with helping to keep the ADA at a maximum le,rel not only

by extending credit to every day work experiences but also by enabling

students to stay in school even though they must earn a living at the

same time. The College allots more than $100, 000 of its budget to the

coop program.

3.4.4 Student Survey Findings

Of a total of 300 questionnaires mailed to students and graduates

of Pasadena City College, 70, or 23%, were returned.

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Student Student Graduate Graduate Total,

-Questionnaires sent 100 100 50 50 300
Questionnaires

returned
16 21 17 18 70
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The racial/ethnic composition of all categories of respondents is

predominantly white, although PCC projected a 10 percent black and a

seven percent Spanish-surnamed enrollment for the 1972 school year.

Of the 738 cooperative education students enrolled in 1972, 18 per-

cent were black and 13 percent were Spanish-surnamed.

Race
Coop

Student
Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Black 0 1 2 0

White 13 18 13 14

Chicano 1 0 0 1

Puerto Rican 1 0 0 0

Oriental 1 1 1 0

American Indian 0 1 0 1

Other 0 0 0 1

Total 16 21 16 17

About 50 percent of coop and non-coop students, as well as coop

_graduates, report having fathers with some college experience. Twelve

of 17 non -coop graduates report having fathers with some college ex-

perience. The reported mothers' educational backgrounds closely

parallel the fathers'.

Cop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Father's Education St9dent Student Graduate Graduate

Grammar School 1 5 1 0

Some High School 2 1 6 1

Completed High School 4 5 0 3

Some College 5 4 3 5

Comp. College 2 2 . 2 4

Grad. work/degree 1 3 3 4

Total 15 20 15 17
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Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-CoopMother's Education Student Student Graduate Graduate

Grammar School 1 1 1 1

Some High School 2 2 4 1
Completed High School 4 6 5 8
Some College 6 3 3 4
Comp. College 1 5 0 4
Grad. work/degree 2 4 2 0

Total 16 , 21 15 18

The economic status of the parents of respondents does not seem to

be dictated by any discernible pattern:' more non-coop students report

families earning less than $10, 000 annually than coop students, although

more coop graduates so report than non-coop graduates.

Parents' Income
Coop

Student
Non-Coop
Siradent

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Less than $5, 000 1 0 2 1

$ 5,000- 9,999 1 4 2 2
$10,000-14,999 3 6 3 2
$15, 000 -24, 999 4 4 6 4
$25, 000 and over 2 2 1 5
Don't know 5 4 1 4\

Total , 16 20 15 18

No pattern can be discerned when it comes to majors either. No

clusters of one major or another were peculiar to any group.

\Because most students at Pasadena come to the coop program with

a job already-in hand -- usually a part-time position they will maintain

throughout their two years in school -- it is not surprising that coop

graduates report: having had one coop job.
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Number of
Coop jobs

0
1

2
3

Total responding

c

Coop
Graduate

0
13
3 /i
1

17

Although the' difference is mot great, non-coop participants report
working longer average work weeks during their college careers than coop

participants. This may be explained by the fact that the sample of non-

coop participants is likely to include part-time students who would be more
likely to be working 40-hour weeks than full-time students. Since coop

participants must be full-time students, the majority hold part-time positions.
Work Weeks Coop Non -Coot' Coop Non-Coop
While Attending School Student Student Graduate Graduate

Average hours /week 22 30 22 27Total responding 12 15 16 13

The weekly earnings reported are higher among non-coop parti-

cipants than among their coop counterparts, again reflecting the longer

average work weeks.

Average Weekly Pay Coop Non -Coop Coop Non-CoopWhile Attending,School Student Student Graduate Graduate
At the start $65 $ 74 $60 $65
Most recently $75 t107 $71 $86

Total responding 9 13 15 15
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Very few of the graduate respondents report attending graduate

school (three of the 18 non-coop graduates and one of the 17 coop graduates).

The after school work experiences of the two graduate groups are

not dissimilar, with coop graduates reporting slightly higher starting

salaries and non-coop graduates reporting slightly higher current incomes.

Average Weekly Pay
After Graduation

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

At the start $117 $107
Most recently $136 $136
Total responding 7 7

Job satisfaction is lower among the graduate respondents

from Pasadena City College than it is for most schools. Twenty-seyen

percent of the coop graduates and 36 percent of the non-coop graduates

say they are satisfied with their jobs.

'Attitudes concerning cooperative education are predominantly

positive, although it is interesting to note that the percentage of positive

responses is lower among coop graduates than among other categories

Of respondents; 70 percent of coop graduates still have positive attitudes,

however.

Attitude
Re Coop

Coop
Student

Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Very positive 10 0 3 1

Positive 3 6 9 4
Neutral 2 0 2 0
Negative 0 0 2 1

Very negative 1 0 0 0
Don't know 0 0 1 1

Total 16 6 17 6
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The one coop student with "very negative" feelings about coop

education was embittered after learnir.g credits earned through the coop

program could not be transferred to a four-year institution he hoped to

attend.

3.4.5 Employer Perspectives

Contact was made with three employers of coop students from

Pasadena City College. The employers, all active, were a pharma-
,
ceutical manufacturer, the Veterans Administration, and a lumber-sales

firm. Together they employ a total of seven coop students. They have

been actively involved in the coop program between one and three years.

(PCC has no records of past or inactive employers. )

Two employers said they did not know how they became involved

in the coop program. The third wrote letters to PCC announcing the

availz..bility of positions; the students actually hired were not referred

by the school's coop office, however.

Future involvement in the program is anticipated by all, even though

the Veterans Administration currently relies on Civil Service lists, not

the school, for its potential coops. If students are successful as coops,

employers are eager to hire them after graduation. Two actually prefer

hiring former coop students, rather than other new employees, because

the students are already familiar with the,company. Indeed, two of the

employers have already hired former coop students.
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The lumber-sales company preferred the alternate schedule because

part-time employees have proven to be less dependable than full-time

workers. In addition, the company says it does not have the time to

train part-time people. Parallel scheduling works best for the other two

employers, who like students to see the immediate relevance of their

work to school, and vice-versa.

No employer receives financial assistance from PCC to pay the

salaries of coop students. Two companies have individuals within their

personnel department to supervise the students. Salaries for coop

student's range from $2.45 an hour to $8, 000 -plus a year. Coop positions

include sales clerk, veterans representative on campus, drug compounders

and packagers, custodians, lab technicians, and mechanical maintenance

workers.

Two of the employers do not know if academic credit is received for

the coop experience. The third hires students from several schools and
is not sure which schools give credit. Screening for a job involves an

application and an interview with one employer. The Verterans Admin-

istration relies solely on Civil Service lists and ratings to choose employees.

As workers, students are regarded as highly motivated and com-

petent. The only criticism was that they may be overworked at times.

Some try to study while on the job, particularly if they work the night

shift.
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Both the Veterans Administration and the pharmaceutical manu-

facturer encourage non-coop employees to seek further education. The

Veterans Administration offers courses on its premises for which various

colleges award credit. The latter does not accept new employees from

the coop program at PCC. The pharmaceutical manufacturer encourages

employees to participate in the PCC cooperative education program.

Employers perceive no real advantages to the coon program except

recruitment and training. None mentioned any disadvantages. The only

suggestion for improvement offered was that the coop prograr.i be pub-

licized more so that it might attract a larger number of students.

3.4.6 Perspectives on Program
and Students

Administration and faculty at Pasadena City College sometimes

differ sharply on the efficacy of the cooperative education program.

The debate often centers around the issue of whether work must be

related to a student's studies to be beneficial.

On the one side are the faculty who warn that giving credit for

sweeping floors, bagging groceries, and carrying messages can'only

hurt the reputation of the school as an academic institution. One mem-

ber of the faculty told interviewers that students have no respect for
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the program, and comments some students made during interviews sup-

port her thesis. One student said, "I don't have to do anything. It will

make no changes at all in my life. It's helping me get back into the

swing of school and get the G.I. bill, without having to take too many

courses. " Another student said, "I already have a job. The coop

program didn't really help me. It was just an easy three units per

semester."

A member of the program staff commented, "Coop ed has grown

because it is an easy way of obtaining credits, not because it is an

exciting program." These opinions are balanced by faculty who insist

that, given the right attitude, any situation can be a learning situation.

One instructor Cautions that the school needs to be realistic about

students' needs. The majority of Pasadena students must work anyway,

he says, and the coop program. provides the vehicle by which they can

get needed counseling along the way. This teacher says he encourages

his students to seek jobs relevant to their studies. How many teachers

see this as one of their responsibilities is unknown.

Other faculty contend that the coop program affords the only

opportunity for close student-faculty relationships. Other supporters

of the program contend opposition comes primarily from teachers facing

dwindling enrollment in their classes because of the competition from
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coop education. The coop director's reply to this is "make your program

relevant." Dwindling enrollment has been checked somewhat by requiring

students to take two courses instead of the one originally required in order

to qualify as a full-time student while cooping.

In addition to those people who oppose giving credit for menial

employment are those people who criticize the program because they

say it is poorly and inefficiently managed. One of the strongest critics

is a senior member of the program staff who recently submitt-d a five-

page detailed memo outlining his complaints, and offering suggestions

for improvement. He was especially critical of the program's lack of

goals and objectives. The program director readily admits he has

formulated no goals. He frankly describes the initial approach as

"backwards," but defends this by saying some schools spend so much

time formulating goals, they have little time to accomplish anything,

while his program has clearly accomplished something without goals.

The memo also dealt with the need for: a statement of program

philosophy; planning based on the philosophy; weekly staff meetings

and monthly teachers' meetings for the purposes of training and orienta-

tion; the performance of more placement duties; a mechanism for

the evaluation of the program; a clear definition of various job titles';

and an active coop advisory board.
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3.4.7 Future Plans

With over 2,000 participating students, the cooperative education

program is about as big as most people think the present staff can handle.

However, some suggestions for program improvements have been made,

although no reforms seem imminent. For example, the president of the

college would like to see more students on the alternate plan. He would

also like to see the program meet the special needs of older students

returning to school seeking second careers. The suggestions of a mem-

ber of the program staff were discussed above.

Pasadena's program seems in no jeopardy if federal funds are

eliminated since over two-thirds of its budget is state funds.

3.5 Alice Lloyd College -- Pippa Passes, Kentucky

3. 5.1 General Background

Alice Lloyd College is a private, two-year, liberal arts college,

founded shortly after the turn of the century by Alice Lloyd of Boston

to serve the economically and educationally disadvantaged population of

Appalachia. It is situated on the banks of Caney Creek, in one of the

"hollers" of the Kentucky mountains. College regulations require at

least 80 percent of the student population to be drawn from the southern

Appalachian region. About 190 students now attend ALc, although the

college has a capacity for up to 400 students. Enrollment has declined
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as new community colleges have cropped up across Kentucky. Ir addi-

tion, the now-booming coal industry has lucrative jobs to offer which

seem more rewarding than being a student. The mines now offer up to

$50 - $60 a day.

Academic programs are offered in four major areas: math and

science; the humanities; social sciences; and fine arts. The goal of the

programs is to prepare students to transfer to a four-year senior insti-

tution and administrators at Alice Lloyd say about-80-90 percent of

their students do so. However, recently, the college committed itself

to the introduction of terminal degree programs in several technical

areas. Already, a two-year terminal degree in mental health tech-

nology is being offered, as a result of a four-year grant from the

National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH). A secretarial program is

in the works.

Although tuition at Alice Lloyd is $1600 per year, no student is

expected to pay it. Unemployment figures in the area surrounding the

campus often climb as high as 20-25 percent. Many people travel to

Ohio to find work, returning to the hills each weekend. Over 80 percent

of the student body were members of families with annual incomes under

$9000 in 1971-72., Only seven percent come from families with over

$12, 000 annual incomes. Consequently, over 80 percent of the student
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body receives full financial aid packages. Every student is currently

receiving some degree of aid. In return, every student is required to

work at least five hours per week for the school -- cooking in the dining

hall, cleaning dormitories and classrooms, maintaining the grounds.

Administrators say the traditidnal provincialism of students is

disappearing -- they aren't hillbillies anymore -- under the influence

of television and the expanding highways network.

3.5.2 Program Development

The idea of combining work with studies has been firmly entrenched

at Alice Lloyd College since its very beginnings. Perhaps some indi-

cation of the status that work experience enjoys at ALC is that the

director of work-related programs all report to the Academic Dean.

Administrators at the, college first came in contact with the idea of
cooperative education in the late 1960's when, together with Lees

Junior College, they invited a director of a coop program at another

college to speak at their schools. The people at Alice Lloyd and Lees

saw coop as one way to get their students out of the hills and into areas

promising greater occupational opportunities, a way to facilitate an

"interchange" with a larger society.

Alice Lloyd, Lees and four other area colleges formed a con-

sortium for the purpose of stretching limited funds to the greater benefit

of all. They received their first federal grant in 1969. A single direc-

tor was engaged to oversee the program for all six schools.
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The idea of the consortium was soon abandoned, however, along

with the conception of the program as a way of weaning students away

from the hills. The consortium fell to rising costs. The idea of send-

ing students out of the region fell to a depressed economy and the young

people's attachment to their homes. Their natural attachment to family

and friends was augmented at about this time by an awakening of Appa-

lachian pride spurred on by several federally-funded, local self-help

projects, which, of course, offered additional, and because of the

attitudes of students, attractive job prospects, Alice Lloyd itself was the

initiator of several of these self-help projects.

When the consortium disbanded, Alice Lloyd decided to continue

the coop program itself and appointed its own director. It also adopted

a new focus for the program in keeping with its newly articulated com-

mitment to the Appalachian way-of-life, in general, and specifically to

train Appalachian leaders for Appalachian people. The goal of the new

program would be to provide an off-campus, but not necessarily out-

of-'state, work experience, relevant to both the student's and the com-

munity's needs.

Today, the specific objective of the Alice Lloyd program is

"leadership education and service"; general objectives are "on-the-job

experience in line with career goals", alternating work and study peri-
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ods, "opening up new avenues of career pursuit", and facilitating con-

tact with potential future employees. The slogan applied to all work-

related programs is "Leadership Education for Service is What It's

All About."

3.5.3 Present Operation of the Program

Alice Lloyd's schedule provides for three 16-week semesters,

each semester divided into three terms. During the summer, no for-

mal classes are scheduled in order to allow -- in fact, to encourage --

students to work under the auspices of any one of several work-study,

coop-related programs.

It is difficult to disentangle the complicated web which has been

weaved from this package of diverse programs all providing for more

or less the same thing, that is the working student. The cooperative

program provides the vehicle for awarding credit to a student formally

carried on the rolls of the work-study program. Work-study funds

provide the paycheck for a coop student working in the college's sum-

mer theater project. The mental health program assumes responsibility

for finding its own students jobs; almost all the jobs are connected with

an independent offshoot of a college-related program. Each program,

in some way, seems to support the others.
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What it is possible to say with some clarity is that almost all of

the students at Alice Lloyd work during the summer within the confines

of the southern Appalachian region. Most students work in some col-

lege-sponsored endeavor or in ALCOR, Inc., the independent offshoot

of Family Horizons, a program founded in 1965 with funds from the

Office of Economic Opportunity at Alice Lloyd College. Some of the

students who work -- about 30 to 40 -- are formally enrolled in the

coop program, although, because of the interdependence of the programs

a supervisor often does not know who are and are not coop students.

The director of the summer theater project, for example, said he had

15 students working for him last year. It was only the following fall

that he learned eight of them were officially coop students. Some of

the students who work under the auspices of the coop program are paid

at least in part with work-study funds. These are the students who work

in college-sponsored endeavors.

A handful of students -- no more than 10 or 12 -- also work during

the regular academic year under the auspices of the coop program.

Students who are enrolled in mental health, education and econo-

mic aid programs are required to coop. The coop program for other

students is optional. Students may receive from one to six credits for

work experiences ranging from 4 to 12 weeks. However, most students
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do not elect to receive credit because if they do, they arc required to

I pay $25 for each credit earned, and $15 additional fees.

The director of the mental health program supervises his own

coop students, requiring them to meet with him twice monthly to

discuss any problems they may be having. Once they have completed

their coop experience, students are required to give an oral report

before a social work class.

The director has found students have been unprepared for job

interviews and plans in the future to provide some additional guidance

for them.

All other students are supervised by the director of the coop pro-

gram, who is also director of guidance, special sei vices and community

and supportive services. The present director is a graduate of Alice

Lloyd, with an M.A. in education. He visits students on the job "fre-

quently".

Since the only industry in southern Appalachia is coal mining, it

is natural that most jobs open to students are service or education-

oriented. In contrast to what most other colleges have found, it is the

science or technology students who are most difficult to place at Alice

Lloyd. Most jobs are with the ALCOR program. ALCOR is a private

corporation, funded almost entirely by charitable grants 'rum private
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foundations, which has contracted ill AliAl LlOyClt Lee S, and the four

other schools in the original coop consortium, to use students each

summer to help bridge the gap between isolated mountain communities

and state and county social service agencies. A team of two students --

usually a student who will enroll at one of the colleges in the fail to-

gether with a student who has completed d-at least one semester of work

-- are stationed in each community. They live at home or find lodgings

in the home of one of the local citizens and they usually find office' space

in the local school house. They are paid about $15 per day to perform

a wide range of duties depending on the needs of the community. For

example, a prrk was built by one community a book drive was conducted

for another. They are supervised by the ALCOR director and three

program assistants. During the summer of 1974, 24 ALC students

worked for ALCOR.

Most 'campus-related jobs are found with one of two programs:

the Appalachian Learning Laboratory and Upward Bound. The Learning

Laboratory'is made up of many components, including a photographic

archives, a summer theater program which mount plays in isolated
171011, in communities, a program entitled Man and His Environment

which seeks to recreate small village life at the turn of the century, and

t'ic Oral Ilistory program which seeks to compile the oral history of
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southern Appalachia. The Learning Laboratory is funded by the National

Endowment of the Ihimanities. Students perform a variety of tasks in

the lab. The Upward Bound program brings high school students to live

on the Alice Lloyd campus for eight weeks each summer for a program

of cultu::al awareness. Coop students work as academic tutors and

residential counselors in the dormitories. Many of the coop counselors

are former Upward Bound participants themselves. According to the

director of Upward Bound, it offers c, ,p students a chance to test their`

leadership skills.

Students can find other employment on the campus, too, including

employment w:th the coop program itself, serving as student aides

assigned the responsibility of keeping in touch with students off-campus,

whether with ALCOR or other employees. Other employment is n.vailable

`in day care centers, community mental health centers, centers for the

training of mentally-retarded children, and other local social ser' tee

agencies, The director of the mental health tcch,u program is

responsible for placing his own students in jobs. In summer, 1974, he

placed seven students with ALCOR and five in social service agencies

unrelated to the campus, such as the Upper Kentucky Mental Health

Program in Ilazard,which serves eight counties.
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Students working in campus programs are paid with work-study

funds. If a student lives at home while attending school, 20 percent of

his salary is deducted to meet college expenses; it he lives on campus,

40 percent is deducted.

Some faculty members are actively involved in counselling stu-

dents during and prior to their work experiences. These faculty seem

enthusiastic about the work programs; other faculty, according to some

administrators, arc apathetic. To offset this the academic dean pro-

poses to assign all faculty to spend one-fifth of their time on some work-

related program. Only one faculty member interviewed expressed a

negative opinion -- although not very negative -- of the program.

3.5.4 Student Survey Fin.iings

The mail survey conducted at Alice Lloyd encountered two prob-

records v\ ere poor; when combined with the small
stu47nt population, a small sample resulted;

only 10 percent of coop participants returned
quest ionnaires.

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Student Student radoate Graduate Total

Questionnaires mailed 62 97 25 25 209
Questionnaires returned 6 23 2 10 41

Conventional quantitative analysis is therefore inappropriate.
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3, 5. 5 Employer Perspectives

Employers participating in the Alice Lloyd program who were

interviewed were ,a mental health agency, a community action agency

and a youth services agency, all active employers; and a school for

mentally retarded children and an insurance company, both inactive.

employers. The mental health agency currently employs six coop stu-

dents; the two other active employers hire coop students only during

the summer. The active employers have participated in the coop pro-

gram for a period of two and a half to eight years. The two inactive

employers have employed ten students and three students, participating

in the program for two to three years.

All of the employers became involved in the program after they

were approached by Alice Lloyd's coop coordinator. The majority of

the employers felt the program was a good source of temporary, quali-

fied, but low-cost manpower. They also felt participation in the coop

program was a good way to enable low-income students to further their

education. An executive of the insurance firm, an inactive employer,

is on the board of directors of Alice Lloyd College and this led to this

company's involvement in the coop program. Both of the inactive em-

ployers said the college stopped sending students to them. These cum-

panics don't plan to resume their participation in the future. All of the'

active employers plan to continue their participation, and would

financial assistance to enable them to expand their progrAms.
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Two employers, on9 active: and one inactive, will oft( r coop stu-

dents full- time positions after graduate if the students' job perfor-

mance is satisfactory. One _ctivo Aployer offers students temporary

employment after graduation un' they arc able to find tull-time em-

ployment. The other two employers say they don't hire their coop

graduates.

Students returning to the same employer for each of their work

terms and alternate term scheduling is Dreferre'd by all employers.

They feel this combination is the most effective for both the company

and the student. Students working full-time arc more reliable and can

Le given greater responsibilities with each successive work term.

Alice Lloyd College pays either all or a percentage of the students'

salaries at three active companies; the money goes directly to the students.

The students work as tutors, recreation counselors, teacher-aides,

attendant-nurses, and general clerical help, and receive *84 to $130

per week. One inactive employer, the insurance company, declined to

state a salary. Two employers, one active and one inactive, said they

thought students received academic credit for their work experience, but

they didn't know how much. Two other employers, one active and one

inactive, didn't know if students receive academic credit. The remain-

ing active employer said he thought students receive no academic credit.
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Two active employers designate coordinators to work with

Alice Lloyd's coop coordinator. In almost all eases, the school coordina-

tor screens students, and the company then hires who they are sent.

One active employer requires students to answer a newspaper ad and

be considered along with non-student applicants. Onc inactive employer

requires applications and interviews, and hires only students they

themselves feel are qualified.

1Most of the employers feel very positively about coop students as

emplOyees. They feel students are high caliber, qualified people.

One active employer feels students are excellent workers, but they n« 'd

close supervision to keep them from getting lax in their duties.

The advantages of employing coop students as seen by employers

of Alice Lloyd students arc, students represent qualified manpower;

they provide the company with new ideas; and in turn receive practical

training and experience. The disadvantages include work periods that

arc, too short, personal adjustment problems and placement problems.

Two of the employers encourage their full-time non-student em-

ployees to further their education, but offer no financial assistance.

The other employers neither encourage nor discourage further education,

The employers offered several suggestions for improving th coop

program:, the program should be better supervised;- students should

know in advance what jobs are available and what to- expect;, inure govern-

ment money should be provided to expand the coop program.
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3. 5. 6 Perspectives on Program and SI udent s

It seems many administrators on campus lament the passing of

the idea of placing students in jobs outside southern Appalachia. Early

in the program, a few students were placed as far away as California,

Massachusetts and New York. And, although the problem of finding

jobs is, of course, acute, a more crucial factor in the decision to

not seek such far away placements is the attitude of the students them-

selves and their families. Girls especially are expected to stick close

to home. The new academic dean at Alice Lloyd seems particularly

anxious to re-evaluate policy in regards to out-of-state placements.

"Students need to see more of the world than 'just the holler," he com-

ments. Ee wants special monies allocated to make out-of-state place-

ments economically feasible.

The jobs provided Alice Lloyd students may or may not be career-

oriented. All the programs are more concerned with service to the

community than to career-related work experiences. For example',

math student may find employment in the summer theater program,

although it is also true drama majors are'required to work in the theater.

The only students for whom career-related positions are sought are

mental health technology students.

Many people see coop students as more mat tirc, than their (.0n-

temporaries. The director of the Upward Bound program, for example,
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says his coop counselors are more mature than other student- counselors.

however, moct people see their maturity as a factor of something other

than the coop program, the assumption being that nature students seek

out the coop program, rather than that they be,iotne mature' as a result

of the program.

3.5.7 Future

An evaluation of the coop program is planned. It will include: post-

tests of participants in personality, interests, and aptitudes.

ALC is currently looking at a number of different approaches to

attracting more students to its campus in -rtn attempt to reach its maxi-

mum capacity of 400. One of the approaches already adopted 'provides

for the implementation of two-year terminal degree programs in various

technical areas. A new program in business and office management is

planned, in addition to the program in mental health technology already under-

way. Although the coop program could be expected to grow as the

result of any new program which attracts more students to campus, the

proposed technology programs have a special implication for coop

education. Coop education, it is anticipated, will be an integral part

of any technical curriculum.

Several recommendations for improving the, program were uttered

by people in varying positions: (1) jobs need to be more' directly related

to the students' majors; (2) students need to be riented to the pot uliari-
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ties of organizational structures and behavior; (.1) students should

receive' academic' credit for their N,vork experiences without having to

pay for tuition.

Worls-study and coop programs at Alice' Lloyd will not die if

federal funds are withdrawn; they have been part of the school's philoso-

phy for too long. The names of the programs may change as funding

sources vary; goals may be re-evaluated and sonic other administrative

mechanism Adopted. Students will still go to work, just as they always

have.

3.6 Lees Junior College -- Jackson, Kentucky

3.6.1 General Background

Lees Junior College is a private, two-year, community-oriented

college serving the disadvantaged population in the Appalachian high-

lands of eastern Kentucky. Total enrollment in the school is about 350.

Enrollment has been decreasing recently.

The area surrounding Lees suffers from 'ztll the ailments of

Appalachia in general: few job opportunities, high unemployment, low

wages. Most of the students at Lees 'ztre white' (96 percent), and poor

(93 percent trom families with less than $7500 annual income). Often,

they are the first members of their families to go on to college. Al-

most 95 percent of Lees student body recei\ es, substantial sines of

financial assist ant e'.
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As surely as the. University of Detroit is affected by the auto in-

dustry, Lees is affected by coal and as the coal industry booms,

students are hard to attract, preferring immediate rewards over long-

range planning. Lees was originally conceived as a stepping-stone to

a four-year institution.: Programs in three liberal arts components

are offered: social sciences, the humanities, and the natural sciences.

Recently, however, Lees decided to introduce two-year terminal de-

gree programs in a variety of technical fields. An associate degree

for social welfare technicians is already being offered.

3. 6.2 Program Development

Administrators at Lees Junior College were first introduced to

the idea of cooperative education at a federally-sponsored program in

the late 1960's. Together with Alice Lloyd College, th y invited a

director of a coop program at another college to speak at their schools.

Lees, Alice Lloyd and four other area colleges formed a con-

sortium for the purpose of stretching limited funds to the greater benefit

of all. They received their first federal grant 'in 1969 and Lees placed

its first e students in coop positions in the summer of 1970. A

single director was engaged to oversee, the program for all six schools.

The. consortium was dissolved soon after its founding. however,

Lees decided to continue the coop program itself.
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Lees originally planned to make enrollment in the coup program

mandatory for all its students. The goal of placing over 300 students

in work positions quickly proved unattainable'. Although some people

complain that faculty were not supportie, it seems more: important that

few jobs were: available' in the hills surrounding the school and the inex-

perienced administrators of the program had difficulty art t ing for

out-of-state and even out of the area positions. But even more difficult

was overcoming the attitudes of the students themselves and their

families. Most Appalachian students don't like to go away from home.

Administrators complain about students overcome by homesickness

even though the college is only 30 miles away from home. Early coop

directors often faced the frustration of lining up a job in some other

area only to be unable to find anyone willing to go. In fact, the current

director complains lie has jobs even now he can't fill because they are

outside the immediate area. In addition, in general, students rebelled

against the idea of a mandatory program.

In FY 1970-71, 75 students were enrolled in the cooperative pro-

gram;, in FY 71-72, 80 students; in FY 72-73, 48 students; and in FY

73-75, 58 students, During the semester the interviews were conducted,

11 students were on cooperative assignments: The 80 cooperative st-

dents in FY 71-72 ..epresenied L 3 perceth of the total enrollment,

or 69 percent, were social welfare technology majors,
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Today, coop is an optional program for liberal arts students. It

is still mandatory, however, for students in career education programs ,

such as social welfare techno,4y.

3.6.3 Present Operation of the Program

According to the Lees' grant application to the Office' of Education,

the immediate objective of their coop program Is to provide off-

campus eiperiences with Industry, government agencies and service

agencies that meet the special needs of students in Appalachia."

More specific objectives include:, (1) to increase student motivation and

therefore improve academia performance; (2) to increase stud -1 awareness

of himself and his environment; (3) to provide career opportunities';

(4) to encourage students to become "sensitive, socially-aware persons"

through community service; (5) to allow students tos'earn money to pay

for their education;, (u) to keep curriculum responsive to students and

society; (7) to attract students to Lees who have financial need or lack

of motivation; (8) to decrease the drop-out rate; and (0) to enable the

college to make an impact on the Appalachian region.

Students at Lees must be second semester freshmen to enroll in

the cooperative, program. Although original plans called for two semes-

ters of work experiences for each student enrolled in the progr,am,

student usually work only one' semester, that semester being in the

summer between their freshman an,1 sophomore' years. II a :student

elects t i work during the regular ,a;:aclemic year, he' kices the' pro`;)
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of graduating at least one semester late, or even more if he cannot make

up required courses during the meager summer program. And T,oes

students do not seem much different from students at other schools.

They are as uncomfortable as anyone else with the idea of an extra

semester in school. The 10 to 12 students who are enrolled in the pro-

gram during the regular academic year are usually working part-time,

20-hours a week. From 30-35 students usually participate in the pro-

gram during the summer.

Most of the jobs available to students are social service or govern-

ment-related positions, although government positions seem to be getting

more difficult to obtain. The biggest employer is ALCOR, Inc. , an

independent offshoot of a social service program originally founded by

Alice Lloyd College. ALCOR contracts ,v\ ith Lees, Alice Lloyd, and the

four other schools in the original coop consortium, to hire students

each summer to help bring together the people in isolated mountain com-

munities and state and county social services. Students also wot k with

other community outreach programs, recreation programs and programs

for the handicapped, as well as in small cottage ,industries. Previously

plentiful teacher's aides positions have almost all disappeared. Many

students work in college-sponsored programs, like the Oral llistory

program, which seeks to record the oral history of Appalachia. The

Oral History program has somehow got the linage of a feminine progr4ori,
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however, and only women ever apply, Work for the men usually con-

sists of maintaining the campus grounds and dormitories. St uden4.s

working on campus are paid with work-study funds at a rate of $2 -

$2. 50 per hour. Half of a student's salary must be turned over to Lees

to cover tuition costs.

Students who elect tile alternate plan work as draftsmen, book-

keepers, and small parts assembly workert.. They have also worked

at various social work positions..

Employers are recruited most frequently through the mail

and over the phone. The director seeks an oral or written commitment

from the employer to make a position available for a cooperative stu-

dent. After the position is filled, all arrangements are formalized in

writing.

An attempt is made to find jobs "somewhat" related to a

student's career goals, which are often still ill-defined among the 18 and

19 year old students. 1 -low-2ver, the objective of the coop program is

not skills training but rather human relations training. It is an objective

of greater importance in a school like Lees than in sonic other institu-

tions because students at Lees are bright but not sophisticated. As late

as six years ago, there was no road from Lexington to Jackson and

many Lees students have never been eNposed to individuals other than

their family and the local storekeeper.
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Students may or may cot elect to receive credit fur their work

experiences. Most do not for two reasons:: if they elect to receive credit

they arc required to pay $60 tuition fur the semester; zilso coop credits

have traditionally been uriaccoptable to four-year institutions although

this situation is nu'" changing. If n student elects to receive credit,

appropriate faculty nlisted to aid in grading.

According to the coop director and others, the coop student tends

above average academically, serious and more mature than their

fellow students.

The coop prograi.. is administered by a director and an assistant/

secretary. The director's salary of $10, 500 yearly is comparable to

faculty salaries.

3.6.4 Student Survey Findings

Problems encountered in conducting the questionnaire survey among

the students and graduates of Lees Junior College and Alice Lloyd Col-

lege were the same:

Available records were poor at both colleges; when
combined with the small student bodies at hi)th
schools a small sample resulted.

A poor response rate netted a total of only eight re-
sponses among coop students and graduates at both
schools; a similarly poor response was evident
among non-cooperative students.
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Coop Non Coup Coop Non Coop
Student St udent Graduate Graduate Total

Questionnaires sent 19 100 21 50 190
Questionnaires reLurried 2 18 C 16 42

Because of these small values, conventional quantitative analysis

is obviously inappropriate.

3. 6. 5 Employer Pe rspectives

The active employers of coop students from Lees Junior College

interviewed were an economic development corporation, a media pro-

duction company and a bank. Inactive employers interviewed were a

research firm and a childrens home: The economic development cor-

poration hires students only in the summer. The media production

company currently employs nine students and the Lank employs one stu-

dent. The companies, active and inactive, have been coop employers

for one to six years. The two inactive companies have employed one

student and three students during their involvement .with the program.

Three employers, two active and one inactive, said that the coop

coordinator from Lees Junior College informed them of the avaiLl'ility

of coop students and ask I if they would hire them. These employers

viewed the program as a source of low-cost, qualified manpower, as

well as of futur, trained employee,. One inactive employer said the

regular employees, some of them former Lees :Junior College students,
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infortned him of the pro g raw and recoinmended that coop students be

hired. One active employer doesn't remember how the company be-

came invol\ ed in the coup program. All of the employers said they

either have hired or would like to hire coop students After they graduate.

The three active employers plan to continue the program as long

as they have openings. All said they plan to continue to employ approxi-

mately the same number of students in the same types of lobs. One

inactive employer discontinued the program because business lagged and

the students were no longer needed. The program would be resumed,

however, if business increases in the future. The other inactive em-

ployer discontinued the prc-,ram because of a bad experience with coop

students. If the school agreed to a more thorough screening system

and suitable students were found, this empInver would again be willing

to hire coop students.

All of the employers agreed that they prefer having students re-

turn to the same employer. The three active employers favored having

the student work in various jobs within the Gina, company to gain the

best all-around experience. The inactive employers think the_ best ex-

pc rience and training is achieved by having the students stay with one

job. They say this 1110 ZIM lrss COrl 11.1:,idt1 and paperwork t ' the', com-

pany.
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Two active employers and one inactive employer said th-at alternate

scheduling is best. The student can devote all his time to his tub, he

given greater responsibility, and therefore be exposed to a more com-

plete work experience. Parallel sr.heduling is favored be the otlo two

employers, l'hey feel the student needs to share his work ('N

through classroom discussions with other students. Parallel scheduling

allows the company to fill part-time positions with students. They

also say it provides work for a greater number of students.

None of the employers connect( with Lees receives financial

compensation from the institution. Two of the active employers pay the

students $85 a week. The other employers did not wish to reveal what

they paid their students. The coop students work in various training

positions, including general clerical and bookkeeping work, and with titles

such as assistant media pi oduction person, bank-tellers, research

assistants and assistant houseparents. The employers all said their

students receive credit for their work experience.

Two of the companies, one active and one inactive, designate a

coop coordinator to work with the coordinator from Lees Junior College

in supervising and overseeing the' program. Two other companies, one

active and one' inactive', do not. Lees screens all of their coop students

to determine what positions they are' qualified for before sending them

for interviews. Each company briefly interviews the student.; ,ind

usually hires any student they are sent.
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Two active employers feel that the stucents are good emplo-yees

in all respects, but that their interest tends to lag near the' n:i of work

periods and aosenteeism therefore Id( rcases. iwo employers,, one

active and one inactive, expressed very positive et titudes ;t b() Imp

students. The students take their jobs seriously and oiler a new per-

spective to the company, they said. One inactive employer had "a very

negative attitude. This employer had employed only one student, and

his performance was dissatisfactory, he seemed to have no motivation,

and he quit after one month. This employer predictably feels students

are not properly screened by the coop coordinator.

None of the firms interviewed offers any sort of encouragement

to their non-student employees to further their (ducation. They agree

it would be nice, but won't assist them in any way.

The :majority of employers felt the' coop program ran smoothly

and needed no improvements. They saw advantages to hiring coop

students. Two recommended that the screening and interview process

be more thorough and that students be familiarized with their job and

duties before they are hired.

3, 6. 6 Perspectives on Program and Students

As the numbers cited previously indicate, few students, can be

enticed into enrolling in the coop program. The director of the progr.mi

faces major hurdles in his recruiting itorts, 'I he dearth of locd1
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coupled with the students' unwillingness to go away froln hohle has al-

ready been mentioned. But in addition, there's the matter of money.

Almost all students at Lees receive sol.. financial aid; many of them

receive as much as $2500 a year, more than enough to cover all college-

related expenses. The question is:, why work? Financially, the re is

no reason, especially when the school demands half zt coop student's

earnings for tuition, an expense' which can be easily paid with sonic

other less strenuous form of aid. The director of the program describes

the dilemma this way:, "They work just enough so they can't rec,.ive

financial aid, but not enough goes into their own pockets to make it worth-

while." The president of Lees acknowledges that one of the original

goals of the program, to provide financial aid for economically disad-

vantaged students, is no longer appropriate. Most students at Lees

work each summerit is just that they don't enroll in the coop program.

The current coop director admits to being "cynical" about the

aid situation. He feels students get the idea aid is "due" them and, there-

for?, they lack motivation. It is an attitude damaging not only to his

but also to other programs, he concludes. Among students who must

Nkork and turn to the school for help in finding jobs, the work-study pro-

gram is much more popular. Almost half of Lees almost 400 students

are enrolled in the work-study program. Because of such a high popu-

lation, some' critics say students e poorly supervised and end up doing
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t
little of the work expected them. Under its auspices, the student:, need

never worry about the prospects of a job away from home. Credit, for

the work-study experience is sometimes awarded by the coop program.

The students' lack of enthusiasm is niatched aniong the faculty.

Most of them carry heavy academic loads and do not greet the prospect,"

of the additional responsibilities which might be attached to an expanded

coLp program v,ith cheer. the director of the program complains the

faculty do not inform students about cooperative education. The presi-

dent of the college describes the faculty attitude r.s one of "nominal

acceptance." The idea of a coop experience for faculty was floated but

it was ill-received. Perhaps even more unenthusiastic about tl )ro-

gram than students and faculty are the program administrators. Six

directors have' overseen the program in four years. Both the present

director and several past directors who were interiewed det-,,cribe the

job as extremAy frustrating, and many of them have obviously seen it

as little' more than a stepping -Stone to something more gratifying.

Although the current director entertains great hopes for the

gram, he seems to feel som:timos overwhelmed by problems. In

addition to the ones mentioned above, he' also must contend with zt feeling

he has of being, an outsider, i.e. , one who was not, born and raised in

Appalachia, and of never quite, being accepted. It. is a problem he feels

compounds his probleim; with dlready unenthie,ia:uic l,ee ulty:
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3. 6. 7 Future

Despite the general disenchantment with coop eduLation, the direc-

tor of the program contends if "we can just hold on lung enough," it

could turn out to be an important and \,iable part of the college curriculum.

As the large state network of schools in Rentucky has experimented

with cooperative education, it has gained new respectability among facul-

ty members. And the director believes students ire changing under

the influence of television and expanded educational opportunities. The

president of Lees agrees that students are becoming more and morc

willing to relocate. Of more immediate importance is the college's

recent thrust into technical education, a field traditionally associated

with the coop philosophy. The coop director is deeply involved in the

development of new technical programs, especially a program in elec-

tronics, and the idea of mandatory work experiences is being revived.

Plans are being made for him and the Director of Institutional Develop-

ment to approach prospective employers in technical fields together.

The cooperative education director describes the potential of the pro-

gram in this area as "unlimited," and the Director of Institutional De-

velopment agrees with him strongly.

A fledgling relationship with the National Alliance of Businessmen,

which provides for the organization to pay the salary of a businessman

on loan to Lees fur teaching purposes, holds out. the possibility 't in-
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creased job opportunities for Lees students -- provided they can be

persuaded to take them. A representative f,,tm IBM was on campus

this year.

The director of the Oral Ilistory program has suggested sponsoring

workshops for prospective emplo-yers so they may become a(-quainted

with the school as well as the program.

The coop program enjoys the solid support of Lees' president

who is determined to continue it 3.vith or without federal funds; although

many others have_ doubts about his ability' to do so.

3.7 Texas Southern University

3.7.1 General Background

Texas Southern University is a state-supported, coeducational

institution, with both undergraduate and graduate components, founded

in 1947. An historically' black institution, TSU is situated in one of

Ilouston's Model Cities Neighborhood target areas and about 70 percent

of its almost 7200 students are from poverty-income families. About

35-40 percent receive financial aid.

TSU has an open admissions policy, accepting all applicants and

providing special assistance when necessary to enable' a student to ac-

quire a GED in lieu of a high school diploma.

In June 1973, the Texas legislature designated
r "S pc

purpose institution of higher education for Urban Programming." The
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university claims its broad special purpose to be: to apply its total edu-

cational resources to help solve immediate and future urban problems.

3.7.2 I' Tog ram Developme nt

TSU's School of Technology adopted a cooperative education pro-

gram for a two-year experimental period in 1968. At that time, about

65 percent of their students were already working but few held jobs in

any way relevant to their career goals. It was a program which had been

previously attempted by the School of Business but it had failed. Sev-

eral other smaller, less formal and less ambitious programs had also

been tried prior to the 1968 experiment, including a cooperative arrange-

ment negotiated between the university's mathematics department and

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA):

In January 1969, the president of TSU appointed a committee to

study the possibilits: of implementing the coop program on a uniersity-

wide scale. They recommended that a program be made available to

all students in all academic areas in the 1969-70 school year, basing

their recommendations on the following needsf

the percentage of TSU students in need of income which
would be earned through a cooperative education po-
gram is higher than at most schools with such programs;

the environment and daily life of most TS1" students is
far removed from the mainst ream of Anwrivan society
and cooperative education would pro\ide much needed
relevance to academic pursuits.
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The first federal grant for cooperatiAe education $47, "On

was allocated to TS11 in FY 1970-71.- Since then over 200 siudent s re-

presenting fire Colleges -1.1.1 Schools- and 21 academic disciplines have

participated in the program, working in all parts of the country for 57

different employers, including 12 government aucncirs. Over 125,000

government dollars have been spent. (In the absence of a direct grant

for cooperative education in 1972-73, the university allocated $20, 000

of Title III funds to the program.)

3.7.3 Present Operation of the Program

Although different people use different words and zissign varying

degrees of importance to different goals, most people at TSU see the

cooperative education program within the context of two major objectives:,

the more immediate objective of providing students with the financial

assistance they re(iuire in order to finish school; and the long-range

objective of facilitating their ultimate entry into the world of work, a

world traditionally inhospitable to them as members of minority groups.

A third objective occasionally mentioned is to enhance university/in-

dustry relations.

In its most formal sense, the coop program is a five-year package'

consisting of nine semesters on campus, four semesters at work and

one semester on vacation. The first work period begins after a student

has completed at least three' but no more than lo stud periods. Three
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credits may be earned for each semester at work, although a .-;tudent is

not required to accept credit. In practice, various hinds of schedules

have been utilized to meet the special needs students, even though

government regulations allow only students on the alternate' schedule

to be classified as coop students. Many students at TSL7 balk At the

idea of leaving school for a semester. They -- and it seems their

parents too -- see school as something to get through as quickly as

possible. Other students -- especially those who are married -- are

financially obligated to work continuously throughout their univer:-,.1%

career and cannot afford the luxury of a semester of classwork alone.

Because of special efforts to meet the needs of these' students -- including

a special program with Lockheed enabling math and comput( r science

majors to work three days a week and to attend c!asses three days a

week -- the impact of the program cannot be evaluated by looking at the

formal coop roles only.

The program is administered by a director, two assistants work-

ing half-time and 13 faculty 7' iison coordinators working quarter-time

to maintain contact with students at work. Consultants are sometimes

enlisted to recruit employers outside the Ifouston ,area. The' director's

salary at $14, 500 is comparable' to faculty salaries and the director

enjoys faculty status.
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About 75 percent of coop student:, itre men'; 25 percent are' women.

About 95 percent are 'Adel:, fire percent are' Nlexi(an-AmerIcan. The

breal.down by academic year of coop students in the fall, ieflects

the increasing participation in the pro grain:, two graduate students,

25 seniors, 30 juniors, 35 sophomores, and 38 freshmen.

Despite the fact that students representing 21 academic disciplines

participate in the program, coop is still most commonly associated with

the School of Technology -- probably both because of its origins there

and the fact the program is housed in the Technology building. And,

indeed, the largest percentage of participants are technical students.

Technology students have been traditionally easiest to place.

The director of the program has made it his policy to select only

the best, most qualified, students in order to preserve both the school's

and the program's reputation. lie also believes that by providing indus-

try with only the brightest students, he will guarantee continued -- and

hopefully increasing numbers of -- openings. lie admits he has more

openings than students to fill them now. His critic's clam the program

thereby serves only those students who do not really need help.

Students are' recruited through a variety of means, both formal

and informal. The' director of the' program speak:, to graduating seniors
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in area high schools. Ile' tall:s to all TSU freshmen during orientation

and again to freshmen in individual classrooms. Radio and TV adver-

tisements are Wilizd, along with posters, handbills, etc. People

disagree widely on the effectiveness of the recruiting effort.

About 75 percent of the coop students work in the Houston area

25 percent are scattered throughout the country. Naturally, students

going out-of-town encounter spacial problems, both logistical problems

like where to stay, where to eat, where to go for a good tine, and

financial problems. The financial aid office is often willing to advance

students short-term loans at no interest to cover the initial expenses of

settling- elsewhere. Contact is maintained with students on the; job

through two lctte-s sent to them from the coop office', one- tt the' begin-

ning of their assignments and one near the end. Each student should

also be visited at least once by a faculty coordinator at the job site.

Students often return to the same employers.

11101- z re differing opinions about the financial rewards offered

coop students, in 1974-75, students earned an average gross income

of $600 a month. Arts and Sciences students earn the largest incomes,

averaging $650 a month at the end 01 their work experience. Te chholog/
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and Business student:, -- averaging $c)75 and $'125 a month re-

spectively at the end f their employment. Education students earn the'

least, a\, lug $400 a month.

Most coop students working 10.=ally do not receive linat aid,

although it is now easier for coop students to qualify for aid than when

the program was begun. Criteria which originally snade it difficult to

qualify have been relaxed, The financi'; aid cflic ,t,orl:s closely with

the coop office in determining need. On the' other hand, most :,t lints

working out-of-town do receive ticl The' standard package, of grants

and loans is available. The director of the financial aid office seems

favorably disposed to coop students because' he himself worked his way

through school.

Some of TSLl's b3ack students have encountered what appears to be

prejudice' on the job. One' employer had to terminate' one position, in

fact, because the supervisor involved continuously gave students poo,r-

ratings which she' could not justify. In another instance, a student

br tight a complaint against an employer with the Eqw-,1 Employment

Opportunity Commission, and the supervisor in\ 01\ ed admitted she \vas

wrong. According to the director of the program, black students often

freeze up" it) 111- White' Nvo ris ir12; Situations, a react ion which promotes

tense rt. Ltt ion:: with fellow employ oe
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Faculty opposition to the' program is centered in the School of

Business, although other faculty also uprose, the program. The coop

director says some faculty are frightened that students with work ex-

perience will recognize teachers with out-of-date skills and they will be'

confronted with empty classrooms. The Dean of the School of Business

complains about what he considers the program's lack of standards.

A faculty member in Business says he is opposed to the program be-

cause business students have little trouble finding Jobs after the} graduate

anyway and, therefore', have no need for the coop program. Other

faculty members arc oppose d to the program because they say classes

are arranged as a series of building blocks and students can't afford to

step out of sequence.

3. 7. 4 Student Survey Findings

The analysis of data culled from the mail survey of Texas Southern

Uni,c rsity students and graduate.; is difficult for two reasons: no

names were pro% ided by the school noncoop graduates aid only

a few names of coop graduates were a\ ailabl, and the:, rate of response

was low. Student do to will therefore be, the only data tabulated and

discussed.
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Coop Non-Coop Coop
Student Student Graduate

Questionnaires sent 70 100 8 1753

Questionnaires returned 23 1 9 4 -16

The racial/ethnic con'position of the student respondent s, both

coop and non-coop, corresponds to the almost totally black coulpos:tion

of the student body as ,a whole.

Race Coop Student Non-Coon Student

Black 20 17 '

Mexican American 1 0

Oriental 1 0

Other 1 0

Total 23 17

Slightly more than half of the' students in both categories come

from homes in which parents hare' no colic , back rounds. Altho ,,111

the sample is obviously too small to draw any significant conclusions,

it is interesting to note that -a slightly higher percentage of non-coop

students report fathers with college experience than coop students (4.1

percent to 40 percent), and a substantially higher percentage of non-

coop students report mothers with college experience' (44 percent to

10 percent).
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Father's Educ,,t ion Coop Student

Grammar school 5
Some high school 6
Completed big,h school 4
Some college 3

Completed college 2
Graduate work/degree 0
Total 20

Mother's Education Coop Student

Grammar school 4
Some high school 6
Completed high school 8
Some college 1

Completed college 0
Graduate work/degree 1

Total 20

Non -Coo o St udent

2

5

2

2
1

4
16

Non-Coop Student

3

4
3

4
2
1

17

More students report parents with annual incomes under $10, 000,

than with incomes over $10,000.

Paren.s' Income Coop Student Non-Coop Student

Less than $5,000 7 7
$ 5, 000-$.10, 000 6 4
$10,000-S15, 000 4 3
$15, 000-$25, 000 0 4
Over $25,000 0 0
Don't 1,now 6 1

Total 23 19

The data regarding both parents' education and incomes reflect

TStr's large percentage (70) of students from po\ert y-inconie families.

Both coop and non-coop students report similar aerage work

weeks. Alts oug,n tue tormal (200p program tollows the alternate plan,

special provisions are made !or students Wil0 111W-At Coni iniu" work in
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to remain In school, The hefty v,01.1. loads carried by non-coup students

again reflects TSU's economically-dist-tdvufita9,ed constituency.

While .\ttenclitig School
Worlc VY e e

Average hours /week
Total responding

Coop Student Non-Coop Si 1;dent

36 35
23 14

Despite the similarity in tue length of work weels.s, coop students

report earning higher weekly incomes. By computing the hourly rates

of both groups of students, it can be seen how much more coop partici-

pants earn than non-participants per hour.

While Attendinf, Sch-ol
Ave' rage We( klv_P a v Coop Student Non-Cool) Student

At the start 125 101Most recently 145 124Total responding 20 10

Vv7hile: Attending School
Derived Hourly Rates Coop Student

At the start $3. 47
Most recently $4. 03
Tot al responding 20

Non-Coon Student

$2.80
$3. 54

10

Attitudes toward cooperative education are unkersally positive'
among participants.

Attitudes Re, Coon Coop St udent

Very positive

Nett( r,,'
Nes;(-1'

Don't hnow
Total

14

0
0

0

23
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Furthermore, all four coup graduate respondents sty they would

part iLipate in coup ,again if they w( re to do it all over. On the milt. r hand,

none of the four say they are holding the I inch of ;oh they want. 'filen-

aver,p4e weekly salaries started at i)l8w and a\ erage`:,,t0:1, now.

3, 7. 5 Employer Pe Ts pect lye s

Three ,active employers of TSIT's cooperative education students

were interviewed as part of this study:: two engineering firms and the

Social Security Administration. Two inactive employers were also

interviewed: an architectural firm and the U.S. Customs in Houston.

One of the engineering firms employs three pairs of two students who

alternate in positions. The other engineering, firm has two stud( nt s

alternating in one position, and the Social Security Administration has

one position in each of its Ilouston branches. The length of inolve

ment of the three act i:L` employers ranges from three to six yenrs. The

architectural firm was involved the!, program for two years,,

two students; Customs v ed Col four ycar,,, hiring se \en stccch(;)ts.

The two engineering firms start their student-employees, ,as

draftsmen. One firm said by the' time they Lraduate, students are doing

their own descL;ning. Students in the' So( tal Security Adryinist rat ion

work as claims representat kes.

Two of the' firms initiated their in..01\ement tile. Were c on-

tacted by SII's coop l uurdtn,ltur. (":t1", t t ic, S., r's is l
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Regional Director, contacted TSUr in search of qualified minority em-

ployees. An executive in one of the engineriny firms 1.new TStT's first

coop coordirizitor per:-.0nally and the firm's involvement resulted from

their friendship. The' architectural firm was workinL on campus when

they were approached and urged to become involved.

All of the' active employers plan to continuo coup students.

The zirLhitecturi firm will not reactivate the program because 'F,SU

offers no degree program in architecture' and they feel, therefore, that

students, in general, are not qualified to work in their firm. Customs

looks forward to reactivating their program when a freezer on hiring new

employees is lifted. They are anxious for TSu's coop coordinator to

contact them to smooth out previous problems.

Four of the employers, two active and two inactive, prefer the'

alternate system. One employer commented he thought students would

be overburdened by trying to combine Work and study. The continuity

offered by the alternate plan is the inost frequently mentioned ,itrgintwnt

in it favor. The' Social Security Administrntion says it prefers noither

the alternate nor the parallel plan.

Only the architectural firm thought it was better for students to

be' exposed to a number 01 ditscrent employers. All the other employers,

said they wanted student:, %%II() woitld return to \Volk tor them

Custotm; said that althoueh they wonted :,tudent:-,; to return to 111(.111, they

were willing to otter them position,-; in in
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These employers receive no financial assistance' from the uni-

versity for paying their coop students. Salarie:, for students worl:ing at

both the' Social Security .Administration and at Customs depends on

Civil Se'r ratings. Each time they return, they receive' d higher

Civil Service rating. The currently offered coop students

range from $6800 - S8500 annually. One engineering firm v-cys its coop

students $545 when they becin. The firm is made aware' of what other

companies are: offering by TSli's coop coordinator and they say- they

try to meet the top rate'. The other engineering firru declined to discuss

salaries, but did say they pay students rate -,,mparable to their full-

time peers. A "good" draftsman, they ,y, earns $800 - $(+00 a month.

The architectural firm couldn't remember what they paid their coop

students.

All of the firms agreed that once students were' recommended to

them by TS U's coop coordinator, they required no additional screening

before hiring them. However, Customs said if they reactivate the coop

program in the future, they Mill require' a more careful interview with

the prospective' student employes before they hire them. The' three

active' employers agreed they are only interested in accepti lg the stu-

dent of cluAu., that they Jia a been accustomed to hiring from

One engineerin2, said if they hired ,onthint, than e\cellent

stud:1' it would mean th y would have to h'i're' :onI1 ,,uper\ ;sory

personnel to train specilly \eItch o\ them,



All of the employers see their i_oop 'students as potential future,

permanent einp:oyees. One eni4ineering tirm says it has hired ';ibout

50 percent ut the coop studeuts it has had in the last si. years.. The

firm would hire more but they lose touch with students they return

to campus to complete their senior year. The other eni4ineerin,! firm

says it particularly likes TS[ 's student:, The impet.,s to hiring

former coop students is obviously the' fact that they have' already been

trained in the peculiarities of the firms. The architectural firm couldn't

hire' 'i'SL's coup students because they have nu bacli;:iround i i archit en-

ture, since TSU offers no program in architecture. Customs did not

hire any coop students because Civil Service regulations made it diffi-

cult at one time. However, rci,ulations ha\ c recently been amended to

make it easier and Customs boobs forward to one day hirin!, some of its

coop students.

All employers except the architectural firm spoke very hiJily of

their coop urn ployeE- s. The two enginecrin!, firms agreed that their

coop employees ;ire better workers than other part-time or summer-

student employees., Customs said that while' some' of its coop S1.11(1 'nts

did not perform well, they thought the ctn,toms were to blame sit.cit' they

had offered these' students less than quality positions .inch it se' med

naturAl that they should resent it. They said Iii y plan hi ()fit' r only

positions in which the N. is A elan( e' fur Advancement in the futur 'I he
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architectural firm said it wai, difficult to fairly assess their bnt lob

performon, i irce theN,, bad no backgrould -chute,

All omployt.rs ex-pt the architectt rn.1 firm seen, enthusiastic

about the concept of coope.-ative education in wsrU'rsti.. Soci.ti Securi-

ty Administration said they preferred coop to work-study. Typical

comments on coop centered around the exposure it gis.es students to

the world of work and the training it offers. One en4ineering firm said

coop students tended to be more realistic in their expocrations about

their jobs after graduation. Customs said coop also promoted i..,00d

relations between them and the c-etiversity.

Only the two federal agencies said they had any program to en-

cour age their permanent employees to further their education.

3,7.0 .1.--erspeettves on l'rogratn and :Dn.:dents

Students and faculty alike' describe coop as an impetus to greater

self-awareness, maturity and a deeper sense of responsibility. Stu-

dents say they come back from their work e:-.periences with n greater

enthusiasm for clat.ses and a clearer understandin;4 of what courses,

they require. Grades seem to iinpro%e. Teat hers say coop students

tend to 14n' ditterent Ittitudes and quei,liol.s to their classes. one

faculty member sa s coop students are better able it) rciale: tlic()I'N.

practice. hli. also says their desire' tor upward mobility n, t, -

vvlopr.(1 and rct mcd thn other ntndcnt

3. J 27
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The university has benefited, too, as a result of the coop program.

An industry panel has been organized to ',also a tool. at TS1T's curricu-

lum periodic,:lly. Students also bring back ideas for curriculum change.

A n..w masters program was added as a result of industry contact with

the university, and a new B.S. in engineering technology is being de\eloped.

Inds idual classes have also been affected -- for example, the once

heavily architectural conte-a of TSI.T's drafting and design class was

modified in favor of a greater emphasis on,pipelines, systems and

electrical wiring.

A few people interviewed also mentioned as a favorable aspect of

the coop program the increased conanunications and sharing of infor-

mation it has promoted as a result of its frequent contacts \ ill) offices

like the financial aid office and the University Counseling Center. The

coop program also works with the work-study program and the plethora

of Model Cities projects conducted by the university. Special efforts

are made to recruit students f ,r the coop program from among Oust,

enrolled in Upward Bound, Potential Unlimited and the Spocial S,,r\ ices

for Disadvantaged Students program.

7, 7 1. utu

The coop program at TSU is currently in its fifth year of federal

funding and ,f0 it faces the possibility of \\.ftlidraw,al of governmont sup-

port. Althou211 the ,:,(b ool seems Lommitted t() ctin!inninl!, the 21.;e0111,

:I. 1 ?.g 15



Talls president says coop education would have to he phased out if no

alternaft: s-ourc of support becomes av,i-tilable. A state-wide effort

is now underway in Texas to get stale monies for coop education ,and

the director of TSLr's program is actiN,ely involved in developin:! a Loop

curriculum which would meet anticipated state requiremtnts if funding

should be' offered. One likely requirement -- that the coop working

experience be offered for credit -- is already fulfilled at TSU. Other

sources of incom,- are also under considerzition:' special student fees,

industry contributions and foandations support.

Apparently hopes for moving the program out of the School of

Techtioloy building will not be rc alized. Proposals for government

finding mention plans fur' ipcludin it in a new TechnoloL:y

Other suggest:)ns have the been ac 1 vanced in order to guarantee

wider participation -- including- the scheduling of conferences, work-

shops or Institutes to bring people to gelhc r from various schools and

colleges to talk about the progrttni.

The possibility of mand<ctory coop fur all TSU students Las Ire-

c-,...ently been discussed. During the 1073-74 school year, the School of

Technology initiated tt,andator coop ior all drafting and design and

electronics students on ,an eKperimental basis. The. School anticipate,

mandatory Coop for oil its students eventually. os long as,

the coop director ,and employerh: alike insist on only the hest owl itiot
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qualified applicants for the program, it seem,,, impossible to initiate

uni\ersity-.cide mandatory coop.

Other plans call fur a computrized record-heepin system and

more direct involvement for the program in urban problems, part

of the uni,ersity's general conunitment to extensi\e urban invul..ement.

A major thru.o. is also anticil> '_ed to place students in city, count y,

state and federal -level government positions.

Other recommendations for future action include suggestions for

(1) more student participation in the program; (2) a fund throuL0) which

'idustry could provide the university equipment, or money in 0-der to

buy equipment, that students could expect to encounter on the :lob; and

(3) faculty involvement with industry during the summer months, as a

vehicle for opening up more opportinities for job placements.

3. 8 Washington Technical Institute

3. 8.1 General Background

Washington Technical Institute (WTI), an urban land grant college

located in the District of Columbia was created by an Act of Coni.t,ress

in 1966.; It admitted it - first students in 1008. The goal of the Institute

i, to become a model inner-city technical school. A more -,pecillt
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object e place student, tub:, otIcI I1 t, ytt,t01 and prow-

ising futures.

WTI one rs about 30 deg rec.: p rog rams and o lead

long to Bachelor of Sienc cle2,ee:-. in agriculture and t echnic al tea, her

training, and to A'-SOCiat of Applied Sc lencc deg rc es in aerospace

technology, health science.. bu-Anes:-. technolor! en;utnec-rtng

technology,. environmental sc knee technolo,,,, and public a.duunist ra

tion. Spec ial continuing education cours e and courses leading to one

year diplomas; a re also offered.; Tuition and fey, total (i,30 per quarter:

Anyone' with a high school dioloma. or a high equiva,lent

cell if ic-at. or anyone 18 year of are or older ' who may benefit from

the experience" is eligiblo for adyn:-:r ion, Current l y. about 4. 500

dents; all commute rs. are enrolled both on a full- and pa rt t has Is.

60 per( ent of them attending classes du rim, the da \ and 41) per em at

tending c la sses at night, a re membe rs of minority g rm;ps The

median agc, of student' L- is 2o, many arc ma r rit d :1g It:II-till-1C%

A long waiting list of applicants presently exists, and student:,

may have to wait as long as two years -- in some cases, four years --

to be. admitted.
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3. 8. 2. Protl ram litvelopment
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g rant h prioritl troll. tal found; of thy inn A tm1,.11!

Iron) Ant lo(.') cwoping in WITS Fin.anc lal Aid Office, in 1 (tog and

1(46`4 pro\ idt'd n-npet for' thy Int rocht, t ot a (- ()op pro:2, ram..

A conz,t1 It ant red to hisip plantun, and ,a r.'( tc,,r enIplo)
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rt r, 1(t 73, a htIot 300 st - had 1)012,un at least one qqa rte r ot
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Tii k-(1..tt c>11 r;1.111 ; ,.(11t,11' rt'd t t tit" (111.t.

:1(.111n.l.,f I .t1.1 V( 11tflt, r1(1

3.8. 1 Student Survey

The_ ocrall respons,e: rate, to the. mailed quu:,tiotirt.tres N,% -Ls a

appoanting I )e rc cut.

Coop Non-Coop Coop
Student Student Gradua0

cte.1t,

Quo,,Horuatl-cs I

01)

6

Ncn- Coop
Graduate utrtl

'Oat a nn I CtjctU p,tr(;,1 (H-,

ad 'Uu InfhiJ ' ,' 1 i itt IlL 1. s,1-1,)ol

a; v..I as 11,-, npt It adt p rv. I nt.111b4,4utc's studcnt dy

is aln; tht, ,,f st.i:dL,n.ts and gr.:(11It t.'- lilt .

jjctti 1)nly K.() ()1,1. it Lont,,,..1-,qi. 2111.111.1,d) 1)..,th

\V( non-c.ow) 1)1, tuy -1,'L of the f.,-,tuplc, It

not bi,gnili(ftnl..

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-CoopRace Student Student Graduate Graduate-

Black
White
Tota:,

1 6

0
I 6 ,

6

6 6
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Coop Non-Coop Coop Non- Ceop
Student Student Graduate r e

Pa r..111q1

Less Ina'. t,)--), 000 ) 4 1 0

$3, 000 - $10,000 3 5 0 1

$10, Ori,"1 i',1 --,, 000 1 5 1 1

$1-3,000 - :..1,5, 0,00 6 '5 1 3

Over $ 5, 00') 0 0 it I

Don t 1,::,,:v 8 0 0
15 27 i 6
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same avera.., ork wet probabl y ref] ect :-, the h ii ;)erc;nta,.e

of part -t 0-0k -ztudent !lb f 1( dm att 1 I [he fact

that oop student, aHd or ad oat 1"3 bof h report average

under- the -0 or s usual! y 0'd:cat HIL fu l I 110 ; employmeut relic(

the' fact ',it many coup participant-, have to cm 'inue to \\01-1; par;-lit

during their qua F.,- r;,,, On call,pus,

Worl. Weehs 1i 1c
Attend.ln;_._ ;;chnol

Coop
Student

Aeragy hourq/we( l:
Tot al responding, 1

Non-Coop Coop
Stud.-nt Gradt.f7itc.,

3$

2,f)

Non-Coop
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S-10
6 4

Non-cocp -..tuderits and rid' at report 1:i.:her- weekly- salaric:;

for jobs held while enrolled in th(_, Institute in e.ery instance but one-

the starting weel.ly s,-.;laries for fl- C001) students as compared to coop

students which is virtually the same. This 11,ty also be influenced' by

the fact that n'.any non-coop lw.rtic,,ip tuts in tact, be part-ttme

students N.vilh jol?s, ,0erhz;0;-, eye+, 1,)r);,, wlH I,

in gener-al, Can be e.c..pek tt u pa, at ;) higher i-alt IItn :in intermittent

job.
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After

At tho st z rt.
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4

Onl} Halt of ti;c coop L,,radc;,ctes, as coropared to th( non-

coop graduates ,rr(portPc1 being, satisfied with tneir urrent job, ,ilthouH],

again, the sainple in too so ,111 to dr,cw con elt.sioa s

Coop Non-Coop
31)1) Sat st at Graduate Graduate

Yes 2

Total respo,n(1;ng ^ 4

Attitndos Of Coop p s to ( 00p pro ,r;tio rwhelr,

positive; tie ut ral ,nd neL, at 12,C on r only oon,,, non

Coop part ic.tp,t alt;:011,,li the oity of even the,,e re;,pondent:, ith

icc lilt ,ti, tut coop rep() 11 111%
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majority indicated they we' Id like to inc reuse: the number of ;Ancient!:

plac'ed. At present, two of the active employers have together twenty

vacant position:, they feel coop students, could fill.

Every en ployer expressed a preferm o for having the' coop

student stay with the same employer for the duration'of his schooling.

The employers felt they had an investment in tno coop students they

employ, in the sense they are looking fo'n,vard to'the day when they

can hire a per,nanent employee: with knowledge of the company. Em-

ployers believe. that it takes longer than one term for anyone to learn

how a company functions,

Parallel scheduling was preferred by four employers for several

reasons. They felt work and s,.:110()1 ran be more' meaningful if the'

activities are simultaneous. For two of these four Jrnployers, the'

parallel plan best fits the, operating schedule of (lie company. Only one

employer preferred alternate scheduling on the grounds that it, per-

mitted students a necessary break between school and work. 1-le

that when both activities are undertaken at once, both receke insuf-

ficient attention, The sixth employer stated no preference bee-ause

experience with both plans has been positive'.

In one company union membership was mandatory;, in two

companies, coop student were ell sobl k for, but not required to pen,

the' union.
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All employers had 1.11 individual in perhotinel trriiu-

ing the responsibi'ity lor coordinating the coop pro;.tram One' employer

has a national coordinator for coop edu,..at

No employer reeeived money from the school to help 1)')'" lb°

salaries of Coop sthdents. (.7:c ,p student VOri\ both par t and foil t

with weekly hours ranging front fifteen to forty, `l heir Job titles
-

include classroom aide', c-a produce clerk, police officer (security

guard), architectural te,:hnician, and uop student in bt-siness and

computer operations-, Wages range from $2.. 2,5 per hour for some

architectural technicians to $4 85 per hour for produce clerks and

cashb'rs. For each Sc( cessive term with the same emplosier, a hike

in pay is offered.

All of the' active employers ti ,.111: that academic credit is awarded

for the coop experience, while, ail of, the inactive employers stated that

they did not know if it was or not. There v..s no consensus as to

whether credit should be awarded. Four of the employers (including

all inactive;: ones) felt credit was not necessar They asked v.hy

a student should receive' both pay and credit for working,

WTI's coopieoordinator screens students for the \atrico positions

available. It is,the understanding of the ( niployer that only the "cream

of the (.rop'' be re; ) ti) ci by the' cow-doh-dor fw, in! vj s,
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AM employer,,, y,i.pected applicants to hztve high gr'ades.. For half of

the' (mployers, interviews with the stitch nts are rather lengthy, locus-

ing on communication skills and composure under presur

Employers anticipat;, that sonic coop students will do well and

others will nut., In general, though, when coup students are Quilt rast ed

with other stuoent employees, the employers felt they- tend(1) to be better

dise'iplined (2) to perform better riven their training and ea.palnlitics;

(3) to stay with the firm longer; (;) to do better on the' job because

of the double in,:entive of pa and credit;, and (5) to be 'sett cA r rn,Wiv cd

after graduation.

The advantages of coop fur the employer are perceived to be

greater than, the disathantages, After graduation, coop students are

already trained fur entry into permanent career positions. Consequently,

coop is less costly than other recruiting ,cchniques, Coop can be

disadvantageous for the employer when a student on the' parallel plan

cannot juggle thy E innthancous demands of work ano school., In SIR h

cases. his performance at york, as well as at school, may be below

par.

Half of the employers have tuition-assii,tanc programs for non-

coop employees who are pursuing degrees and ficat cs In area:,

related to their All employer:, enourztge iinpluve, to complete

as nun h formal edu.at ion as po:,sild

3, 1.1 8
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Employers' suggestions fer program improvements were

employer-specific. One employer felt that inure contact is needed be-

tween WTI and the firm, Workshops were suggested to promote

discussions about the varying exp,:ctations of employers, students

and schools. The retail business employer complained area college:,

in general, deemphasLed retail business in favor of courses dealing

with large-scale manufacturing. Employers governed by civil service

regulations suggest loosening regulations to allow the hiring of coop

graduates 'at a higher Civil Service rating then they had as students.

The representative_ from the architectural firm suggests that expec-

tations concerning the performance level of coop students enrolled

at two-year schools are so high they iinduce frustration.

3,86 Perspectives on Progratin and Students

Students tend to speak as highlfr of their coop experiences during

interview:, as they indicated they zibout the program on questionn'air._.s.

Several students said they decided to seek a bachelors degree as

result of their coop assignments. All of the students interviewed

could single out some things they learned as a result of coop.

WTI administration and faculty see coop as a means of opening,

previously closed doors for their largely minority population. The'

director of (he program sees coop a:, a %%ay to break the- poverty eyk1(,.

He an1i( ipa't job:, paying $11, 000-$12,,, 000 Annually for iiis coop
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students, although none of the coup gra.dua.t, s u the-

questionnaires indicated current salaries that high.

The coop program has, also affected W l'I's still developing cur-

riculuir, As an institution dedicated to turning out employable graduates.

WTI is particularly intent on reflecting the needs of Wa.shingten b.rca

employers. In the bu,iness management deyartment, a new nioney

and banking program was developed; in the engineering department,

a new program in production management was devel,,p,d,

k, 7 171.1111re

WTI's coup education program is still developing, It enjoys the

solid support of the school s president and other top administrators

and, although no firm commitments have been made, will probably

continuo after federal funding is no longer available. The director

describes it as a "must" program, The acac.i.mic dean foresees the

possibility of eventually structuring curriculum de:ign around the needs

of the coop program. Now, he considers the program unibrtunately -

to be little more than "tacked on" to a system sometimes unresponsive.

to its demands.

The program is seriously understaffed,. according to many ob-

servers, .iough probably nut an}, more udrst'affed than must utfices
O

on tins de\ c lopinv., campus.

3.150
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One of the' goals foi the future' is obviously to enroll more

students in the program, although many people insist coop cannot hope

to be benefR.ial to all students, Some people anticipate increased

COO p enrollment to follow the 12 radual lowering of Hit nwdi.in a t.t(' of

students, as is expected fo happen. The: director of the' program is also

seeking more faculty invokement. He has circulated a memo request-

int! suguestions from lac-nth; on how to improve the cord) desif111.; He

would like to cee one fa,ulf v member assiuned to the co( p program from

each department, This would be one way to relieve the heavy admin-

istrative bUrden from the director's shoulders.

The director of the program would also like to inaugurate a kind

of pre-coop program during the student's first year at WTI, in an

attempt to lower the high dropout rate. He is especially concerned

with high-risk students. Again, he' hopes for increased faculty

involvement to make this possible: 1h, SUggeSt ,sorne faculty be

assigned a "case load" of high risk students in exchange for' a reduced

teaching load., With additional federal funds, he would hire additional

counselors to perform a similar task.,

Because of high support for the idea, credit will undoubtedly

be offered in the future, for partii. 'patio!, 'in the coop program., The

issue of credit is int".:itably entangled with the twin issues of Academic

standards ,and what (..on,dilute's a legitimate academic experienc e.
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Faculty support probably dependent on a guarantee of participation

in the grading process is crucial.

The. problem of the extra two terms required for Ihe coop exper-

ience must also be resolved if increased student participarion is to be

(-rained.

The academic dean is. enthu:;ictslic about the idea of industry

reprc-sentatilves teaching on the; WTI Campus.

Students who have participated in coop made many recoil mendations

for improving the program during intervIews Most frequei.tly mentioned

was the recommendation for increased and more visible recruitment

/` anions students. Also frequently meritinned was the desire for more

visits from coop staff or faculty whilki, they are at work.

0
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4.0 COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
PARTICIPATION AN'? PERCEPTIONS'

0

The study design called for site visits to eight cooperative education

schools, as well as a mail survey of, cooperative, education student'.; and

graduates and non-cooperative education students and graduate,,, of these

eight schools, and a telephone survey of cooperative education employers.

Information from site visit student, program staff, and faculty interviews

and mail survey and employer survey results involving all eight sample;

schools have been aggregated to provide a broad picture of cooperative

education students and the effects, values, and difficulties of program

participation.

As previou-sly stated, the eight schools included in this study are

diverse in many factors, and they do not constitute a statistically repre-

sentative sample of the universe, of cooperative education programs.

Thus the data presented in this section do not necessarily reflect the

universe of cooperative education students or schools. However, the,

aggregated data do provide for some tentative exploration and analysis

of students and program effects.,

4. 1 Mail Survey Result's

Them ail survey included a sainple of 01 -I completed 1m-di-one:tits

iron, the' tour respondeot categoric-, at each of the eight sample'

4. 1
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Noteworthy relitilts of the mail survey are presented below.

4.1.1 Student Backgrounds-

Backgriand information from survey respondents suggests that

greater diCferences exist between present students and graduates than

between cooperative education participants (past and present) and non-

participants. This situation is especially marked with rehpect to the

racialiethn'c composition of the respondent groups-.

Race

Coop
Student

52(2)
124(6',%)

Non-Cook
Student

Coop
Graduate

Non-Coop
Graduate

61(29%)
130(61%)

13(13%)
78(80)

7( 8%)
68(82`',.0)

Black
White
Chicano 6( 3%) 3( 1%) 0( 0%) 1( 1%)

Puerto Rican , 2( 1%) 3( 1%) ,3( 3%) 2( 2%)
Oriental 7( 46:0) 7( 3%) 4( 4%) 2( 2`);0)

American Indian 0( 0%) 1( 1%) 0( 0%) 2( 2%)
Other 6( 3(,:,) 8( 4%) 0( 0%) 1( K)

Total 197 213 98 83

As the table slims, black representation is much higher among,

present students Coop and non-coop ed than among graduate,

regardless of participation in cooperative education. Blacks, are 13 percent

of cooperative education graduates surveyed and eight percent of non-

cooperative education graduates; they constitute 26 percent of present

cooperatie education students And 2,9 percent of non-coup 5,10(100

Differences, are not found for other racial groups.

4.2 etril
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0

fullov.ing tt ble shows educational attainment of parent;:-

Father'-, TrAucation

Coup
_Student

Nun-Coup
_Etucient

Coup
Cjiacluate

.N.on-Coop
Gracluate.

Grammar 5-chou1 11 (lt`,"t 't .11., (2.2.(!''',) 10(10'1 1812:f.'1
Some high school 31116""%) 30(14Y'd 18 (197'', I 11(13"'))
Corn pi at d hi gh 5 chuul 51 (2,7';, t 57(27 "",) 24(25Y:I 17(21',,)
Some college, 37(19'l0) 28(13 ";) 23(24'.i 14(17';,1
College gradua a 23 (12",4 23 (1 ln:',1 13(14';,) 13 (16'!':',1
Gradua: sell° ,1 18( 9';',',) 26(12';;i,) 8( 8"l,) ')(1 1 "l,)

'I otal 191 210 96 82

Mother's nd/ucation

Grammar 'school 25(.13c",,) 29(1411.;1 12(12'l';,) 12(11' )
Some high school. 31(16',) 38(18%) 13(13''';,1 9(1 l`l't,)
Completed high school 73(380:.) 57(27tt') 34(351l1,) 32(38'0)
Some college 31(16;'0 47(22';(,) 16(16",1 17(20n)
College graduate 21 (11(,) 26 (12,) 15(16,l'i',) 10(122'0
Graduate school 12( 6TH,) 15( 7g',i) 7( 7'0) 4( 5`0

Total 193 212 97 84

As the table shows, there is no clear difference between cooperative

education participants (past and..present) and non-coop participants.:

Coop students least often (33 percent) report mother's colleee atten-

dance, but differences arc not large. Both coup and_nur-1<oup graduates

report higher percentages of college attendance by fathers than do

present students, coop and 'Ion-coop.

Parental income reflects a pattern similar to the previous charac-

teristics;- differences between graduates and present students are greater

than variation-, between coup and re.n-coup part icipant

4. 3
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Parent.'

Coop
Sywtud tit

Non-Coop-
__SLt.u.ckcit

Coop
atz.vaal,

Non- Coop_
Graduate.

Less than $5, 000 24(13(;,:,) 38(17:0) 7( 8'5, ) 9(11''',)$ 5,000- 0, 099 30(16.) 37(1M) 8( 0"'(,) 13(1(, ":,)
$1,0, 000-1-1, r199 42(22°01 42(10°4.) 28(30(:,1 18(22',;',)$15, 000-24, 099 48(25';',1 47(22'',10) 25(27'''i,) 18(22",;0)$25,000 or higher 17( 9';',',) 24(11O/0) 11(12`;',',) 14(17'),!,)Total 190 219 92 83

Today's students, are slightly more Likely to report parents'

incomes under $10,000 than graduates. (It is also interesting to

note that it is the non -c,.24 partici pants, among both the students

and graduates, fat report these low incomes more frequently. ) Con-

versel , graduates are more likely to report parents' incomes over

$10, 000

In summary, background factors analysis indicates that for these

eight schools, today's students are more likely than graduates to be:,

Black;

From lower-income families;

Children of parents without a collage education.

4 4
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Some of these differences -- in the direction of greater repre-

sentation among students than among graduates of groups historically

less likely to attend college -- may he due to differential attrition. Et

It is possible: that students from poor, less educated, and minority

homes are less likely than other students to graduates It is also

plausible to believe that more children front lower income and lower

socio-economic' status families and from minority groups are now

entering college.

The one personal variable which most strongly differentiates

Cuoperatre education participdnts "(past and presentr from non- part

cipants is sex;, most coop ed participants a-e male.

Coop
Stn ent

Non-Coop
Student

-Coop
Graduate

Non-co,p
Graduate

Sex

Male r58 (79n:)) 117 (5tir'r ) 81(82".:) 44(52c.,)
Female 41(21`) 97(45) 18(18(';) 40(4K,)

Total 199 214 99 84

The presumed basis for the male dominance of the cooperative, ediic at bin

groups is that the bulk of :mop cid participants continue to be: drawn from

traditionally makQom' hat cd disciplines (e.,g., engineering, buqinss).
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4.1.2 School Experience

Stjudcnts and graduati_s of coop ed programs were asl-ed about.

their experiences in the vogram.

The majoritN- of espondnts reported entering the eight sample

schools as

Coop Non-Coop Coop Non-Coop
Student Student Graduate Graduate

Freshman 143(75(''il 138((,2G) 64-(C(C7:0, 6=;(77'':,,1
Other years 47(25';) 84(38',;i) 34(38'";,) I 9(23';';))

Total 190 22:)., 98 84

The majors selected by the respondents reflect tilt aistorical

emphasis of cooperative education programs for engineering indents,

Coop
Student

Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduat e

Neon -Coop
Gradual c

Engineering 106(5-r.) 17( 8°,:i) 54(55 ",1 3( P'(.)
Accounting and Business 24(12") 28(13,) 13(13 ";) 13(1( '!'i;)
Architecture I l( 6°,10 11( 5(')) 2( 2 °7) 2( 2 (n)
Other Technical/ Vocational 29(15'!:1 60(299;',) 10(10`!;i1 2.2(27",)
Education 2( 1 ",)) 19( 9')/i) 1( 1 ",,) 9(11"; 1
Liberal and Fine Arts

Total
24(12,

196
74(351

209
19(20",:l
(pi

33(40":1
82

Other coop student f-f can 'wand widely scattered throughout

a number of other disciplines (fine_ arts to mortuary science). rho

sample Io. non-coop participants is by contrast wenzhied in favor

of liberal and tint' arts maiors,

4. 6
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Coup ed graduates wrre asked how many coop lob placements

they had had at school. As the' table shows, half the graduate

port ed two or more lobs:

Number of
Coop ,lobs

Coop
Gradual,-

0 / 2(
1 47 (48"16)
2 23 (2.,r70)
3 15(16(!;,)
4 or more 10(1 01),l,)

Total 97

A small proportion (two percent) of graduates enrolled in coup

programs never actually held a coop job.

The reported coop work experienLes of past and present program

participants are varied. As would be expected, coop ed participants

1 eport worldng higher average' hours per week than non-coop partici-

pants who worked while in school.

Work \V e V11 Coop ikon- L;001) CC)01) I\ on -Loop a
.At tench m..; School Student Student Graduate Graduate

Average hours
worked/week 39 30 36 25

Total responding
163 132 94 53

4. 7 .4,06



Since, coop participants wol.ced more hours per week, the; r

higher earnings might be expec..ted; however', they also had higher

average' rates of pay. Program participants earned more per week

at both their first and must recent collegi work periods.

Average 'Weekly Pay Coop
While ,\H-.0nelin,, Sc 1,'>O1 Student

Non-Coop
Student

Coop
Graduate,

Non- Coop
Graduate.

At the start ,$144 $ 94 $113 $61

Mosl recently- $158 $112 $132 $74

At the start 3.69 3.17 3. 14 2.44
Most rec,ntly 4.05 3.73 3.67 2.96

Clearly, two phenomena of interest are operative_ here:

Coop participants are paid at a higher rate than
their non-coop colleagues-

Graduates were paid less per hour than are
today's student

The second finding can undcubtably be attributed to inflation,

Those surveyed were asked how they viewed cooperative edu-

cation. Their attitudes toward cooperative, education, expres,sed by

participants and non-participants alike, are primarily posit i% e, and

coop participants approach unanimity Ol percent. for students,,

cent for graduates) in their positive appraisals.
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Coop
Student

Non--(.;(wp Coop Non- Coop
Student Graduate Graduate

Very 'posit \
\

Posit:lye
Neutval or negative'

"fotal N

109(5';";,)
72(36"
17( y.',)

198

44(43"')
38(37":.I

10z

56(57"')
31( )

11(11(!:.)
98

1.1 (28';`,,)

16 (31":,',1

Z1 (.11j,)

When cyraduates were asl:ed if oley wnffld participate in ena,perative

education were they to -t art college agai,i, coop graduates responded

very favorably with a large majority agreein:2, they would participate

if they had th decision to make a.,atn.

Would You Become
Involved Again?

Coop
Gradate

Non-Coop
Graduate

Yes 82(93°,:,) 23(52()

No 6( 7":0) 21(48)
Total 88 44

4. 1. 3 Experience Following
Graduation

Graduates, both foriner cooperative education participant:-; and non-

participants, were questioned about their eperiences since graduation.

The two groups do not dif(er markedly with rospec t to their propensity

for graduate study; slightly more than a Tiarter of each group report

advanced ,;tudy.

4. 9
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Gradual e Si' itily
Coop

Graduate
Nun-Gt.up

Graduate

Yes 28(29'',:,1 21(2T:10
No 69(71';,) 58(771)',)

Total 97 79

The mean 'itartin!, t,VeOldy ineumes for the two groups at jobs

following graduation differ significantly, with cooperati% e' education

graduates reporting 14,her incomes.,

Aver ate V.:eckly Pay
After C'ir,-tclua.t;on

At the start

Total responding

Coop Non-Coop
Graduate Graduate

$17(i $125

76 58

Moreover, the initial mean difference ($54 /week) in income reported

by the two groups is maintained, as shown in a comparison of the income

reported "now" by both groups,

Current

Average weekly pay

Futal responding,

Coop Non-Coop
Graduate Graduate

$248 $189.

77 58

While this difference suggests t H beneficial effect of i.00perati\e

education un salaries and lobs, it is nut Ons;-,Ible: io est,11711sli (
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and effect relationsi:ip, given a data base which will not support the

kind of multivariate' analysis required to determine Ow rlatiVf' Offe(1.:,

of variou,: factor:- It is know n, hov,ever. that -I Proportton of

cooper,ative education students were engince,.ing majors, v.hile non-

coop maiors often yere liberal arts majors eng)nk_b..rtn::, :2.raduat

traditionally have relatively Mph salaries inantdiatel'; after gracluatin

and maintain this advantage, for some years.

In spite of data ba,e, limitations, it is possible to further analyze

the data to consider the relationship between years since graduation

and income. Two approaches were used:

Graduates were stratified with respect to year
of graduation and their mean incomes computed;

A linear regression function was computed to
determine income with respect to time since
graduation.

The results of stratification by year of graduation are shown below,

for both groups of graduates.

Year of
Graduation

Mean Weeltly Income
Coop

Graduate
Non-Coop
Gradual r

$ 137(15)
$166(131
$211(1n)
$194( 8)
$234( 3)
$268( 6)
$262( 3)

1974-
1973
1 972
1971
1970
1969
f or e 1969

$165(1(7)
$231 (270
$282( 9)
$225( 2)
$345(11)
$294(10)
$234( 1)

4. 1
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For every year e\cept "before 19t,9, the coop ed gradeat

report higher income-, than non-uoop efl graduates: the opposite' relation-

ship may he chlit: tc, o1der re;pondente in the nm-coop ed sample or to

a removal of the advantage of cooperative, education after some' years

of job eperience. Overall, except for 1970 graduat the differences

arc not as great here reported in the previous aggregate table.

Numbers of respondents in each ca,tegory are small, so ref.,ults should

be viewed with some caution.

A clearer, though less detailed, picture emerges from the linear

regression anal sis. Predicting weekly income as a linear function

of years out of college indicates a substantial difference in starting

salaries with a minor difference in the rate at which salaries increase

over time. This suggests that cooperative education may provide a

"head start" to new graduates, with financial benefits diminishing over

time as other graduates gain substantial work experience themselves.

Both graduate groups were asked whether they like their job.

Respons differences were small, with 64 percent of cooperative education

graduates and 58 percent of other graduates responding affirmatively.

:'The reirreSSiOn eClUati'0115 predicting weekly income using years
since graduation are as follow-: _
Cop riradnatos: Y 1 77-42.,'1 '(vea r out Iiir.i.riteQ11 e
Non-Coop Ciraduatcs. -12.9!2.4 (year:,, out of ',chop -I;

IL is 11)1 orr:,1ing 10 note that the "fit" to the linear model is,/nn-r1 odlv
greatt r tlw ease of the Coop graduates ;8) than tor Ili(
Coup graduate:- '(.1.=.



4. 2 Student Opinions About
cooperative I:ditcatimi

During the site visit., present cooperative education student:"; were

asked their views of the program. The respondents represent various

acadeinit.:_ fields for e\ample, enguieerirg, aecountin:2, and 1>usint-,

computer, biology and marine science. The student were varied

years of schooling as ,ell as in need for finan,ial assistance.

Coon jobs for thcbc students were similarly varied from g()\ el-li-

r/lent employment, computer programming and accounting in private

industry, surveying with construction firms, to gas station attendant

and janitor jobs.

Virtually all the students have positive, opinions of the program,

regardless of the career relevance of their coop jobs. 13011(41,s 'sited

by the students included experience in earning and budgeting money,

learning human relations skills, making career choices, acknowledging

academic training needs, learning to appreciate the world of work, and

testing independence. One woman reported learning to adjust to a

traditionally male occupation. Engineering and accounting students were

particularly enthusiastic about the coop e%pericnee and reported htl;her

motivation to learn after returning from the work experience. Work

'also has helped these students to focus on more efficient use el their

whIIC;: al, school and to !dt'titlty skill areas Fweded 1(,r tut tiro' ca

4,1 (la 4 tr,
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Many students reported being asked to return to the companies as

permanent eniployees after graduation.

Many students reported that their Initial, reason for seeking coop

employment was financial. 'These students were primarily interested

in obtaining money to help meet their educational expen,e:,. rheir (dye-

ment with their jobs came second.

Some students in the general work coop programs said that

cooperative, ethic- tion is simply a way to get credit for work they have

to do anyway, in order to support themselves. Program participation'

was thought to he an easy way to earn c, edit.

Mary students prefer jobs close to home and feel the: expenses

and problems of resettling in a distant community offset the benefits of

such en,ployment. Problems of housin?, friends and finding one's

way around the community overburden the student and detract from his

work efforts. One student suggested that students be sent out in p,tirs

for out-of-town v.ork. Another, a veteran majoring in accounting, sug-

gested the school prepare a handbook to guide the student to available

housing, restaurants and entertainment in other communities. A female

engineering student expressed her desire to have the university send

anntIunLyrnents of campus Zictiities to- her when she is av,ay.

r, 1 4
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A problem mentioned tithe and again by students was their desire

for varied lob situations and employers. l'hey feel the system does

not easily permit 0-05 flexibility. They said coop staff have' pressured

them to return to the same companies for additional coop assignment:,

even when they had been mituma.11y satisfied with their first experience

there.

Students generally about the coop education pro gram through

frierds involved with the progran, They feel more students would

benefit from the program if more publicity was utilized to attra;:t them.

Other suggestions made by the students for Improvements in the

program include that more efforts be made to attract employers: that

student's needs be communicated to the employers especially the

needs of those working far from campus. Students also feel that

more counseling, and more evaluator y up are needed.

Most students view cooperative education not just as a way of

earning money, brit an opportunity for career exploration and experi-

cure'. They are 'concerned about makini2, sure, the Job assignment and

academic experiences,are complementary.
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4. 3 Factilt y ()pinions About Coo[)erat ive Education

Faculty interviewed during the site visits included both indlvt-

duals participating in the coop program an.d others who were nut

involved. Among those faculty partic ipating in the coop program,

some had been invoked with the administration of the program at an

earlier time, v,hile others were currently invoked with counseling

students, recruiting employers, and following up on evaluation or. student

work performance.. Many academic r elds were represented among

the faculty interviewed including liberal arts, fine art's, history,

English, business and accounting, and various engineering fields

Some of the faculty had new appointments at the schools, while others

had been there' for as many as 21 years.

Faculty opinions regarding cooperative education appeared

mixed, with those in liberal arts more skeptical of the purported

benefits of the program One instructor in speech and drama reported

that the coup experience was primarily sericejoriented,, and ex:-
\

pressed the wish that the experience could he more-career-oriented.

Some liberal arts faculty indicated they would support a program

that placed students in work situations which would help them develop

marketabl skill:, not usually learned as part of classroom a tub it !vs.

These faculty believed Illat it was tin employr's responsibility to

provide human relations and related t raining within he worm 111;,,

4. 16
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students should not be e-;pected to enter the work setting with highly

developed skills 'in this area,

The question of the rl\-anee of the coop experieio was fre-

quently raised., Faculty often believed that students, should be

placed on coop job, that were directly related to their career goal:,
o

but there was dc,ubt as to the extent to which this' ideal situation was

being rcaiiacd. Faculty in both liberal arts and bin,iness e\pressed

concern for i'«-r.--ale Innis., Jobs for women students are

, usually in traditionally female occupations -- secretarial, retailing

and social work -- and faculty felt, that although top management sup-

ported expaLded oppurqiinities for 'women, middle management remained

LocLed in tradition.

An engineering professor pointed to the local and national

economic cycles as influencing both the quality and quantity of coop

jobs. In poor times; he feels fortunate_ to place students in any lob,

and feels that et en a ha d" job can teach the student, Relations with

employers was also cited as an area of concern, especially in had

economic times when students could not be removed from "bad" jobs;

because of fear of alienating the employer.

The chairman of an accounting department reported that students

often opt for less than relevant coop lobs be of the' low -;alarie,-,

of career- related lobs. I his can be a c nit ical factor for st udent h' of

-I I7 2i (3
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itistitutions ellarr,ieg high tuition A student needing ( I ea S

educatiot5a1 expenses cannot afford the t iiry of 114111:,;:pg his pt.rsimal

preferenua Ina coop Job, rnis is particularly, trt,fe oC !ohs which ein-

plovers feet constitute training for the.tudent, Vatter than valtioble
/work output for the employer,

Faculty toaLhing courses In engineurinpi responded especially

favorably to the 0,rp prograt'l fhey feel LI),at the engincering

stude.1t is given a chance Lo develop professional maturity through

the experience, In addition, the social ifnplications of a .-'areer be-

come clear through the"coop experiene peliritting the student a

chance to define his career goals.

All faculty agreed that the coop student showed a ne%\ ma/Urity,

increased personal. growth, greai',ir security about employm It pros-

pects, and increased interest and inquiry In the' ciassroo 1, In

addition the student in technical areas be'nefits from posure to cur-

rent changes in a rapidly advancing technological.p." -1d of study. Parqn-

thetically, one electrical engineering profess6 feels that faculty also

benefit from the program by keeping ahrt7t of recent de\elop-
,/ment s,

Faculty mentioned program pr )blems in several areas, Oi

crincism was, along the' following lines:, in many schools only the

"best and br,:ditest" student.s,are accepted and placed, and faeully
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hrlic\ed that ; rmporat t'd11a.t1)11, t1.1)1'2;11 benefit, (11(1 not signift-

cantly in,zreat-te vocational 9p11,,rt1:11111.. s fir lb( t1(10111 !-N1 ncy they

would get good ,s anyetay. Vet employers were per:.(ied (prolmbly

co ctly1 as unwilling to the averag,e student, who perhaps can

gall' t1' most iron the coop t-tperienett. (his problem tit

for Coop students nag tort her raniiticathit.s. poor skid( roav

sour the employer and he niay refuse to enlploy others from the

school. Hoti..c\,er, ex,feptions vere noted: One instz-u...tor In psycho-

logy mentioned placing two :students with below C averages.. One

worked out well, and the other didn't. One political science faculty

member expressed the feelinf2, that a student \\ ithout an outstanding

academic record might do well in a relevant work stituation. Such

a student might be disillusioned with the classroom situation, and

exposure to work experience could rnotivat e he student to return to

the. classroom w.th r(tne%,ved motivation. 0

All faculty who discussed the issue of employment i)ppor-

tunities expressed a destre fo-1 a wider <,eo,tr-tphical has too,

frequently, the Jobs were these in ncigh_btrri-ig-;_q)/nm_u-In

areas of poor economic grtmth, these lobs tended not to be career-

oriented. An electrical engineering professor felt the need for more

employers on a natio:lwide basis. On the other hand, an ltist

to ps(..hology at a rural tfollece believed students were relia ',ant to
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,coop outside the' state', pariie ularly the women students. I,i

o

expenses, in a distant city would add increased econonli... b ireie i1 to

the student already struc2,gling to pay fur an education.

The issue of responsibilily for developing evaluation criteria

and for actual grading was cited by ne,rly all facoity interviewed.

Criteria or procedures for awarding credi frequently were not vested

in the departments. This was seen as a threat to maintaining high

standards of quality education. In schools where.-, tilt coop coordinator

was resporsible for criteria and .tading, the, criticism centered

around the coordinator's background and qualifications: he was either

(1) a generalist and therefore lacking in the hnowledge nec:essary for

evaluation of technical work, or (2) a specialist. 'in a particular area

in which he was competent at evaluation, and therefore lacking the

knowledge necessary to evaluate properly in any other area

One system in a primarily engine -ing school was perceived

by the' faculty interviewed as satisfactory. Inputs from three sources

are used in fixing the, student's grade':

1. The iob supervisor writes a report/evaluation of the'
student's pCrfw,.Inancelprogress

20 The coop advisor in the' University's Office eat Coop-
erative Education and Placement int erview s the student
and writes a report

h(% mstrt1, 1,1" in <a co-op c(tui't SC e Val oates the sIlide nt S
and cooperation in sHass.
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The' evalu :On by the job supervi-nnr mal.es up 50 percent of the

student's grade. Inputs from the coop acisor and the' course inst

for each account for 25 percent of the' grade.

Sonic' faculty members in voluntary programs emarl.d that

cooperative' eduLat ion could become something, of a burden, depending

on the' degren of faculty Involvement expected. If aclicrs were ex-

pected not only to teach classes and to evaluate student,job performance,

but also to counsel students: visit them on jobs, become: involved with

employers, etc. without any c:tra time or compensation -- then they

felt faculty would have little incentive to participate in or support coopera-

tive_ education' programs. A professor of engineering suggested that

coop activities for faculty conte,' on the campus -- not off '"Visiting

with employers would be nice, but economically and lime- wise,, this

is difficult to arrange. It's hard to teach classes and male' trips'at the

same time. One merchandising educator, howe\ cc, enjoys the

oppprtunity to go shopping and visit with her coop students. In a

school where teachers arc assigned students to supervise ac-eording

to geographical location, a former coop instructor raised doubts about

her ability to supervise students in an unrelated field.. She' feels in-

capable of being a "true counselor to students outside her specialty

area.

'Faculty were' thus mixed in their evaluations of cooperati\

education, and concerned wi 11 both administrative' and acadenm

Moreover, from their per spect lye' teachers, they wort,: spot 11.1t.111y

.1. 21
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uncern(,(1 withca,,,unnp that nop (.1)(iriel,, es were role\ ant to the

stir lent's course' of study.

4. 4 Staff Opinions About Cooperative Education

Cooperative echrs_ation directors, as well as assistant clfi.ect ors

and teacher/coordinators where they existed, were 'inter\ sewed at

the eight schools.

As might be expected, must of the directors and assistants were

enthusiastic abut the programs they ran, supporting the philosophy

governing the various aspects of their programs, e. g,, alternate or

parallel plans, consecutive or differing employers, etc. Only one

assistant director' and one teachericoordinator', both employed in

the same program, expressed generally negative feeling:- about their

progran-r Reflecting the differing vantage pnints of their respet_tive

positions, the assistant director was most critical about program

administration -- critic ir,ing the: lack of cl-arly articulated goals,

staff training sessions and regular meetings for the excha ige of ideas,

etc. -- v.htic the teacher /coordinator complained about the lack

of releyanc,c of coop posit 'ons to the student.' field of study,.

One dire tor, although very enthusiastic about the concept of

cooperat ive education, described his position as -crust rating due

to probl CIlls peculiar to the school..

4. 22,
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All coop ed program staff members Interviewed had at least

an undergraduate degree and most had done' some graduate VA

duca(i(e.ttl backgrounds spanned business, enrineering, education,

and counseling;, four dire( tors had a. degree in business.

All coop staff persons agreed that faculty support was crucial

to a successful coop program and n ost"felt that their own academic

backgrounds and various areas of expertise were crucial to obtaining

that support. Also important in obtaining faculty support was the

director's status, Two of the directors bold faculty status, although

the fact that other directors do not does not nect.ssarily mean that

their institutions consider them less qualified. Several directors

are clearly too busy administering large, multi-faceted programs t.o

assume faculty responsibilities, The high status of several other directo( s

is indicated by income comparable to that paid to faculty and by positions

they hold' on college or university governing boards or policy-making

committees. Lack of faculty status was ainajor concern to only

one director, who saw it as the' maim- stumbling block to obtaining

credit for students for a pre-coop course he was offering.

Good faculty support was also seen as a function of how the coop

program was initially introduced in the school, whether by the faculty

themsels or by administrative' edict. 1:sinally, «iop ,staff member:,

saw faculty support a function of where their
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was lodged in the administrative structure of the college' or university

whether in one particular school or department; in v 41(-1i eiaie faculty

support from other schools an,1 departments might be ; ill a

student affairs or services - type office, a position again which might

dictate poor faculty support ; or in academic: affairs, which eern-,-, to

hold-the best promisQ for faculty support.

Three of the directors interviewed saw faculty as basically sup-

porting their- program; two saw faculty as basically in opposition.; and

three felt the faculty had varying opinions.

Maintaining good relations not only with faculty, but also with

gt-nrieHg, admin,stratiu-s, and emnlovers, was seen as one of the major

the coop staff. The other rnost frequently men-

tioned resporibility was counseling students, Which was considered

more impor'a it differed from school to school.

The biggest problem facing the' directors of established prograii,

emphasix,ing participati,n by engineering and other technical fields

is apparently the pauk ity of students compared to jobs., Directors

dealing prcdomina,itly with liberal arts and other non-technical

students have: the opposite problem, l'he lack of available teaching

positions or positions as teacher aides is a frequently mentioned eonse

for pr ()1)1 tIllf, plaC111! Ilbc't",11 art:, majors. 0:le-director pre-

dominantly liberal art s(ho n complained he had too Him% i(;hs and

4., 2..1
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not not01 studenlii; but he,attributed this seemingly unusual situati

to the fact that hi-, students do not %van' to work outs idt, the area inwiedi-

ately surroanding the school, and most of the jobs he ha--

out-of-state.,

Other prPhlenIs mentioned include:, placing inediocr0 of "C

students, fincimg relevant positions espeLially for :arts maors,

and handinyr, situation,: unique to 'individual employers and students.

Three directors strongly sun--,:n-t the idea of ha\ students
0

stay with the same en- ployer t, roughout their (.00p experienee;

two others dis,,ourage this practice. Oulv- one d'.rector said he does

not counsel students one way or another;, aL ono school this is not

an issue as students arc enrolled in the program almost al,,.ays only

after they have lined up their own jobs,

Directors in programs aimed primarily at students in technical

tended to support the' idea of a relevant stork ex:peri en: e;', dirk-Hors

in programs aimed at a large liberal arts population tended to support

the idea oc "htnnan relations" training.

Coop staff were, in general, enthusiastic ,anent the alternate plan

except, predictably, in the one school operating according I., the

parallel plan.
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4.5 Flu') toyer Opinions' About Cooperative Education

Employers Cat coop rtudent -3 at the eight s,:hools were questioned

in a tele: ."31;0 survey about thelr e.:perienee with the coup prwir,ai.

These employers represent a broad spe,Arufn of :',ob fields in both the

private and the' public sectors, including r& tailing, manufacturing,

real estate, banking, mental health institutions, engineering and ar-

chitectural firms, as %veil as government agencies. These employers

also represent a wide range of exporie rh.f ( With the coop program at

their affiliate schools -- from very recent involvement to a working

relationship of several years: Personnel representatives of the

company were most, often the individuals (,nutacted for' views on the

coop program.

All the respondents expressed very favorable opinions about the

programs and the student participants. The students were lauded

for their work attitudes -- they were reported to be highly motivated,

enthusiastic- and conscientious v. orizers. Moreover, tiro Crnpl 0) r

bell eyed their companies benefited from participation in the program,

since' students could receive' training to meet a company's particular

needs, and a pool of available labor w;ts created.

Iliring student full-time' upon graduation ,appear:: to be the'

intention of many of the employers. One employer of engineering

1"N-A Os coop students alter
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Perhap,, partially for this reai,on, employers uniformly r):7:prossed

their (L rc, to retain the an student throt c httltt their coop ex-

perience. They feel th-at continuity benefits the companv -- the training

provided the student would be iAasted if the student were to jump from

firm to firm. Further, th, investment in training and sup,./w1,-;ion of

the coop student is typically not returned until after the student's

second v ork experience.

Job titles given to the coop students i1l-..11L.ate a wide' variety ()f

dutie,-,. Some titles are: cashier, clerk, architectural technician,

produce clerk, police officer, engineering aide, draftsman, cleigner,

teache'-s aide, auendant nurse, bank teller, research assistant; and

assistant hocse parent. Salaries, likewise, range widely.; A lumber

company employs a coop student as a sales clerk for $2,45 an hour

An architectural firm pays students ticstween $2. 2.5 and $'2. 50 an hour.

A beeintiing salary- for coop etvinsering studints cited by one firm

was $545 a month (approximately $3.15 per hour) with subsequent raises

each time the student returns, Coop draftsmen at another firm earn

$800 to $900 it month (about $4.60 to $5.15 per hour), Employer:- of

social scietwe students, primarily government agenkies, salaries;

at grade GS-3 or $6,77.1 per year (about $7). 45 per hourl, which"'

Means the c()((p stud()).1 ir, hired helow the in,ital startup. l % tai
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Etnployrs believe they pay student:, 'adequately and ,aecordinil,

to the mars et price for the lub. Some, employers help meet ',indents

financial needs in other areas. A government ;agency paid f.,r student':'

books. Health insuyance zInd other company benefits, including :ft nicuity,

may accrue to the co-opstudents.

Employer responses on whether the'; :referred the alternate or

parallel schedule: for cooperative' education vatted. Engine, rir4 firms

favor the alternate schedule. They feet that students could not att.( rid

adequately to school and job at the, same time. 'The tv,ineering and hard

science curricula are considered too demanding for the student. Employers

in other areas -- business, social sciences and government -- were

mixed in their responses. Some feel that the student could cornbine work

. and studies; others believe the two arc not compatible.

Screening students apparently be.fomes a perfunctory vituai for

employers after they have participated in the ""P Program. Virtually

all the employers interviewed reported that if a good relationship

past coup students and tin., school coup coordinator has been experienced,

the firm generally needs only the, school's recommendation of A student

and i. personal interview which serves primarily to match the student's

skills ..%ith the postit ion. Coop .tridents, once on tln pd), are- usually

evaluated in the same manner as other company employees -- through

periodic formal evaluations.
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genersally e,:presse(1 interest only 11) "superior" students.

1.Th plwyers in technical fields fe(1 they could not justif,, hiring 1( ns than

outstandiaw students becau--i the- benefit;, 10 the company fluid rot he

worth the costs of trainirg and supervision.

A-, far- as foreseeable fu'ure Hans for employing ce,,p 0,1:dew

emr2lol er responses vs'ere `The economic downturn ha diminished

the supply or availablo jobs in companies engaged in fields, of architecture

and manufacturing and in gov( rnment agencies. One ongineerIn: fi ri I

however, predicted strong demands for draftsmen until 1'180.

It appears, then, that employers vic\\ cooperative education as a

valuable way of identifying and training future employ Thus they are

interested in continuing employment of the same students, and not in

providing career exploration opportunities for many different students on

a single-assignment basis. This perspective is very different from that

of students and fa :silty, but reflects the realistic priorities of en-iplovers.

I. 2.9
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0 FT_.741.)17,Ct(--;.A IV I )1.[C,A f )v.S

This study tat cooperritive echttcatirricwis ,iesigned :l art o\erview

concerned with identi,t-yritir and analy program oath ',111(1 up "1'lltiunti,

and p2(.jci-ilig in initial understanding needed prior to initiation of for-/
anal evaluation of cooperative education programs. While it made no

attempt to use a generaliAable sample of the several hundred,scilools

operating cooperative ednc-ation programs, the9J-K<Clid pro\ idt" a

"picture" of Cooperative education diverse programs, and 1t ct

to the identification and iu t11t analy,ses of program goal Hwities,

and key issue.s,----" N4ajor findings and their i mplications are dibk kls

b$J,-(TC(:..
---_------

_, --\\
_----- .---

_---:-- . I Defining (oopt:rat 1 vc Etl',1, at ion

Site visits to e4,ht coop,..rati\ e education schools-, combined cith

a survey of present and forrner students, \ACV! of Off of F:ducation

files data, and a literature search, established that there is no .-sin15I

universally accepted operational delinit ion of cooperatk duc,ar;on.

As ageneral concept, coopertitive education in.,olves combininc; class-

room studies 'and work experience as pa rt of I post-secondary edm

lion program. llowever, the nature 01 the int,riace between studie1-,

work, the relative importance of the two, and tin" policiet, and pro-

C;
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eedure_s-gto.erniiii, the inte,,ialed program ai widely, and no -iii le

at_ft..eptecl "model or t-i( rie.; ut morlei,,

he Na l It C:oniniittee for Cot ipe rat ive Edu: flt ion in 1071 pro-

vided a clef:nit .n \\inch attempted to include' general stalida I cis for

-----cooporatIvo eclu.,a11011 Programs. Act ording to this. definition,

Classrnorr ,-.-xperiene and pt-z.n.tical r
experience he "integrat,q1"

Worl: expoiene-e is a ''regular and cs-,ential
element in ill,' educaritinal process, ''

Both a "minimum amount of work ci:periet'0 and
"minimum standards of sty...-cessful perl'orruarne'
during wort; assi:nments are to be degi:c -. reciuir0
rnents

Even such a general definition as this still seems too nayrok%
/

as it might exclude prograx'i su,di as Pasadena's which inv(dve work
/

assignments totally unrelated to areas of study The 1(' islal;uri

authorising federal funding for co'operatio education prograli 5,

sets Just one specific:: pro rain', 1 ..tquirement. Title 1V-1) of the Higher

Education Act specifies that federal assistance' he provided for carr trig

0 'cooperative education programs "alternate' periods of

full -tines academic: study with periods of full-time public or pri att,"

ernplo)neni. " Thus the federaVdefinit ion clearly,,i\ould seem to

occlude' the "parallel" coop part f 'me

study and part. - tinsel \Yok. froni 'grant
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2

The literature includes many cooperative dik:,tion program

models and proi.irain descriptions. e the present study, however, it

demonstrates that i n c l i % idual programs use cid ferent

Lions to guide their development and implementation of LopPerative

education Programs.. There apperirs to be no universal unifying or puirling

principle, beyond that of somehow meshing classroom Ype ri-

ence.

-

The lack of a single operational definition or organizing principles

for cooperative education.. is nut necessarily' t program weakness: It

is quite possible that cooperative education can be most effective when

individualized prograins z re developed by schools based on their unique

philosophies and environments, particular student body characteristics,

and varying courses of study. 'However, the extreme variations among

interpretations of the purposes and component. of cooperative' education

progfams 40 complicate' both program development and federal over-

sight 61 schools receiving program gr:ants.

Sind' the Components and opr,:Uions of indivIda ii
proLironis should he consibent with their nitric dual
interpretations of what coupe' t ive education 51u

r 2)
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he -,;ind do, it l) Con le V`at l'11103 y iniportant fot= s(11001
rsonnol ' 1 cleft rly define he; pr.fwrmt ilosuple,

and up,,rational foundation and assore that their plan-
ning efforts lead to a prot2rain which contormq to their
progr,am detinition. Otherwise, coal attainment may
be ve c,y fieult.

Since:different prograttls ntav he operaLin-g---uncter \cry
different program d'efinition.s., -they are liLely to ha'
very different goals well. Thus it is, im-
portant that--tri-cse clearlc' clef Ink d trim pro-
gram to 'guide their progran-f 'and p.i,tit solf-Absess-
ment, and th,at the federal L4uvrtuliont by ,able to
evaluate each program accordin.2, to its own goals.

0

If the federal government 'is to encour,:fife the deelop-
menf of cooperati\e education pro,,rains which ha e the
greatoq promise of sucLess, it becoms,s extremely
important to be.able to determine Which 1 -finds of pro-
grams -- based on what kinds of operational delinitions
-- seem ni,ist successful, and to offer guidance' to
scho6ls I o help them build upon such success. This
may mean a series of guidelines or proLlrLrri (k. clop-
ment ommoridations based on diftrent program
definitions; it may mean perforplan CO St ;Ind arcls con-
sistent with difierent program models.

Cooperari\e Education Program Coals

Like. operational definitions, program goals in cooperat

try widely in nature and emphasis. Anionk the stated or implied

goals identified among programs studied are the follcA\

2,

_po provide :.ttidt'nts upp,,rt imo for ca ora t on
within a general tield ill C,trecr selection;

ro pro% st ticks111:-: c.1111 fecllt.tt.ti Shills and (<per c,ic (
!-,1)( Laroot relat ed lob s lent s:
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3. l n provtdev stivionts ,ri ;it rwitic:1 Jim I() the won:
and Imo pitc_tic nlitun.m relations" H
to better prepare' tin ior,e\-entual p, rnl inent em-
ployment;

4. r,) help to breal. career barr,,,rs for (.,,ni.('n and
milior it y groups, through Cl )( )11 a SI, L2

5. ,vide student- from 1,)\\-ii,eonte
opportunity tot help pay for iheir postscondary edo-
ca.d,..ion \\orl- as,ignment -,, rho : 1r,;(1(ing
college' financially fe..asible for such btu(lentst,

To provide a means for schools particularly rela-
tively costly private schools -- to offFet tuition dim reren-
thals and thereby compete for sludents w:th le ti ex-
pensic sch.)ols nearby by onering their students a
way of meeting Judi e:..tra costs throu,lh \volt]. assign-
ments.

The firi-t. three goals relate' specifically to different kinds of

career prcTaration for- students. llow, el', similar goals can be stated

from an employer's viewpoint. For e:,.amplet, the first t cc' goals iniuht

be interpreted as helping to assure employers zi work force of individuals

who are better trained (Coal !:2), more satisfied (Coal CI), and better

able to cope with human requirenints on the :lob (Coal 4':3). Coals '4

and have an equ'al opportunity emphasis, and Coals an(1 inVok

the financing of r,)stsecondary education. The last goal I.. ght be con-

sidered to involve institutional survival riher than l`(:11C,1 jOri al «01 r r15.

The study indicates that those' goals are lar from mutually \-
clusi\ e; indeed, most ,,chools espouse se\ eral of them. Rtrti(ul,irly

tif"1" SCII0()1 r eta t 1 \ ely lie \V COOperalIN'C' (`Cith. all()11
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ing ctun,Iderationis May hd ye bCyn of primary impurtan:," in Ilk" decision

to initiate a 11r,p.2 rant. ilowever, schools have academic_ yoals as well tor

th,ir cooper it education efforts,

'The multiptiLity of goals 'is not in it 011- a problelii, so loni2

progranis r0cogniz.e the operational implications of their Foal I tow-

eve r, some of the: f ryquently adopt , d cooperative edu, at ion p rograin

goals arc at least partially conflicting when espoused by the same pro-

and may lead to program confu ion or incon,i$ten,y. Vor u\a111p1L:

If students arc, to receive "human t rat if
and introduction to the world of ark, the di:. t ct
relevance of tile, work assignment to t'- " student's
academic course of stady '15 not of ice :

Floviever, career c:,ploration goals require that work
assignment s be at least in the broad field in \:h:4.{11
the: student Is Lonsideling emplo,ulient. A school' with
both goals must differentiate bet \vven them for dif-
fe runt student :, actt.1111i1W the rulati\ priority of
each goal, or make other arrangeinents to assure:
that one goal is not met at the e.pense of the other.

Emphasis on caree'r N.plo rat ion generally implies
letting a student "'It y" several dIffe tinit hinds of Loop
assignments. However, if a program \vants to pro-
vide students r ill( technical skills ind e\perienec, it
will gene rally menu rage 111e111 to return t o the same
job for multiple periods since it takes time to learn
enouili to tai e' on technical responsibilities for an
employer. Programs holding both goals face a
dilemma, Link ss clear pr()Ck:dti ib I for differen-
t lat 1(.11 for di lie rent st udent Nloreo r, while;
technii.al are r1ti3O oticn a koiicern for students
in engincering and oth, relatielv lee linic.11
and oa Veer s. plorn ion is .1 pa r; r con, 0 rn of many
liberal a. rt st dents, t N" apif rent iv mon\
t e;. wicat would to t ry ,o've l.1 1,Incls;

of ob nment Thus poll, ie(i on stud( nt
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mai() r.; okay -not In acleciktate to iike..1 ..-,tudent net di,.

fi»,111( 1,11 C011", iuerjt 1P ; are of key import.in,
it may bk. ititin nit lo r a weet 1Wr 2()0
V ith Ni ktion to rele onc( iii th.. rf, ,ts5iniiiint Hr
a. octet H -;tudies. will lin(' it di]
cid t 1,1 r ik;;,(..' gkiod pa vii i2 , (fonIcibq
little opportunity for a rk r e .:p to rat ion, fit r e\ani; de.

The ; e a re just a few of the potential i n ( on ist en( i, 0' lon, pro-

grain iii Wified in the ..,tudy. Site visits irdie,' I 0 ti.at schook

do not fully unrsta.nd the p rug rammat ic mp1icot ta,..; of tecir goals,

set wor;;ablo priorities ;-.,mon,,..; them, re«);2,tirii the potential for c onfl h Is,

and tale stop.- to reset .0 them on some rational basks.

These goals aro of importance to the- Office of Education, since it

provides fundf:, to operate progratn:=, with va r iit and 501 tjiH s ir,,,on-

sistent goal-3. More study i needed of the actual goals of presk.nt

coope rative education programs and their effects on program operations

in order to:.

Es tablihh which goals a re realistic Linder specified
conditions

Dde rinine frequent incn it encie.-, among pro g ram
goals, and ta i3O i:tcps; to hell) programs reeognir.e and
resolve the,6e' in consist en c., ie s and

Be able t o identify individual progrink ! , , , a 1 . ; in o rde I
to ca rry out object ivi' p rog
on these go:ils.

L) 7
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5. 3 I..)ifferint., Per t, pit es- on C,.onpe rat P.e. ,t inn

Information from this study Ind 1( eL, that cult It ,f :or i 'sue provide.i

iwrli<tv, (hi Lrttv,t sin 1 ?0 to .,Lhool-tit ety ;)I lin: It y

and run but. Ci -ill1 coupe rat lye education pro;., ,_! ,tt,,

n( for in_' t clel ai (1. ',(/"Int ( (f11(",

ancl prio 1-;t le ot the r11:11,-, nt icinant-: In ()(>l et:u-t

rane-: -..titrient z, lit ;One]. 'ti -d fa, ult (..tnplov( 1)if -

ft. rent group-, may. adopt diffo rent goals on lot erpr t theni different

and their prioritio.-: typically reflect (lief; ov.n pi rs1

Some of the key pe recption 5. anti implications oi these d iffy runt

groups re as e S

Facult y a re C onc t rned wit h p rot ect ing the (pia lit
the de.ree in their field of study, and aHsurint_t that
cooper dirt education is relevant to this a caderult, course
of study. They may 1* i tncuuciv .s.keptiea I (if coop
jobs v.thich a re not directly career- related, aml some:
may nut be convinced that the concept of cooperative:
education is appropriate to thoin field ra cult y often
question whether and under v. ha t condition- ac adeinic

rudit tON\ a rds t raoua t ion should be awa Toed for ( -
O p e% perience. Some faculty believe the academit.
depa rtmonts should he responsible for such deci-,ion.-;','
othi.r, may 11nd r es puns! rn Ill us ton p

students burdensome., :Technical field iaeulty 01 ty
prefer student s' repeated Cow) ,a ssi gnment to the
same employer ah offering I h., best oppn y for
on-the-job I Ca 111 cs . I i be ra 1 i rtS tat. tilt \ may be-
lieve t. a reer e .nlor.itiun t them., !jean, iN
while quest lonin;, the (ti-,jlLI)I]jt tf brie' and po i1,1y
s upe rfi( htl e,..perience:, in mAny dine rent ass,i:umont s.
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1:11)phy_urt,. pa rticularlY thot,e privat Lt s, (tor em-
ployer' hiring pc . (ante] in iehiutI tie 1(1,- oft en
tooLing tor tettir, pyriitanent employee, aitionL_I Loop
stval t.t. They may be con( crited \t,ith oirint hit
indi\ ideals at,sin,ned o then: develop enon;d1 -,1,111-: and
experience to be valitahle holieve that
the ti rs t itti i!2,11311(10_ Ica t:.1)(' 1 it'lit
for the '-tudent. lh, \ thus favor IIdVUL thv t-taine
stuclen! return t( til(:111 f) H. period throtn2hout
his or hct i. o pro rain pa rti, ipatioe. titiroan ser-
vIket'iugtPc,les h servo ;Ls (--)op assnmniewt, are
more lil,ely to use' students us a \-aliiablo temporary
staff, particularly where their funding limit-L-10ns Or
the lack of a\-ailable personnel ni,an serious inanpt,\"er
defiriencie-s-. However', they too are 1iL ly to favor
ha\ in tln: same sturieets return for repealed assign.-
nlent s, since a rained" sticient-is especially valuable.

Stdnt- may \ 1 e\V coop experiun,:e in ma,r1v vays:, as
a chane, for c;iteer c\plo ration, a means of helpin, to
finance a colle!'e, cdecat ion, a way of iindinti, ii ft.tc..e
ernploy(r' and thus avoiding a Job sea rch after graduation,
a chance to see, y.'hat the world of work is like and
gain 'human relat,ons- skills for future use, an easy
way Co get academic c'recht, or a combination of
these.. Depending upon their priorities, they may fa \ or
or oppose. repoated ass gnment to I ht. sante nth, cap
jobs 1 r front campus, as 1141d-11(1V which pay well but
are: only peripherally related to their a c'ZI
of stitd, N ry den ttandint., Worl.asn 0 r re-
quirements for relatiniz their (....00p pd.) to trunr field ,

throw 11 a paper or other as!signntent.

(..:oo.perati.velzduczVtnel_si_aff. nnn,t1 attenV i ant_.'e

faculty, student, arid employer desires and needs, und
to re( tin I them with Federul requirements and the
stated policiem and p r i o r i t i e s of the i n L t i t L i t i on 1 hey-
mtn,t sat h,fy emplo\ ers i t they o 1 1 ' to 1);t WI a hi needed
coop openinu,s. 1:'aculty support i. ef- :Lent at n credit

to be p.ovided and mtLinta inert. Student demand-,
must he sul f i c hull 1 \ t at is f ied to assure. part icipat ion
at hilt pro;:,rani apa( tiy. Mot cover, coop Prt.1dni
coordinatorn are typnully lucid rc:Ton,i r (pet -
Lt (iii g a p no p lit i h is "!-; 1).15Cd on the.
school it., rook and ohie( I i yes , n(I "et itcittul " ill t ill,.
of ;tafl tiolo ..(nd oh hor
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If an individual schools ( ooperotive educ,it i ni prog rain N to b

"s c :Jul" in the Li-no." of un l in,r, it s own god. is, then there must he.

some' general agreement not 0111\ as to what these goal-, are, hut

as to the proy,raii-i's priuril ei. Given the diiferent viewpoint s, of the

\fa riuu p,7 r icipant ,,roups, the' institution review and dsse,; con-

flict mi, con( ern and priorities and rnal:e rational decision which -are,

then followed in piu,rani planning and operations. Prog,ran, can he

assist 'd in OIL; p ro c ce s if they can receive: Iron' th., 17'c:dorsal go \ el-milt-lit:

Guichlnce, in terirs of any Federal 0 r
requireiments which vill atfect goals or. priorities,

Assistance in icientif\liv probable areas of conflict
based on the experience of otter progranis,

FL 1p in identif=vint., alternative pelicies, procedures,,
and coldP.:I-resolution approa.-bes, match( d 5pecific
goals and object es. through manuals to lida

1) build upon the e,...periencl° h( r prc,Lrams.

54 1-'rogran-n-lat lc Issue,

A cooperati,-e education program's goals and prioriAie-, lu 1p 5hape

its structure, policies, and procedures. Based on information from this,

study, it appears that -- whatever the spe(.ific goals :nd priorities

agreed upon -- cooperative educzt,tion programs mat e (let is hue,

r11.1114 (.1 a in key i-sttes. 1)1 eision,, on tit. i,..suks, whit h -are

closely interrelated atul N.vhich ,41 rr ni I oni:k i ('L ed
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goal de( is ions , have' aior implication; for tilt rut-1u re, coniputient.,,

and ii opat. ts, of a C' )0)t' edlit.at.ton rLL l !icy inel,:dt" the

follov in

Dyic 'Jon tlf What ;it',.(1.,7 +1C 111,t 1() or ottr-:t
of "NI itc'v a r to' la" ii.cledt.d the
Prograf,-;; rday t limited to stud( Pt:, in pa rticola
technical or vocational fields, or inc ludt hilt 1-i
arts and tilt arts maors. The, 'cove raoe" of a
pro:.;rain in turn (let crmincs what kind", of coopt"ra-
tive J01 nst 1%,. identified and for Nyhat be riod6;
stud.%nt -Job and o,h(fr z'11(1. pro-

nub.t (1..velopt ci o be appropriate- for
students with differert mator fivld", and the'refore,
different Coop nerd,.

Dete rioinat in of the 1' iaii cl,o)!-Las is on
e\plor,..tit/n 2.,.1.111.11''.1 SO.';,11iC

e. The .to rim 1-
p,bs 1 ach " i period, v,'nch

in turn affects the' typos of tol,s ot sout_ht, and
en.;iployor willing:1,s,, to participate. 'Pie lattLr'

6;c1111l' ",11.1f:t 0, till' SaTilt. oh
for repel tic n riodn, \V:icrk student-, frt,li teehniL al
fields arr involved, repeztied aon1flrllt to the, iIflC
lob -- br at leant ti sailie employer -- may seeila_,'
desirable, a,1 "tudt ntS in -,n(

prkfk.1* Varict field for t.orve
e\pio 1t h re lil)cral a rt, student a re' in \-01%, eci,
there is p.nt rail\ greater colpha iC on different .101)
asc,irtment 4 to permit c.".plo ration N"ithiri lJI'Odd field;
hoy.'ever, sow,. relat ively dem'inding -- and int ert,,fil.,2,

coop lobs may roc,In re, retwat(d l5IVlVt ent tilt'
same -,ttident.,-,, .1)cols ions cdn buicit on an inch\ ;dud]
babis, but the ".,ellool y ( I t 1 t r-
minat ion-. i n order t o develop ,1 lob pool ,,,pplopri,t, lv
ha la ne tot to 11,0VI lIt (it'111,1110,,

1)01, 1!-;.0],,,, ,,11)1,0 s, .1 1,.., ,*(,r ,.)

Vu lit I'll) % idc 111,

111o1115 t1 p,ty uii Ion ,..1110 0th, ' I' tot, (lilt ill pt riod , o!
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class r()om stud% , then p.I y s( .",' mu
important Hoe: Cart!' Hey ts -. a oop
which e cTouse ( r,:t 10 I ind l( 1010 ,t1
1)1-(1):1"010,f1 ;Id' 4' 14) (011I41.4,1131.`+) 141411

t() 1) 14-1 S111414'11 in .n. i,t1 n( udent
ar(' 1;1. ely to de ft (1 p. 1 it . oo,) )) y

financin, t h e i r e lucat ion , then ett:-.I
the \yor1, r it tLer (...;111 I t (tI j r (. oft( ef"-t.
AtiV pr()..tran, deI m'ne how to 1,-t Iioc ti s(.
often (....onfliL tst,
stud,_.nt , tacult v, in-ti! (it ional

Dot( .,s 1.;11-0:,,r, lilt 00 .1'1(1 s)roceeThrtsf,

0,p(!iii,n(.:...: Ed( I pro-rz,(H und,
c (A.:(:i.t ions :lc dri(.01:( ('fl(: it N. III I)( \, rded

for coop e-,p. riknce; ( )

\\*Imilwr crcdit- will 1)0 s on;. (2) vsjIcther cre(;:t
will count ovard rPe.uz,i ion or tov..i,r(:q nI
field re:1.ifr(.!mt.,11 ( V. ncther coop at ed.ts ;.",
t ransferal,le to other rn;--(iorS or other schiouls. an
(4) whether LI rade s a re' to Ips \ en, and if so, in LI,

what py rt,o,n1 st caC,a.r(lb. nv(11 to
pr)% ide some ra4 Ional and reasonahly ()Hee(
means of evztlu-tt in 1,tndent 2(11) perform...ince wd
determining its Aue" in terms ot. redits, par'. -
la r).. %%here students may y wish to transt(., r such
credl -- as frequently occurs in junio.s.-
for example. The' re:,ponsihilili for Lr,dit
and awa rd mnst be determined:, often it is :-,ha red h\
tie coop pror_rarn oft:Ice. and \ a r ow, zic-acien,ic
department s or the' ;tendril. lair:, ulii; 0', This'
School I11US cunsidrff HU' in' pli(...)411011S ol 11):(\111,1..' ( 1.4'4111

dct e rminnt ion s imide by other than la(
parti( t,Lirly in terms of t.cult,, .-upport for the pro-
gr,i.im; yet \ j1L Ltcultv 111,11.e 1,11(.11 6( 11.'1'11111170

Can prUNI` in p(srti'unnt'l t1,l and rat:-.e (Alas
difficult i.e ::.

Sell me -;1 ;Hen+ e. 1 ion cr It or s1 Coop proL;ratil,,
lift- .e been ( 11:0,(1 -d.0.1p10
or poorly ( 1.. liii (.(1 studeat.::. and 01 1 roil m LI th,,,

student 1\1l11111 a etc hool or dep., rt meld 1.21, h
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sclo,m1 tlyu,t chte'rptine ii s iiiiii,flj! i r.-fli ill ,

in ter111.-: of r s ,m(1 utiwr 1,tuto r i h.,
, fr. ,)(1 thot rc per-

f r:11' \y(!1 on the .101) id '(Ii'ii w,-1,
with retitv..ed ;nt st in kLy-:,..-1lulu \v0r1... utlu rs 1(-.1r
nel;;,ti\ r reaction -- inc Iudm, th,
loI - - it "ch:in, ;t re oti :.1tHeh.q. 17 11

s._hool rh'te 1.1 it1(' the e\1.0111 10 \`, kik 11 V. ill tc.-;,
flc\ij)if, (II I cre-.in reqt,i re111,,,it 1+,71,e.r ,. thy.
sel'oolr> h.tvc. reputttion fur th0r,);1,411
S YOV I' I. IVI.I iii pt ,1;,1,,,nc ref( rr,

Sicenfly t tIyir ov.n. This Is p tL il i1.
ch--irdble v.ht-re Job sp(--; are' r froin Lhe,,
eimmy,s, but lead to "sLre( 1>0 ()1't
unntLcs:-,A1:11\

Del Id: ()1% ""1"n. ih,C):11(''.. Tit 1.(' TV-I) II
tile 1 ;:nof Act. reciltfrc
of full-u1,10 p.ncl
for l'ci-1(4r:,11): itov, \ 1" r

grams do vrttc 00 t;II, r1to Cl tS I11(! -1 oi)S ; \1
Fcch. rz,1 E(;11( lull
and le.gis1;-,1i s- is.c 1r1L.11t rc he Sk 111'd', iii..
conc( mns, rnit,5,t by cons'dered, in, 11,(11n, hether co-
ol) p,o.rtic..;.,,.?Ion is t() n'A,tnd:,tory or ele(1!,(...-
Schools roand;t:or -tr rn,-11;k" p rt ic 11;
f%tlicient ore (31 t:Ic r i.;..c1; it ic,s i)(1!1c, ;11)1c, I() pr(
the nurriber on% "1%

d 77,' '1 in (it d(.rn)ik. ( 1t -
,(1Id Ut V t", 11()\\e\-ot, 'ors

:titeLt. this de, :Sion. h ',( v

pr1 ,11,Nt.111-1, It invol,k :{(.1 \N. or! -'l>': iii
,irst or illurc, io r

I 1 I 1 - ' I ad:1 ,,t1 75 1 111 if y
p t " ;HI III' .).

e(11. .,1i0.1 pro'' 1 111 1,1051 h., (st,(1)11: bed v. 11,1

11K" :-,pv( ill( pro" r.1:11 roll t thi, I (,,,p
("15)17 I' ')1(d ;U' brut r,11?: (1,2:.e( tor, 111.w,rm)

,;:d pi:.1 :i),11 till V dl 'VI !Hi)) dd,
" 1 1 ( , 1 : , 1 ^ 1 '" (d .111 I", 1/1'; I!I V.i1,7117) 711"

It 7 1 1 , I C h.' (II I 1 old>
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The:3v

pa.rtit-nl.,rly in obtainin, th,, pro-
i.2.ram is in (..11tic
unit, )t (1 c5,pi,c1,111,
\\Thy rt. i,4, 1111v ,arr t 41 In lcIt..It thin

,>();) ovcr; 11.,ht
tor ;tp.d'ti t st.p:)(,:, to! tot prt).

I '
find 111,0 ht( it v I Ii 0" .or -;., rc
Zt'ICI Ilipt :.,()!),:' 1( '11% It It'', 11,;irt'
(.111C tat c,trric(i out tat:.

1)0.40.1,..-11r1;,/ 0,1 11100r 1 k1il`f III 1:1 11, 1)0 (,)

WiitVv a (ICI I I- - -

I \ )1" I czpt It prt.,
;:nr:

c>.pcnc.,,. Thus-
Et kick, Iv Lo t 1,) c,

p v re sLucli.nts ri(,,(1 t!:k. ir
coop. (..,,,rntIgs, I Lilt it . ta"tr
may this pre 'or to ol)toin
thoir 0%.'n 'flan ;11.1

s for ,...v)op
tujipi cliar 4(.5 ttUo sucin

.
(U 1:k%v t),'

study. '11)cy aro . inTorralit iti that c.%ory' !host.' and

ro1 7 led cicel,siorls; if a:wropt.iatt ar, nut 111.-1(h" cittrin,4 pro:2,ra,11

thcn orol)1,31-P-; Indy a r is P ','1 io'n bo(.011,'

op(.1",ZCjothti. N1orct),-01', t1i liCLiS10:1 areas 11.,o ret!((t soint ut Illy

hey progralli is:-.11c,F, col- any future t ()opt. rat i P educ-at i(0-1 pco-

gram, evalu;it iOU

Ciuidanc,' Irunl thc Oiti, ()11.:duc.,ou,n -- in iii P 1,1t101 t

Of ill(' 1:t`y dird ((Jr .11tcr:1,111.t, dt,0

0)1 Ii' r -- 111 Sk: hclp it 0U tilt pvt,

'1.11
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di'VHOPIIIMt t( t1\ (", I 011,1)-t'llt

1)1,t1M11-14 nd cli lopithmt, oper,,tion (1. tihi lf or-

contli(

), -) Ind L t) 1 Program. (

An ey dwation ouper, t (.0 cdileat ion pro:.r.u"

idrttitic' r)t 5 CitjC indict >r, (Jf -',1cce,s

can d. This- stud's' has lound th;-1 (11'erent oop-

cratic 1)2.o1-z-tins h,o,e it C(iflerent prop:air,

orities. it ti.t,t-erore. ,-ppears that indik.(.(tors 01 1,2-cp.:1ain bucee:-,,; 1.1ust

be idontitied I s or rhese dliterunt L;oz,1: ,(ncl prior LtIi r than

on 11.1;,. uni( rs.al coupe rati,-e education propn-,tnt llov.eer, it

SC( ms "tfl,,t a n-lort' compreitensi',a° 000p(.01.4;,ti\ (

pro:41L11'1b s'.stelnatic evainin,tion 01 r

saitiplo of tine se\-eral lum(lred prow.rnws currently oper,(titiL; 10 -.1:,ols

tItrou'Olout the' count 1. could lead 1 t he' de ve lopment (,1

C001)Vrall',V edk1C'at vi PiJdelS. TI1C;.-(. 111()deh:, eaC11 \Vith it S .40 ils

and priorities, could provide a for the de\elopinent of (1e1inil .1(0

and \viclely ;tpplicoble indiu,a((rs 1)n)g1-.1111 toiC( Ir.orci)%(,r, tic'

nitt111,er of tividell, t-hould UI utt Icntly S111.111 to 11stIst' till!' t'rtort tOtt.q

The' preseiff :111(1,, ii ied to 111(0 lop11.(ent i>1 :,(o.11,"

inch( a c> r of oope 14,01 i due (lion p i u ,o11 ii ",q, t'.tt. I 1. ii (1 It),

One Or 111()14( 1)1*OP l..t111 12,0ttlq. Tiicy il0 111(1>" (111, 1011()wit1 ;;;
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\VI I e r ( ' OE1 reer I \.t )1 (t ation $ " -t :

piot,rapi haF' prwided ;.,tudents with dt
three ter, rit iIO I. oope rat ivy ;oh:. reile(,t

tilt H11(:( its hroad
field oi 1fl (Y IC

The student is p,,rmitted t eeirik, tor
whet ;twit' to t -turn to'.' Et 1C()1 'I C,H)p
CPC :--,El1n(2 j01).,

The school a po]i;, or i(jwoirviii:2,, iod hi,s

different Ca.teeri; Witli1.11 each p It iCi]) ethic study
area.

Wh(sre' 'E-.:1(1 rience are a ttonl:

Students he.v( to to tL
Sarni' C:()Op (21's)!0`,-,:l' I r b1.111:1,Ar or proiret-,-
sively more dern:tnding iisstit,nr1 nts each work
r2niod.

Coop jobs are diroctl,,- reiat,..ri to stwieh1 career
fields and in'. ,1 i,l-ecitic technical sl-ills or

experience.

Faculty Coop
ly career-rekited to de5(5 1:ve acackniic. credit
towards graduation in the student's major field.

Where' 1 n relation S trdiniluz Ptyl n ml roduct ion
to the wori v.orld ,ire Coal:

Coop jobs arc a\ "a I 1 a hie:, whieh do not deihand
pre \ 10115 job IsN:perint..t,' Or ..if1 vonc,y(1 shi

Ernployer,5 with , ertain coop 1,,h, pr,,\
and lorm,'.1 or ,nfornul

t r ;t in in ii -hoinan relat Ions" as applied to th,
work sit oat

rhe' S h 11;1:-, a pool , p is c hIch an
,1::,1.2,111untu;

i
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Where breal Clo\vn 11. rrie-s to female ancl
group emplot, Jolt

s1/4:nuol rep(); ts, and stueoutt. and staff ol
orate, that a policy is made of :-,entittl!, ll,,111011
acd ri toritv students b cll-Iptol,t'I'S ard to jobs
in career areas a' re traditional barttiers
their employment i X15t.

The school ilas a large proportion of female and
minority ,:roup cooneratite education student>3,
relative to their proportions in its tor T.1.1 student
body and in participatint:1 major depart";nents.

Women and minority graduateE of the coup
educatio,,, prot,ram repott perIllanent employ-
ment by emplo volts and in career fields with
traditional barriers against women and minori-
ties.

Wit( re financfol help for students from low-in«oue
faoji- is a ,zoal:

The school hos a pool of relatively high-pavin:_,,
low- expen> . lohs tvhich have been (II veloped
(and whiLh arc heir!) tor studerts fur %%nom tr
nancus pr.mary crupurtan,-0.

Arage student earnings from coup abs are
sufficient to cover -- or contribute sinificz.mtly
to -- tuition and other fees.

Student,tt ) e port tnat' cuup partici pat iun has nlad,-
it possible tor them to remain in school.

Where offr,e1 iny tuition diftettential,l, h. a ,oalf

AVcra20 stid 1.%111 earnars 1.1.*)111 up 1(11)s. a re,
ectiutaient 1() r ;2reater II a n I Ii o Ii I ii di I--

le N P1 'al ho V ((fl C H LOu i an.1

idelltillCd public colleges in the s-une area.
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Students report that particip dion in the
cooporative education tiro Jam ha:; made, it
possible' for theo, to ,attend th'is school in.-
stead ct another les. eN,p. .,ust I otitAu.

The school does l'u' char.u, tuition tees for
cooperative- education wo H. ass i gninent s.

These re .,osent the kinds of ::-.(iicators N-hich can he used to,

evaluato cooper;'tive education programs, based on their individual

goals. However, sinco most dli C several dif:-erent goals

which r11.1.b t 1.;( reconcilq, indic'ators tor any individ,a1 program must

reflect its sp:'cific goals -and priorities-.

5. 6 Summary of Study Implictiont,

The present study has provided for the identification of a series

of coopt.ative educzition prograiu goals and a-pproaChes, and

identification and initial analysis of key issue-s-in tie development and

operation of coopor.a-ti-vre-e-ducation programs. The study therefore has

Provided insiLlits into the nature of cooperative
e ducat ion pro ;.2 rain goals, with emphasis u
ext ent to which such goals vary across pro;2,rams,
are realistic', and. are consistent. Areas of con-,.
flict among goals have been sugLostl.d.

Identified puss iblo area s of Conflict and compromise:
based on the differing definitions ot :10operative
education and tla, (tittering progr:ou pert
the various pa rt icipant groups... st (Ident 5, fa( ulty
staff, and enip!overs.

'5111)J:est ed pro!, r,1,1 0(11 mw-,I ho con;i(lejcd
in any progr,t111,4111.11y:h1
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I)e\ e1o1)(.(1 sr,-trripl indiL,Ltor!, of proyr,;(111,:;11(_Ce5,,,:,
and ;.,',111;o,, rt.rmi red

indi, ,tt rs ;:n(! f or
cvaluat ion 01 C001)1'14,111% V 0Chil 1011

In sun-o,tr, this; study pro\ tdc,d ni oik r:,t,tIldin,14

of Coop' 1111.C:C.011, 1),1S('(1 011 01,2)11 (22,!1-' , 1.1:1V1/11011," ;Old

1/1Z1i1 1"., and tito considor,a1)1,, sycond,tr\- (1:.t \t.

nut i ic (.1 i iot 2,e;it, rail/ al.)) (. to Hit- 1.1,0,.(21- WI. coop('

ti \ c t.d1..:(..;;:tiort pro,!r.1:;, nation\vid,., it docs spyci.,,,,
i

Ec,v 1:fctoirs whic,, must 1,o' 4.0osidcrod in a 1,r,3ryit'r
study,

'11)c, 1:;.-1:1-: of prelt:,:inLr an tl. Sf..b rVCI'lil*V(1. In (no
de viloPill,,,it of an C.:Z::::.d.1(.1 df LO(..)1),.`rali,.( ic;1-
tiut) 01401al-P.s, arid

ir..\.V11c(.1H1ll., Orl,i.CL' ot.1:.11.(atlurt LW:' 1 71r()%i.<'t,
guidanc .: ,,nd ,1";.11,111C 0 l0 (0011'r.1 : 'V , OttkC:! 1011

V Nv1.1)v '' (1,t) l'i 11'2, 11.,t` 1.1111I,11 P;,t .111: 1`,., and PH -
1'11"i0"' '1. 1.11"' W.I.:J/1n 12 ( ) p( r-,tion ot tk( 1-

coopyrat i'. V ( (.1,11. iiii011 U.:.cp,.2.r ,..,,,,-t:-., 11,.,,.(,1) ,.-- s' ryn',..41',-,(,,11,
thc;,(" )1'ocr;o11:;.
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